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The world population is rapidly increasing and human consumption of animal proteins,
is placing enormous pressure on the world plant and animal protein resources (WHOFAO, 2003; Chadd et al., 2004; UN, 2015). Over the past 50 years, the global livestock of
pigs and chickens has increased 2.5-fold and 4.5-fold, respectively, due to the increased
demand for meat and poultry (FAOSTAT, 2009). This is expected to continue as
livestock farming, particularly the farming of monogastrics, is one of the fastest growing
agricultural sectors. This presents opportunities for economic growth, but against
a backdrop of increasing societal pressure for more sustainability of farming systems
(OECD-FAO, 2011).
Provision of protein in livestock is mainly based on forages, grains, legumes, animal and
various industrial by-products. It was reported that in 2008, the world total compound
feed production was estimated to be 680 million tonnes equating to the use of
approximately 150-170 million tonnes of protein (IFIF, 2009). Poultry consumed 43%
of the total compound feed produced worldwide with pigs consuming 25%, beef/sheep
15%, dairy cattle 5% and other species including fish 13% (IFIF, 2009). In 2015, the
world total compound feed production was estimated to be 1 billion tonnes (IFIF, 2015).
Annual report of the International Feed Industry Federation (IFIF) 2014/2015 predicts
an overall 60% increase in demand for animal derived protein for human consumption
in 2050 compared to 2010. According to this report, the increase in demand poised for
2050 will be met by poultry that would show an increase by 104%, aquaculture by 90%,
beef by 62%, milk and dairy based products by 55% and pork by 38%.
Worldwide, in compounded livestock diet, soybean meal (SBM) dominates as the protein
source that accounts for 75% of the total world tonnage of protein, followed by all other
major oil meals and fish meal and animal by-products (FAO, 2004; OW, 2015). The protein
ingredients used as dietary protein source in animal diet, per se are not pure proteins but
they are rich in protein. Each year globally, livestock are estimated to consume 77 million
tonnes of protein from feed that is potentially suitable for human consumption, while
58 million tonnes of protein are supplied by livestock products (Steinfeld et al., 2006).
Increasing human demand for protein may shift protein sources “up the value chain”
towards consumption by humans, creating a void in the protein supply intended for
livestock products (milk, meat and eggs). One of the main strategies to overcome the
expected shortfall of protein for livestock, is the use of alternative protein resources
which partly or wholly replace those in current use (FAO, 2004; Boland et al., 2013). This
has led to increased interest, particularly among different stakeholders such as animal
nutritionist, researchers and feed industries, towards alternatives to conventional protein
in livestock diet that can maintain or enhance both animal performance and animal
11
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health. However, before using alternative protein sources for livestock feed, a thorough
evaluation of their potential impact on host physiology, in particular metabolism and
immunity will be needed. Desirable properties of alternative protein sources would be
potential to favourably modulate gut microbiota by supporting the “beneficial microbes”
and suppressing pathobionts (Forslund et al., 2014; Martinez et al., 2015; Toutain et al.,
2016) and the ability to maintain or even increase livestock growth and performance.
However, there is a lack of comprehensive evaluation system along with a “toolbox”
that can measure the impact of the protein ingredients from different sources on host’s
physiology in particular to metabolism and immunity in target animal. Hence, there has
been an increasing investment of research efforts to investigate the effect of the use of
alternative protein sources on the growth, performance and health of farm livestock,
while at the same time considering the health, safety and acceptability of the resultant
animal products for human consumption (Dubeski, 1994).

Current practice in diet formulation for livestock
In the current practice of diet formulation using linear programming, nutrient requirements
of the animal for which the diet is formulated are matched with the supply of nutrients
from available feed ingredients, while at the same time minimizing costs of the diet.
Nutrient requirements values are mostly based on a meta-analysis of dose-response
studies measuring the performance response of animals in dependence of an increasing
dietary supply of a limiting nutrient. Alternatively, nutrient requirements can be based
on a factorial approach considering estimated values for the nutrient requirements for
maintenance purposes and for production [retention of nutrients in the body of growing
animals, or in milk, eggs and progeny in other categories of animals e.g. for pigs (Hauschild
et al., 2012; NRC, 2012)]. In practical diet formulation, the nutrient supply of individual
feed ingredients to the final diet is supposed to be additive, meaning (digestible) nutrients
of different ingredients are of equal value, independent of their origin.
Data on nutrient requirements are used as basis for feeding standards, recommendations
and schedules in practice. Development of feeding standards started back in the early
19th century and knowledge had been gained gradually by the means of research and
experience over many years. By mid-19th century, feed tables ranked by nitrogen content
were available. The turn of the 20th century saw the beginning of research culminating
in feed formulation strategies for ruminants based upon, for example, total digestible
nutrients and hay, starch or corn equivalents. Table 1 summarises the brief history
(from early 19th century to mid-20th century) of the development of methodologies
for characterizing nutritional value of feed ingredients, of feeding standards and
recommendations for livestock. Although these systems of feed evaluation underpin the
present-day concepts of digestible and metabolizable energy, their values faded by the
12
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Table 1: Summary of the brief history* for development of feeding standards for livestock.
Year

Workers/Contributors

Significant contribution

1810

A. Thaer

Devised “hay equivalent”.

1827

W. Prout

Recognised protein, fat and carbohydrate as essential organic

1830

J von Liebig

Chapter 1

nutrients.
Developed simple analytical method to estimate protein, fat and
carbohydrate.
1859

H. Grouven

Formulated the first feeding standard with protein, carbohydrate
and fat contained in the feed.

1864

W. Henneberg and F.

Bring in the concept of digestible nutrients.

Stohmann
1864

E. Wolff

Devised Wolff’s Standard: A feed standard based on digestible
protein, digestible fat and digestible carbohydrates derived from
the results obtained from the feeding trials.

1880

E. Wolff

1884

J. Fjord

1890

W. Atwater

The Wolff’s standards commenced to be used in the United States
of America.
Formulated Scandinavian Feed Unit Standard based on hay
equivalent
Proposed Feeding Standard based on “available feed value” obtained
by the used of Rubner’s factors applied to digestible nutrients
(protein: 4.1 Kcal/g; Fat: 9.3 Kcal/g; Carbohydrate: 4.1 Kcal/g)

1897

G. Lehmann

Devised Wolff-Lehmann standards: standards for various classes of
animals. Took into account the quantity of milk produced but not
the quality.

1898

W. Henry

Calculated nutritive ratio as: Digestible crude protein (DCP) =
digestible carbohydrates + digestible ether extract x 2.4. Later the
factor 2.4 was replaced by 2.25.

1903

T. Haecker

Published feeding standard for dairy cows showing the nutritive
requirement varied not only with the quantity of milk produced
but also with the quality, especially the fat content of the milk.

1907

O. Kellner

Formulated Kellner’s “starch equivalent system”. It was based upon
the net energy (NE) and digestible true protein.

1915

F. Morrison

Formulated Morrison’s Feeding Standards that indicated the nutrient
requirement of animal in a range rather than in one figure.

1917

H. Armsby

Published Armsby’s Feeding Standards based on true protein and net
energy values

1956

*

W.A. Henry & F.B.

Revised Morrison’s Feeding Standards by including the allowance of Ca,

Morrison

P, carotene, DCP, total digestible nutrients (TDN) and net energy.

Early 19th century to mid -20th century.

13
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latter part of the 20th century because of the introduction of more intensive livestock
production systems. In modern times, the practical goal of any feeding system is to
optimize the efficiency of feed utilization, animal output and ultimately financial return
to the producer. As an example, most recent efforts are being made to develop methods
that determine ileal digestible nutrients like amino acids in pigs (Mosenthin et al., 2000;
Pan et al., 2016) and broilers (Kidd et al., 2005; Woyengo et al., 2010).The expansion
towards the development of methodologies still continues and compiling them is out of
scope of this chapter.
Based on these developments in feeding standards and the methods used in evaluation
of feeding values of feedstuffs, several nations across the world, including Denmark,
Finland, France, Germany, Norway, Poland, Sweden, Switzerland, The Netherlands, UK
and USA, assigned technical committees or councils to evaluate and publish the nutrient
value of feed ingredients and nutrient requirements of different species and categories
used in animal production. The remaining nations adopt or follow one of these feed
evaluation systems to build their own feed tables for multiple livestock species. These
tables provide reliable information on composition and quantitative nutritional value of
feed ingredients either or not in combination with data on nutrient requirements.
The Netherlands publishes its own feed tables known as the CVB tables for different
types of livestock animals that include ruminants, pigs and poultry (CVB, 2016). The
publication provides information on the nutrient composition and feeding values for
livestock animals for different types of feedstuffs viz. dry ingredients (frequently used
in compound feed), wet ingredients and mineral sources. The following compositional
data are given:
•

•
•
•

dry matter, ash, crude protein (N*6.25), ether extract (after acid hydrolysis),
structural and non-structural carbohydrates, macro- and micro-minerals, fatty
acids and amino acids;
fermentation products (in wet ingredients);
digestibility values of nutrients;
calculated or derived feeding values (e.g. for energy) according to the feed
evaluation system for the given species of animal.

Currently in intensive livestock farming, the choice of feed ingredients in a diet is
merely based on the nutrient values of the ingredient and its cost. These are therefore
the “strict-nutritional” properties of feed ingredients which are required by the
animal for various physiological functions including maintenance functions
(processes necessary for life such as cell metabolism, synthesis and metabolism of
enzymes and hormones, transport of substances around the body, maintenance of
14
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In diet and ration formulation,
however, other characteristics
and potential biological effects
designated in this thesis as

Strict Nutritional properties of feed ingredients
Characteristics of the nutritional value of feed
ingredients take into account the species, sex,
age, developmental stage, particular production
targets and environmental conditions of the
animal. The information on the quantitative
nutritive value of various ingredients and nutrient
requirements of farm animals are available in
different tables across the globe (CVB, 2011; NRC,
2012). For protein sources, the nutritional value
is in particular characterised by their capacity to
provide digestible amino acids. Digestible amino
acids (AA) can be used for protein synthesis in
farm animals which is related to growth, health,
and reproduction.

Non-Strict-nutritional properties of feed
ingredients
Apart from the nutritional characteristics, feed
ingredients possess other functional properties
related to their potential effects on health and
physiology of the animal. They refer to the “nonstrict-nutritional” properties of ingredients. In
the context of protein sources for animal feeds,
the functional values have been often associated
with negative attributes, such as the presence of
anti-nutritional factors. Protein-containing feed
ingredients, however, have also the ability to
release functional biochemical moieties such as
bioactive peptides, during the digestion process
in gastrointestinal tract (GIT). The released
biochemical moieties impart their functional
effects in tissue and organ functioning in relation
to gut and animal health. In addition, the proteincontaining feed ingredients can provide specific
AAs such as non-protein α-AA (e.g., ornithine,
citrulline, and homocysteine) and non-α AA
(e.g., taurine and β-alanine) that play important
roles in nutrition and metabolism (Wu, 2009).
This strongly suggests that protein sources also
have functional properties that can be judged as
beneficial attributes.

Chapter 1

body
temperature
and
functioning of organs and
muscles and for maintaining
the immune system, excluding
requirements for physical
activity and for metabolic
processes related to feeding)
and for tissue development
and enlargement in growing
animals (performance).

“non-strict-nutritional”
or
“functional” effects) of feed
ingredients are only considered
to a limited extent by using
minimum
or
maximum
inclusion
constraints
for
particular ingredients. As the
research described in this
thesis aimed to investigate the
non-strict
nutritional
or
functional
properties
of
protein-containing ingredients,
this chapter continues by
focussing on protein containing
ingredients, although the same
principles are applicable to
other feed ingredients. There
is convincing evidence that
non-strict-nutritional
components
in
proteincontaining feed ingredients
possess important functional
properties.
Detailed
background information on
these functional properties is
15
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provided in the section “functional properties of protein-containing feed ingredients”,
below.

Effect of processing and digestion on protein sources
Further, processing of protein-containing ingredients or the resulting diet can cause
changes to the organic compounds, in particular to proteins that lead to chemical changes
of amino acid residues, that may impact the nutritional value of the protein fraction in
the protein source (Gonzalez-Vega et al., 2011; Gerrard et al., 2012; Almeida et al., 2014;
Eklund et al., 2015; Hulshof et al., 2016). A significant part of the undigested or unabsorbed
protein/amino acids passing the small intestine can be fermented in the large intestine by
the residing microbiota (Jha and Berrocoso, 2016). Some of the fermentation breakdown
products (e.g. ammonia and amines) can affect the development of the intestinal epithelial
lining in the hind gut. In addition, dietary protein reaching the large intestine, can support
the growth of harmful bacteria thereby causing enteropathy that may ultimately lead to
diarrhoea (Williams et al., 2001; Louis et al., 2007).
Alternative protein source
Inclusion of specific protein sources in the diet may support and enhance the development
and functioning of the immune system, thereby reducing morbidity and mortality
(Liu et al., 2008; Tan et al., 2009; Ewaschuk et al., 2011; Ren et al., 2012). In recent
years, however, efforts are being already made to search for and use sustainable food/
feed resources with a low environmental footprint such as sea weed (Walsh et al., 2013;
Heim et al., 2014), microbial protein (Matassa et al., 2016) and insect proteins (van
Huis, 2013; Schanes et al., 2016; Tabassum et al., 2016) as alternative protein sources.
In addition, some feed ingredients have shown to positively or negatively impact on
the taste and flavour of livestock products (Melton, 1990; Eyng et al., 2013) affecting
consumer behaviour and perception about the livestock products (Troy and Kerry, 2010;
Font-I-Furnols and Guerrero, 2014). The overview of non-strict-nutritional properties of
feed ingredients as presented in Figure 1 does not intend to be complete but provides an
illustration of some of the non-strict nutritional effects that are relevant for the nutrition
domain.
Functional properties of protein-containing feed ingredients
Currently it is the negative anti-nutritional attributes of ingredients that are being
considered in relation to their non-strict nutritional properties, rather than any positive
aspects. Information of anti-nutritional factors are available in several newly developed
feed resources information system, maintained and regularly updated by various
agencies (Feedipedia, 2016; FAO, 2017). In current practice, animal nutritionists use
this information to put limits on the amounts of anti-nutritional-factor-containing feed
ingredients used in livestock diet.
16
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Figure 1: Important features of feed ingredients.
The blue outlined box represents feed ingredients and the green outlined box represents the strict nutritional
components which are currently being considered for formulation of livestock diet. The non-strict components
in the red outlined box are not yet considered for formulation of livestock diet.

The functional properties of a protein-containing feed ingredient is defined in this thesis
as the potential of the ingested protein-containing feed ingredient to display bioactivity
with impact on the performance and health of the animal. Such functional properties
of feed ingredients can be related to feed intake (satiety), passage rate through the
gut, pro- and anti-microbial properties, anti-oxidative and oxidative effects, immunity
and metabolic effects (Jansman, 2016). These functional properties can arise from an
inherent component of the protein-, carbohydrate- (including starch and fibre), fat-,
vitamin-, mineral-fraction associated with the ingredient (McIntosh et al., 1998; Borchani
et al., 2012; Christaki et al., 2013). The definition of functional properties as explained
in this thesis should not be confused with the physico-chemical properties such as water
binding capacity, solubility , dispersibility , viscosity or reactivity of feed ingredients
that influence processing properties during feed manufacturing (Hermansson, 1979;
Martinez, 1979; Howling, 1980; Wood, 1987).
Among functional properties, immunomodulatory effects have received special attention
by the scientific community as it is assumed to have direct consequences for immunity
and health. Several animal-based protein sources, particularly the dairy-based products
(casein) and by-products (whey powder) were evaluated for immunomodulatory
proteins and peptides (see Table 2). In vitro experiments and feeding trials in laboratory
17
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Table 2. Immunomodulatory proteins and peptides.
Protein/peptide

Effect

Model

References
(Carr et al., 1990; Kayser and

T-lymphocyte proliferation ↑

Cell culture

T-lymphocyte proliferation ↓

Cell culture

Immunoglobulin secretion↑

Cell culture

(Hata et al., 1998)

Whey

Lymphocyte blastogenesis↓

Cell culture

(Barta et al., 1991)

Milk

IgG Antibody secretion ↓

Cell culture

(Playford et al., 2000)

Lactoperoxidase

T-cell mitogenesis ↓

Cell culture

(Wong et al., 1997)

Cytokine release↓

Cell culture

(Crouch et al., 1992)

Cell culture

(Rejman et al., 1993)

Cell culture

(Julius et al., 1988)

Animal

(Janusz et al., 1987)

Fish

(Duarte et al., 2006)

Caseins (and
digests)

Lactoferrin

Mammary gland mononuclear
cell proliferation ↑

Prolin-rich
polypeptides
(and derivates)
Tuftsin
Fish protein

B-lymphocyte growth,
differentiation ↑

Leucocyte chemotaxis ↑
IgA, IL-4-, IL-6-,
IL-10-positive cells↑

Meisel, 1996; Hata et al., 1998)
(Otani et al., 1992; Kayser
and Meisel, 1996)

(↑/↓: Increase/decrease)

animals with purified diet were conducted to understand the mechanisms induced by
protein sources that possess immunomodulatory properties (Table 2).
Besides the immunomodulatory properties of dairy based products, they are also known
to have the angiotensin I-converting enzyme (ACE)– inhibitory peptides that have
hypotensive effects on the cardio-vascular system (Yamamoto et al., 1994; Maeno et al.,
1996; Mullally et al., 1997; Pihlanto-Leppala et al., 2000). In addition dairy based product
contains lactoferrin , a peptide that has anti-oxidative properties and antimicrobial
activity through its chelation of iron (Lindmark-Mansson and Akesson, 2000; Shinmoto
et al., 2014). Spray dried plasma protein (SDPP), a by-product derived from slaughter
houses, has been recommended in animal diet as a source of immunological support
due to their high levels of globulin proteins, including immunoglobulins (Campbell et al.,
2010; Perez-Bosque et al., 2010; Gao et al., 2011) which could bind pathogens. There
is also quite some evidence that plant based protein sources, in particular those derived
from soybean, have functional properties. Soy β-conglycinin (7S globulin), a protein
18

found in soybean has shown to ameliorate atherosclerosis in mice (Adams et al., 2004). In
addition, both α- and β-subunits of β-conglycinin have proven anti-inflammatory effects
(Burris et al., 2014). Soybean protein has also been reported to be hypotriglycerdemic in
rats, having cholesterol lowering effects and reducing fatty liver (Ascencio et al., 2004;
Lin et al., 2004; Moriyama et al., 2004; Xiao et al., 2004). The hypotriglycerdemic effect
of soy protein was shown to be due to suppression of retinoic acid receptor expression
in liver of rats fed soy bean protein but not casein protein in their diet (Standeven et
al., 1996; Radcliffe et al., 1998; Xiao et al., 2007). Additionally, soy-fermented food
digested with proteolytic enzymes contain bioactive peptides with ACE inhibition and
antioxidative properties (Gibbs et al., 2004).
The supply of amino acids to the host, results from several interdependent digestive
processes: the sequential degradation of dietary proteins during their passage in the
gastro-intestinal tract (GIT) and the absorption of their hydrolysis products. Digestive
processes are influenced by length of stay and transit of digesta throughout the GIT.
Peptides of microbial origin or partly hydrolyzed bacterial protein also contribute in
supplying amino acids to the host (Darcy, 1984; Metges, 2000; Morowitz et al., 2011; Neis
et al., 2015). Several of these peptides function as bioactive components that may exert
biological functions locally (e.g., in the gut) or systemically (i.e., via the bloodstream).
The so-called biologically active motifs in polypeptide chains remain inactive as long as
they ‘‘reside’’ in their precursor forms, however, upon release by proteolytic enzymes,
they may interact with receptors and exert bioactivity (Lindmark-Mansson and Akesson,
2000). Numerous bioactivities have been described for peptides released from dietary
proteins by enzymatic proteolysis including immunomodulating and ileum contracting
properties (Dewey et al., 2006; Moller et al., 2008; Antunes et al., 2011; Walther and
Sieber, 2011; Caetano Faria et al., 2013).
According to Shimizu (2004), functional proteins and peptides can be divided into
three categories according to the locations where their functions are expressed.
Proteins and peptides from category 1 express their functions in the lumen of the
GIT, including modulating the secretion of digestive enzymes and the absorption of
nutrients and inhibiting the growth of pathogens. For example, phosphopeptides
derived from caseins can bind to calcium and form a soluble complex, which increases
the absorption of calcium (Sato et al., 1986). Furthermore, the peptides lactoferricin
B and lactoferricin H, originating from milk lactoferrin after pepsin digestion, have
antimicrobial properties (Bellamy et al., 1992). Category 2, proteins and peptides express
their functions in the body, i.e. after their absorption by the GIT. They are capable of,
for instance, modulating the activity of the immune system and the nervous system.
Peptides from bovine milk hydrolysates can stimulate the proliferation and activity of
leukocytes and increase the production of antibodies (Shahidi and Zhong, 2008). In
19
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addition to milk, immunomodulatory peptides are also identified in other food and feed
ingredients (Walther and Sieber, 2011). A bioactive peptide, with the ability to stimulate
phagocytosis, could be isolated from soybean protein after trypsin digestion (Maruyama
et al., 2003). Proteins and peptides from category 3 express their functions directly on
epithelial cells of the GIT. Hashimoto et al. (1995) suggested that β-lactoglobulin from
bovine milk may stabilize the tight junction of intestinal epithelial cells, thereby inhibiting
the paracellular diffusion of compounds with high molecular weight.
Peptides formed during protein hydrolysis may also have negative effects on intestinal
functioning an example being the formation of toxic protein metabolites such as
ammonia, amines, volatile phenols and indole during bacterial protein fermentation.
These potentially toxic metabolites may disturb the delicate balance between beneficial
and pathogenic bacteria in the GIT, negatively impacting on symbiosis, gut health
and animal performance (Williams et al., 2001). It is also known that peptides formed
during hydrolysis are prone to aggregation processes that lead to indigestible peptide
aggregates, a phenomenon that was also observed for soy-derived peptides in the
intestine of pigs (Fischer et al., 2007). Formation of aggregated peptides is dependent
on the nature of the protein source, the degree of processing on the physico-chemical
conditions and enzymatic, microbial activity in the digestive tract.
Such anti-nutritional factors receive most attention in formulation of animal feed and
potential beneficial functions aside from the nutrition generally receives less attention.
This may in part be due to the lack of assessment methods for functional properties
of protein sources beyond their capacity to provide (essential) amino acids and other
nutrients (Jahan-Mihan et al., 2011).

Interactions in the gut
In mammals, the intestinal mucosa and mucosal-associated lymphoid tissue contains
many specialised cells including the largest repertoire of immune cells (Figure 2).
This includes epithelial, secretory, endocrine and specialized immune cells which are
specifically involved in sensing signals from their environment and regulate (activation,
repression) local immune mechanisms, mainly active in, but not restricted to, the mucosa
of the GIT. Epithelial cells collaborate with resident and infiltrating immune cells to
respond to constituents in the lumen of the gut (digestion products of feed/food, hostderived molecules, pathogenic/non-pathogenic micro-organisms and toxins). Along
with the epithelial cells that express Toll-like receptors (TLR) and a network of mucosal
dendritic cells (DC’s) in the lamina propria of the intestine act as sentinels for antigens or
microbes which cross the epithelium and participate in innate as well as adaptive defence
mechanisms.

20
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Figure 2: Components and function of intestinal host-microbe interaction.
Source: Lee (2016)

The GIT of mammals is colonised by microbes that constitute a vast ecosystem known
as the gut microbiota. The intestinal microbiota is a complex ecosystem which increases
in numbers throughout the length of GI tract, from 101-104 cells per ml of intestinal
content in the stomach, reaching a density of 1010-1012 cells per gram of intestinal
content in the large intestine (Booijink et al., 2007; Hugenholtz, 2015). Although it is
well known that gut microbiota is not homogeneously distributed within the GIT, it is still
largely unknown how the diversity and function varies in the different niches along the
GIT. Current microbiome studies in humans have associated changes in composition and
diversity of the gut microbiota with several diseases (Dicksved et al., 2008; Konig et al.,
2016), including obesity (Ley, 2010), diabetes (Larsen et al., 2010) and allergies (Round
and Mazmanian, 2009). Many studies have suggested a role of gut microbiota and diet
in host metabolism, growth and overall health (Heinritz et al., 2013; Xiao et al., 2015).
Beside maintaining immune resilience (Belkaid and Tarbell, 2009; Spencer and Belkaid,
2012), the residing microbiota in the intestine contributes to the digestive process,
thereby maximizing the nutrient delivery from the diet to the host. Small-molecule
21
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Figure 3: Schematic overview of the consequence of interaction with nutrients and
other constituents in animal feeds, intestinal microbes and mucosae.

metabolites of dietary, host and microbial origin, including (modified) amino acids and
peptides show bioactive effects on intestinal epithelium (Antunes et al., 2011) and are
likely to have important functions in maintaining immune homeostasis and digestive
efficiency. Nutrients and other constituents in animal feeds, microbes and host epithelial
cells interact strongly with each other (Figure 3).
These interactions affect, directly or indirectly, a number of processes related to digestion,
fermentation, nutrient absorption, nutrient metabolism, intestinal integrity, satiety,
immune recognition, immune regulation and development of immune tolerance and
immunity. Disturbance of this system often results in excessive inflammatory reactions
that leads to enteropathy. Protracted inflammation can cause serious damage to the
mucosal layer resulting in loss of its barrier function. Human intestinal diseases like Crohn’s
disease and inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) are characterised by a chronic state of
inflammation of the small and/or large intestine, causing abdominal pain and diarrhoea
and consequently, lead to malabsorption of nutrients. Typically, this is associated with
22

dysbiosis (microbial imbalance) of the intestinal microbiota (Konig et al., 2016). Parallel
research is ongoing to investigate the role of intestinal microbiota in animal (both
livestock and companion species) health and disease but also in animal performance and
feed efficiency. These studies are focussed on a better understanding of the composition,
diversity and function of the residing microbial communities, their mutual interactions and
their interactions with the host and the metabolites produced and utilised by microbes.
The majority of studies focus on the identification of differences between high performing
healthy animals and diseased and/or low performing animals. In livestock, disturbances
of immune homeostasis in the gut often results in growth retardation, a lower feed
efficiency and an increased susceptibility to infections, the latter with consequences for
the use of antibiotics (Looft et al., 2014a; Looft et al., 2014b; Schokker et al., 2015).
Therefore, recent animal nutrition research is directed towards the development of
nutritional strategies that support immune and digestive system development, stabilise
the microbiota, induce immune resilience, maintain intestinal integrity and, at the same
time, fulfil the nutrient requirements for maintenance and growth.
Owing to the release of protein digestive enzymes, the small intestine is an important
site of protein digestion. The small intestine is considered the first region of GIT where
the protein fraction from the diet comes into contact with the residing microbiota.
This suggests that the interactions between diet, microbiota and host in the small
intestine contribute in maintaining and contribute to a stable diversity and abundance
of the microbiota (Lozupone et al., 2012), an efficient digestibility (Krajmalnik-Brown
et al., 2012) and an optimal immune resilience (Belkaid and Hand, 2014). However,
the contribution of dietary components in the maintenance of small intestinal health is
not well understood. Moreover, the inaccessibility of collecting proper small intestinal
samples results in limited information in literature with regard to diet-microbiota-host
interaction in the small intestine.

Rationale and approach undertaken in this thesis
Presently, there is limited knowledge about the mechanisms involved in the interaction
of protein source (as diet), microbial communities and host physiology in the complex
environment of the GIT. This hinders the knowledge-based inclusion of alternative
functionally active natural protein sources to improve intestinal health in animals. To fill
the knowledge gap, this thesis studies the functional properties of protein-containing
feed ingredients with a focus on comparing traditional protein sources with new
alternatives.
A unique approach, combining proteomics and bioinformatics (in silico), an intestinal
organoid model (in vitro) and animal models, including mice and pigs (in vivo), was used
to evaluate the functional properties of protein sources. Genomics, transcriptomics,
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proteomics and metabolomics
techniques are applied to
identify changes in a variety of
molecular parameters due to the
Transcriptomics: The study of transcriptomes
use of different protein sources
(mRNA) and their functions. This allows the exin animal diet. Subsequently,
amination of whole transcriptome changes across
bioinformatic approaches are
a variety of biological conditions.
used to get insight into the
Proteomics: The study of proteomes and their
mechanisms imparted by the
functions.
functional properties of protein
sources. Finally, through a
Metabolomics: The study of metabolite profile
present within an organism, cell, or tissue. This
systems biology approach,
can be exploited for the early detection of disease
multi-omics data obtained
or phenotypic trait.
from the experiment with mice
are integrated to establish
relationships between various biological scales. A schematic representation of the
approaches and the Chapters of this thesis is shown in Figure 4.
Genomics: The branch of molecular biology concerned with the structure, function, evolution,
and mapping of genomes.

Aim and Outline of the thesis

Figure 4: Schematic overview of the approach and the chapters of this thesis.
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The ultimate goal of this research is to identify protein sources that can replace the
protein sources that are currently used for the formulation of animal diet. However, before
alternative protein sources can be used, a thorough evaluation of their potential impact
on the physiology of the animal is required, in particular with regard to their effects on
metabolism and immunity. Thus the research objective of this thesis is to evaluate the
functional properties of a variety of different protein containing feed ingredients. For
evaluation we used multiple –omics technologies (FeedOmics approach) to improve our
understanding of the gut associated changes induced by the dietary protein sources,
especially on the level of the intestinal microbiota and the mucosal gene expression. In
addition, we also investigated their effects on several systemic immune and metabolic
parameters. The first specific aim of the thesis research was to characterise in detail the
protein component of existing and potential novel protein sources to be included in feeds
for monogastric animals; and in addition to demonstrate the added value of the use of
proteomic and bioinformatic procedures to approximate the protein, peptide and amino
acid composition as well as to predict the potential bioactive properties of the (novel)
protein-containing feed ingredients (Chapter 2). This Chapter describes the evaluation
of six different protein sources and the bio-functionalities of their in vivo digestion
products are predicted, using advanced proteomic and bioinformatic approaches.
Given that novel protein sources may contain bioactive components with activities
beyond their strictly nutritional properties, in Chapter 3 we have investigated the use
of intestinal organoids as an in vitro model to test the functional properties of different
protein sources on the intestinal mucosa. We use a genome-wide transcriptome analysis
to measure the short-term (relative to in vivo experiment performed in this thesis)
response of two-dimensional grown murine derived small intestinal organoids upon
exposure to different protein sources.
Further, an experiment was conducted with laboratory animal viz. mice by feeding them
with diet containing protein from various sources (same sources as used in Chapter 2).
The third specific aim of the thesis was to understand the long term (relative to in
vitro experiment performed in Chapter 3) in vivo effect of protein sources on intestinal
functioning and health in mice. Chapter 4 describes the effects of dietary protein sources
in mice on both local intestinal (immune) gene expression and microbial colonization
as well as systemic immune responses. Here, we specifically focus on the expression of
cellular signalling systems that connect the availability of nutrients to the growth of cells
involved in the renewal of intestinal epithelium and the proliferation of mucosal immune
cells. Measuring amine metabolites in serum or urine is considered a useful approach to
assess the host and microbiota metabolism of proteins in the diet. On one hand, a profile
of blood amine metabolites could explain the efficiency of nutrient utilization from the
diet. On the other hand this profile may explain the metabolic and absorptive capacity
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of the gut, including its microbiome (Kogut and Arsenault, 2016). Chapter 5 describes
the effect of dietary protein sources on metabolism and metabolic amine profiles in
serum and urine of mice The fourth aim of the thesis was to use a set of computational
methods generally being utilized in the systems biology for understanding the effect of
protein sources with regard to its functional properties. Chapter 6 describes potential
correlations relationships between molecular parameters as measures on various
biological scales. This is established by successfully integrating multi-scale quantitative
(~omics) data, originating from the mice experiment.
Final evaluation of protein sources was carried out in a feeding trial with pigs. The
fifth aim of the thesis was to understand the long term (relative to in vitro experiment
performed in this thesis) in vivo effect of protein sources on intestinal functioning and
health in the target animal pigs. Chapter 7 describes the effects of diet prepared with
different protein sources. In this Chapter we investigate whether these diets differ in
their ability to modulate host physiology by analysing and measuring three different
molecular level parameters as an intestinal functioning and health indicator. The same
readout parameters as used in Chapters 4 and 5 are used.
Finally, Chapter 8 summarises the research undertaken in this thesis and discusses the
results in a broader context. This Chapters describes how the research of the thesis
contributes to the improvement of scientific knowledge related to the functionalities
of the GIT. It also describes methods to evaluate the functional properties of proteincontaining feed ingredients by using (but not limited to) modern day (~omics)
technologies and novel in vitro (intestinal models). Finally, I discuss a new potential
application of using this knowledge generated in this thesis in the area of animal nutrition.
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Abstract
Replacement of current protein resources for novel or alternative sources may be one of
the solutions to abolish the expected scarcity of dietary protein for animal feed. However,
little is known about the nutritional, protein composition and potential functional value
of such novel or alternative protein sources. In the present study, we used advanced
proteomic and bioinformatic approaches to characterise the protein component of six
different protein sources and predicted the bio-functionalities of their in vivo digestion
products. We used casein (CAS), partially delactosed whey powder (DWP), spray dried
porcine plasma (SDPP), soybean meal (SBM), wheat gluten meal (WGM) and yellow
meal worm (YMW). We characterised and semi-quantified the individual proteins present
in these resources by NanoLC-LTQ-Orbitrap-Mass Spectrometry (nLCMS). Based on the
data obtained, we calculated the amino acid composition of the proteins that constitute
90% of the total calculated protein content and compared this with the chemically
determined amino acid compositions of the corresponding protein sources. By the use
of bioinformatic procedures, we predicted the bioactive properties of these protein
sources after in silico digestion with monogastric proteolytic enzymes. We detected and
semi-quantified 37, 58, 85, 188, 113 and 33 different individual proteins in CAS, DWP,
SDPP, SBM, WGM and YMW, respectively. The calculated amino acid composition of the
various protein sources was almost identical to the chemically determined composition,
with correlation values (r) ranging from 0.85 to 0.94. Furthermore, we revealed that
the selected protein sources are potentially rich in bioactive peptides, in particular of
angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors and peptides with antioxidative properties.
We discuss the results in terms of the benefit of the applied nLCMS-based approach for
analysing protein feed ingredients and the use of these alternative sources of protein in
animal feed for monogastrics. Furthermore, we discuss new potential applications of this
method in the area of (animal) nutrition.
Key words: amino acid, bioactive peptide, bioinformatics, monogastric, novel proteins,
peptides.
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Nutritionists, food and feed manufacturers become increasingly conscious of the growing
pressure upon the world’s existing protein resources, mainly due to global shortage and
increasing prices of available resources. One of the main strategies for the development
of more sustainable livestock feeding systems, is the use of alternative protein resources
which partly or wholly replace the current protein sources for monogastric animals.
Therefore, it is urgently required to initiate evaluation studies on (novel) protein
containing feed ingredients of different origin considering both their nutritional and
functional value in terms of their capacity to support or modify nutrient supply, the
animal’s physiology, tissue development and functioning.
Currently, a range of protein chemistry techniques are used by feed analysis laboratories
to evaluate quantitative and quality parameters of protein containing feed ingredients.
Surprisingly, the impressive capabilities of modern-day proteomic techniques to
characterise and quantify individual protein components within complex mixtures, are
not fully exploited yet. The more so as the information resulting from such measurements
can be enriched by information present in comprehensive, high-quality and freely
accessible databases with information on their genome and protein composition. Such
an approach allows to obtain information on the collective group of individual proteins in
the resource instead of the protein component as a whole.
The objective of the present study was to demonstrate the added value of the use of
proteomic and bioinformatic procedures to approximate the protein, peptide and amino
acid composition as well as to predict the potential bioactive properties of the (novel)
protein containing feed ingredients. Another objective was to characterise in detail the
protein component of existing and potential novel protein sources to be included in feed
for monogastric animals.

Materials and Methods
Nutrient and Amino Acid Composition: Chemical Analysis
Representative samples of dried and grounded casein (CAS), partially delactosed whey
powder (DWP), spray dried porcine plasma (SDPP), soybean meal (SBM), wheat gluten
meal (WGM) and yellow meal worm (YMW) were chemically analysed for dry matter
(DM; NEN-ISO 6496 by 4 hours drying at 104°C), nitrogen (N; NEN-ISO 5983-2 by
Kjeldahl method and CP calculated as Nx6.25), ash (NEN-ISO 5984 after 3 hours ashing
at 550°C), ether extract (EE, NEN-ISO 6492 by extraction with petroleum ether), gross
energy (GE; NEN- EN-ISO 9831 by bomb calorimetry) and amino acid composition
(NEN-ISO 13903 by acid hydrolysis at 110°C for 23 hours and ion-exchange
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chromatography with post column derivatization with ninhydrin; no analysis concerning
tryptophan was carried out). Values for tryptophan (Trp) and non-protein nitrogen
(NPN) were not measured directly but estimated according to the formula described
below:

1.

(

)

{

(

)

(

)

}

(

)

Where,
* For CAS, DWP, SBM and WGM, reference values were obtained from CVB (CVB, 2007).
For SDPP and YMW reference values were obtained from Angulo and Cubilo (1998) and
Finke (2002).
2. NPN (g/kg)=∑ Proportion of Nitrogen from individual amino acid residue
(g/kg) -Nitrogen analysed (g/kg)
It was assumed that Asx and Glx consist of 50:50 aspartic acid (Asp) and asparagine
(Asn) for the former and 50:50 for glutamic acid (Glu) and glutamine (Gln) in the latter.

Mass Spectrometry and in silico Determination of Amino Acid Composition
Isolation of the protein fraction from protein sources were based on the method of
Filter-Aided Sample Preparation (FASP) where the samples were reduced, alkylated
and digested with trypsin (Wisniewski et al., 2009). Protein digests were analysed on a
NanoLC-LTQ-Orbitrap-MS (nLCMS) to identify and quantify (label free) the peptides/
proteins in the protein sources evaluated (Lu et al., 2011). For identification of the
proteins, MS/MS spectra were analysed with MaxQuant 1.3.0.5 (Cox and Mann, 2008)
using default settings for the andromeda search engine (Cox et al., 2011) except that extra
variable modifications were set for de-amidation of asparagine (N) and glutamine (Q) as
described by Smaczniak et al. (2012). NanoLC and LTQ-Orbitrap-MS quality checks were
carried out according to Lu et al. (2011). Bovine (Bos taurus), pig (Sus scrofa), soybean
(Glycine max), wheat (Triticum aestivum) and yellow meal worm (Tenebrio molitor) with
23,868, 26,082, 64,675, 94,854 and 384 protein sequences respectively, were downloaded
from Uniprot databases (Leinonen et al., 2004; Bairoch et al., 2005; Jain et al., 2009)
available at http://www.uniprot.org. These were then used together with a database
that contained 36 protein sequences of potential contaminants like BSA (P02769, bovine
serum albumin precursor), Trypsin (P00760, bovine), Trypsin (P00761, porcine), Keratin
K22E (P35908, human), Keratin K1C9 (P35527, human), Keratin K2C1 (P04264, human)
and Keratin K1CI (P35527, human) usually contributed by the biologicals used in the
experiment and/or from the environment. Peptides and proteins with a false discovery
40

rate (FDR) of < 1% and a minimum of two peptides per protein (one or more of which
unique for each protein) were accepted for reliable identification of proteins in the feed
ingredients. The “label-free quantification” as well as the “match between runs” (set to
2 minutes) options were enabled in MaxQuant. De-amidated peptides were allowed to
be used for protein quantification and all other quantification settings were kept default
(Hubner et al., 2010). iBAQ intensities (that is the total protein intensity divided by the
number of tryptic peptides that have 7 to 25 amino acids) were used to rank the proteins
in accordance to their abundance. Based on the total iBAQ of all identified proteins a list
of top-ranking proteins was made that together constituted 90% of the total protein
content of the protein source. Subsequently, amino acid sequences without posttranslational modifications of these proteins (along with their isoforms) were manually
retrieved from the UniProt database, and a data file was created for each of the evaluated
protein sources. To allow single step analysis, the protein sequences (belonging to each
protein source) were connected in a consecutive order in their respective data files. The
data with aggregated amino acid sequences of the abundant proteins in each protein
containing feed ingredient were termed as “representative protein from feed ingredients”
(RPFI). For the in silico assessment of the amino acid composition of RPFI, the sequences
of RPFI were used as input file for the ProtParam program tool (Gasteiger et al., 2005)
available at http://www.expasy.org/tools/protparam.html. Pearson’s correlation was
used to calculate the r value between amino acid composition as determined by chemical
analysis and as calculated through the in silico approach.
All feed ingredients samples were analysed in duplicate for nutrients, amino acid
composition and mass spectrometry and results are shown as the average of duplicate
measurements.

In silico Digestion and Bio-functionality Determination
To mimic in vivo protein digestion in monogastrics and to determine the biofunctionalities of the peptides potentially derived from various parent protein sources,
an in silico enzymatic digestion on the RPFI sequence was performed with pepsin
(E.C. 3.4.23.1), trypsin (E.C. 3.4.21.4) and chymotrypsin (E.C. 3.4.21.1). The biofunctional annotation of the formed peptides is built-in into the BIOPEP database
(Minkiewicz et al., 2008; Iwaniak and Dziuba, 2011) available at http://uwm.edu.pl/
biochemia. The proportion of bio-functional activities from individual protein sources
were calculated relative to the total amount of bio-functional activities observed for all
peptides for representation into a doughnut chart.
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Results
The nutrient composition of each protein feed ingredient, as determined by classical
chemical analysis, is shown in Table 1. The amino acid composition of the feed ingredients
as determined by chemical analysis is summarised in Table 2.
Table 1. Nutrient composition of the evaluated protein sources.
Feed ingredients1*
Animal

Insects

Plant

(Vertebrate)

(Invertebrate)

Items

CAS3

DWP4

SDPP5

SBM4

WGM6

YMW7

DM2, g/kg (as in)

906

945

915

890

928

959

Protein, g/kg (DM)

968

263

875

548

827

476

23

184

78

66

10

34

6

22

5

35

63

270

24

16

22

20

24

28

Ash, g/kg (DM)
Total Fat, g/kg (DM)
Gross energy, kJ/g (DM)

Feed ingredients: CAS is casein, DWP is partially delactosed whey powder, SDPP is spray dried porcine plasma,
SBM is soybean meal, WGM is wheat gluten meal and YMW is yellow meal worm.
2
DM: Dry matter
*
Source of procurement for feed ingredients
3
Fronterra, Auckland, New Zealand
4
Reserach Diet Services BV, The Netherlands
5
Darling Ingredients Internationals, The Netherlands
⁶Cargill BV, The Netherlands
⁷Kreca, The Netherlands
1
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Table 2. Amino acid composition of the evaluated protein sources as determined chemically
Feed ingredients¹
Insects

Plant

(Invertebrate)

CAS,

DWP,

SDPP,

SBM,

WGM,

YMW,

g/kg

g/kg

g/kg

g/kg

g/kg

g/kg

31.2

12.2

48.4

24.0

21.1

35.1

Arg

36.6

5.5

53.1

39.2

27.3

25.5

Asx

72.4

27.4

87.9

63.3

27.0

39.5

Cys

3.8

6.1

31.7

8.1

17.1

5.0

Glx3

231.1

43.4

126.2

101.6

310.0

56.6

Gly

19.0

5.2

32.2

23.5

27.6

25.7

His

30.7

5.1

30.5

15.5

17.6

15.5

Ile

65.8

18.8

41.1

31.5

36.7

26.0

Leu

97.0

26.0

88.0

42.9

57.9

36.0

Lys

86.1

19.9

83.1

35.1

13.8

28.4

Met

26.9

3.5

7.3

6.9

11.3

5.9

Phe

53.6

7.7

52.2

29.0

44.4

15.3

Pro

114.9

18.0

59.1

30.0

123.1

42.0

Ser

59.5

12.8

51.6

28.3

40.4

22.3

Thr

44.5

17.6

53.0

22.1

21.3

19.8

Tyr

59.4

8.8

50.6

21.1

29.5

47.1

Val

69.9

16.1

62.2

28.4

37.1

31.9

Trp

12.6

3.7

15.7

7.2

7.4

3.8

NPN⁴

16.8

8.9

11.8

13.4

28.4

12.1

Items
Ala

2
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Animal
(Vertebrate)

¹Feed ingredients: CAS is casein, DWP is partially delactosed whey powder, SDPP is spray dried porcine plasma,
SBM is soybean meal , WGM is wheat gluten meal and YMW is yellow meal worm.
²Asx = 50:50 Asp:Asn
³Glx = 50:50 Glu:Gln
⁴NPN = Non Protein Nitrogen.
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By using the proteomic / bioinformatic approach we detected and semi-quantified 37,
58, 85, 188, 113 and 33 different proteins in CAS, DWP, SDPP, SBM, WGM and YMW,
respectively (Table 3 and Supplemental Table S1). The total number of proteins which
contribute to at least 90% of the calculated protein content are shown in Table 3.
Based on the identified proteins, which together make up 90% of the total calculated
protein content, we determined the amino acid composition of each feed ingredient and
compared the results with those of the chemically determined amino acid composition.
Table 3. Number of identified proteins and number of proteins together constituting 90% of
the total protein content from different protein sources. The identified proteins along with
their Uniprot ID, names of identified proteins, molecular weight, sequence length and relative
intensity (iBAQ) are given in supplemental Table S1.

Source

Animal
(Vertebrates)

Feed
ingredients¹

feed ingredients by
nLC-MS

(including isoform)
forming 90% of total
protein fraction

Bos taurus

37

3

DWP

Bos taurus

58

3

SDPP

Sus scrofa

85

25

SBM

Glycine max

188

68

113

74

33

13

WGM
Insect

Species

Number of proteins

CAS

Plant

(Invertebrates)

Identified proteins from

YMW

Triticum
aestivum
Tenebrio
molitor

¹Feed ingredients: CAS is casein, DWP is partially delactosed whey powder, SDPP is spray dried porcine plasma,
SBM is soybean meal , WGM is wheat gluten meal and YMW is yellow meal worm.

As shown in Fig 1, the amino acid composition of the different protein sources based on
both approaches was about the same with correlation values (r) ranging from 0.85 to
0.94 for the different protein sources (Supplemental Table S2). Further, Fig 2 displays
the predicted proportion of the various bio-functional activities exerted by the selected
protein sources as determined by the in silico procedure described in Materials and
Methods.
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Figure 1. Radial representation of amino acid composition of protein sources as analysed
chemically and predicted in silico.
Here, CAS is casein, DWP is partially delactosed whey powder, SDPP is spray dried porcine plasma, SBM is
soybean meal , WGM is wheat gluten meal and YMW is yellow meal worm.
Number on circles refer to amino acid values in percentage.
‘r’ means correlation values between in silico predicted and chemically defined amino acid composition.
Blue line: Amino acid composition as determined by chemical analysis
Red line: Amino acid composition as determined by the proteomic in silico approach.
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Figure 2. Proportion1 (%) of determined bio-functional activities in various protein sources.
¹Proportion of bio functional activities exhibited after in silico digestion by pepsin, trypsin and chymotrypsin
of the proteins that constitute 90% of the protein content in the different protein sources. The number within
the circles exhibits bio-functional activities in various protein sources.
Here, CAS is casein, DWP is partially delactosed whey powder, SDPP is spray dried porcine plasma, SBM is
soybean meal , WGM is wheat gluten meal and YMW is yellow meal worm.
Different colours display various bio-functional activities.
According to BIOPEP database, stimulating include glucose uptake stimulating peptide and peptide stimulating
vasoactive substance release; inhibitors include dipeptidyl-aminopeptidase IV inhibitor, CaMPDE inhibitor and
Renin inhibitor and regulators include ion flow regulating peptide.
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Discussion

In general, we observed differences in the nutrient composition of the tested feed
ingredients, in line with other references with data on feed ingredient composition (CVB,
2007; NRC, 2012). The nutrient composition of CAS, DWP, SBM, WGM as analysed are
comparable to those given in previous reports (CVB, 2007). We recorded, however,
a 1.1 to 1.3 times higher crude protein value for SDPP compared to previous reports
(Angulo and Cubilo, 1998; Jamroz et al., 2011). The nutrient composition of YMW was
comparable to that reported by Yi et al. (2013), although the total fat content for YMW
was 2.2 times higher, which is also reflected in its relatively high gross energy value. The
former may be explained by differences in the nutritional composition of the medium on
which worms were grown and the stage of development of the worms at harvest (Ghaly
and Alkoaik, 2009).
Our mass spectrometry (MS) analyses have resulted in the detection of high as well as
low-abundant individual proteins in a variety of protein sources for animal feed. When
compared to other protein sources, we identified relatively low number of proteins in
YMW, which is almost certainly due to incompleteness of the YMW (Tenebrio molitor)
UniProt database. This result is suggestive of the fact that a higher enrichment of the
proteomic database for a particular source will improve identification and quantification
of its constituent proteins. An advantage of this non-targeted MS approach is that it
provides qualitative and quantitative information on the protein molecules present in the
feed ingredients. Some important proteins which were identified by MS in the different
sources and their functional biological characteristics are briefly discussed below.
CAS and DWP. We have detected the four main subunits of casein: s1 α casein, s2 α
casein, β-casein and κ-casein (Swaisgood, 1993; Audic et al., 2003). Results also
showed that CAS contained proteins or peptides such as α-lactalbumin, β-lactoglobulin,
lactoferrin, lactoglobulin or immunoglobulins. Several milk proteins have been reported
to modulate lymphocyte proliferation in vitro such as whole casein (Otani et al., 1992),
α-, β-, κ-casein (Carr et al., 1990; Wong et al., 1996), whole whey protein (Barta et al.,
1991), lactoferrin (Rejman et al., 1993), lactoperoxidase (Wong et al., 1997) and milk
immunoglobulin G (Kulczycki et al., 1987). Technically, whey proteins are those that
remain in milk serum after coagulating caseins at pH 4.6 and 20°C (Otani and Hata,
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Traditionally, sources of dietary protein for animal feed are seen as either being of animal
or vegetable origin (Hoffman and Falvo, 2004). Insects are increasingly considered as an
alternative source of protein which can be efficiently grown on organic side streams (van
Huis, 2013). Therefore, we included both animal, vegetable as well as insect derived
protein sources in our study.
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1995). Therefore, DWP contains many proteins which were also detected in CAS e.g.
β-lactoglobulin, α-lactalbumin and immunoglobins (Papenburg et al., 1990; Otani et al.,
1992). This resulted in a similar profiling of predictive bio-functionality for both protein
sources. Moreover, it is well known that caseins function as precursors of various bioactive
peptides and that whey proteins exhibit activities related to immune modulation and
host defence (Madureira et al., 2007). During digestion process, s1 α-casein, β-casein,
β-lactoglobulin and α-lactalbumin release several angiotensin I-converting enzyme
(ACE)-inhibitory peptides (Yamamoto et al., 1994; Maeno et al., 1996; Mullally et al.,
1997; Pihlanto-Leppala et al., 2000). Lactoferrin peptide obtained from casein yielded
antioxidative activity (Lindmark-Mansson and Akesson, 2000; Shinmoto et al., 2014).
Most of these published knowledge is in agreement with the predictions made by our in
silico approach.
SDPP. Spray-dried plasma protein (SDPP) as feed ingredient is composed of a diverse
mixture of functional proteins and other biologically important components. SDPP is
largely composed of proteins, most importantly albumins and globulins. Within the
globulins, the gamma globulins have an immune function, of which IgG’s are the most
important functional fraction of blood plasma. The other types, IgM, IgA, IgD and IgE are
minor in blood plasma. As expected, the abundance of these proteins was rather high in
our analysis. Furthermore, our results have shown that still other proteins are present
in SDPP, especially proteins that belong to transferrin, glycoproteins, apolipoproteins,
enzyme inhibitors (trypsin, chymotrypsin, carbonic anhydrase) and proteins involved
in the blood coagulation mechanism. It has been suggested, however, that the health
beneficial effects of spray dried plasma are related to its immunoglobulin content
(Gatnau and Zimmerman, 1992).
SBM. Our results have shown that soy protein consist of a mixture of globular proteins conglycinin and glycinin (Isanga and Zhang, 2008). The latter protein was found to be
highly abundant. Other low abundant (glyco) proteins included lipoxygenases, lectins,
trypsin inhibitors (Kunitz and Bowman-Birk) and amylases inhibitor (Stauffer, 1990;
Liener, 1994; Cho et al., 1995). Protease inhibitors, physiologically active components
obtained from soy were shown to have beneficial effects on lowering blood pressure
in human (Teixeira et al., 2000). Administration of soy β-conglycinin (7S globulin) has
been shown to ameliorate atherosclerosis in mice (Adams et al., 2004). Both α- and
β-subunit of β-conglycinin have proven anti-inflammatory effects (Burris et al., 2014).
Other identified bioactive peptides in soy-fermented food digested with proteolytic
enzymes were ACE-inhibition and antioxidative properties (Pena-Ramos and Xiong,
2002; Gibbs et al., 2004). The predictions made by the in silico approach are in line with
most of these previous observations.
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WGM. We revealed 586 individual WGM proteins which mainly correspond to globulins
(soluble in dilute salt solutions), the storage protein prolamin, gliadins (soluble in 7090% ethanol) and glutenin (insoluble under all of the previously mentioned conditions).
Proteomic analysis of mature wheat grain has revealed the presence of about 1125
individual proteins (Skylas et al., 2000). Based on our results, WGM proves to be an
excellent source of glutamine and proline. The high concentration of these amino acids
may be due to the presence of the glutamine and proline rich gliadin, glutenin and
prolamin proteins in WGM, which are considered unique to wheat endosperm (Wieser,
2007).The observed relative high levels of glutamine and proline in WGM is in agreement
with the finding of Apper-Bossard et al. (2013). Its high glutamine proportion acts as
a major substrate for all rapidly proliferating cells and is a preferred energy source for
intestinal tissue playing an important role in gut physiology and immunity (Souba, 1993;
Wu et al., 1996; Stoll et al., 1999).
YMW. Our results suggest that feed ingredient YMW is mainly composed of proteins
derived from exoskeleton chiefly cuticular protein. Other proteins within YMW belong to
various haemolymph proteins, endurance proteins (like hexamerin, heat shock proteins
-70 and -90) and different enzymatic proteins. Unfortunately, information on individual
proteins in YMW and their bio-functional properties is scarce.
Knowledge on the abundance and identity of the various proteins in the feed ingredients
allowed a rapid and reliable prediction of their amino acid compositions. These predicted
amino acid composition profiles were almost completely identical to the amino acid
profiles as determined by the standard chemical procedures. Pearson’s correlation values
were found to be high, indicating that the MS-based proteomic approach provides almost
the same information regarding the amino acid composition of the feed ingredients
compared to the classical analytical technique using HPLC after acid digestion of the
sample.
Apart from being a source of amino acids to the host for growth and maintenance,
proteins and peptides derived from the dietary sources during digestion process provide
various protein motifs with defined biological functions to the host. Such peptide motifs
may have opiate, antithrombotic, antihypertensive, immunomodulating, antilipemic,
antithrombotic, osteoprotective, antioxidative, antimicrobial, ileum contracting,
anticarcinogenic and growth promoting properties effects (Moller et al., 2008). The
complete in silico digestion of the identified proteins in the various protein sources with
pepsin, trypsin and chymotrypsin resulted mainly in the release of di- or tri-peptides.
It appeared that most of the di- or tri-peptides that encompass beneficial bioactive
peptides encode for ACE inhibitors and antioxidative activity. These were derived from
all protein sources evaluated. In addition, we have observed different bio-functionalities
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in varying proportions in the different protein sources. It should be noted, however, that
we predicted bioactivities only from the whole protein sequence in all protein sources
as digested with pepsin, trypsin and chymotrypsin and did not take into account the
kinetics of protein hydrolysis which may result in additional sets of bioactive peptides.
Furthermore, it should be stressed that our in silico analysis only points towards
potentially available bioactivities. There are numerous reports on the bioactivity of
proteins and peptides in vitro. Such data, however, are insufficient in claiming an effect
on host health since the active compound may be degraded during in vivo intestinal
digestion, may not be absorbed or not attain the appropriate concentrations in blood and
target tissues that are required for acting significantly. In addition, the bioactivity may be
reduced through molecular alterations during feed/food processing or interactions with
constituents in other food ingredients. Furthermore, to exert the predicted bioactivities,
di- and tripeptides should be absorbed by the intestinal mucosa, transferred to the
blood circulation and reach the target cells in the body in substantial concentrations
(Adibi, 1971; Hara et al., 1984; Masuda et al., 1996; van der Pijl et al., 2008). Further
research needs to be carried out to Gather more knowledge on the actual in vivo release,
availability and abundance of biologically active peptides in protein sources for feed and
food.
Relative to the amino acid requirements of monogastrics, SDPP has a very appropriate
amino acid composition (Bureau et al., 1999), except for a relatively low concentration
of methionine and isoleucine. SDPP also recorded the highest number of bioactivities
compared to the other protein sources of animal origin evaluated (CAS and DWP).
Along with the milk source (CAS and DWP), SDPP showed antibacterial properties
in our study. This bio-functionality was confirmed in vivo by other workers where
supplementation of SDPP reduced incidence of scours in piglets (Owusu-Asiedu et al.,
2003). SDPP is recognized as a safe, high-quality feed ingredient for farmed animals,
including pigs (Ferreira et al., 2009; Fruge et al., 2009). The high nutritional value of
SDPP is related to the spray drying process applied during its manufacturing in which
the proteins are subjected to less heat damage and denaturing conditions compared
to traditional rendering processes to which other protein sources can be subjected
(Luzier et al., 1995). SDPP has an good amino acid profile and apparent digestibility
coefficients were recorded close to 99% (Bureau et al., 1999) and, when included in pig
diet, resulted in an improvement of feed intake, body weight gain and feed efficiency
(Ferreira et al., 2009). In addition, SDPP has also been recommended in animal diet as a
source of immunological support due to their high levels of globulin proteins, including
immunoglobulins (Campbell et al., 2010; Perez-Bosque et al., 2010; Gao et al., 2011). It
should be noted that the use of animal protein in feed for livestock is strictly regulated
by national and international bodies due to its potential to transmit infectious diseases
(Sapkota et al., 2007).
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By using the described proteomic approach, we were able to detect individual proteins
in protein rich feed ingredients, thereby providing more detailed information on the
composition of complex protein sources compared to conventional (nutritional)
analytical approaches. This proteomic approach may be an attractive alternative to the
conventional chemical methods for determining the amino acid composition of food/
feed stuffs, thereby making it time and cost effective. The bioinformatic pipeline outlined
in this study was not only effective in predicting the amino acid composition but it also
allowed the prediction of potential bio-functional properties that may be displayed by
the proteins from the various sources during or after in vivo digestion.
Our combined proteomic and bioinformatic approach may be exploited for other
nutrition-related purposes such as (1) development of improved method to estimate
protein quality of feed ingredients, (2) more precise monitoring of the effects of
processing of feed and food ingredients and, (3) proteomic analysis of intestinal digesta
for studying in vivo protein digestion kinetics.
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Abstract
Protein sources may contain bioactive components with activities beyond their strictly
nutritional properties. We have investigated the use of enteroids as a model to test the
effects of different protein sources on the intestinal epithelium. Confluent 2D monolayers
generated from mouse 3D enteroids from the duodenum were shown to form polarized
monolayers with distinct basolateral and apical membrane surfaces and epithelial
cell linages found in the tissue of origin. Mouse enteroids were exposed to different
undigested protein sources (4% w/v, viz. soybean meal, SBM; casein, spray dried plasma
protein and yellow meal worm) or DMEM as a control and RNA was isolated for genomewide transcriptomics. All protein sources induced unique biological-processes and the
only biological-process altered by each protein sources compared to control was cell
proliferation. Results of SBM suggests that a component of SBM negatively regulates
cholesterol and lipid biosynthetic pathways through down regulation of retinoic acid
receptors in the intestinal epithelium. These results were consistent with in vivo studies
on the hypo-triglycerdemic effect of soy protein. Taken together these results highlight
enteroids as a promising new model to evaluate complex interaction between feed/ food
ingredients and the intestinal epithelium.
Key words: dietary protein source, enteroids, intestinal organoids, mice, two
dimensional.
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Currently, the approach adopted by the animal nutrition field to formulate animal diet
are based on the delivery of “strict-nutritional” values of ingredients in the diet that
relates to ileal or faecal digestible nutrients and derived net energy during the digestion
process. The nutrients relate to proteins/amino acids (AA), starch and sugars, fat,
fermentable non-starch-polysaccharides, minerals and vitamins. In this context, multiple
feed tables are available that provide reliable information on composition and nutritional
(quantitative) values of feed ingredients that forms the base for feed formulation (CVB,
2007; NRC, 2012). However, apart from the “strict-nutritional” value, diet and their
constituents may have other “non-strict-nutritional”, properties e.g. anti-oxidative and
oxidative effects, immune signalling, which may arise from digestion of proteins (Kar et
al., 2016), carbohydrate structures recognised by innate receptors (Rosch et al., 2017;
Wells et al., 2017) or other components (Biesalski et al., 2009; Jansman, 2016).
Currently, there is much interest in alternative, economical sources of protein for animal
feed, driven by the expected growth in the human population and increasing demand
for animal protein. Efficiencies are being looked for in animal production, including
alternative sources of protein for feed. Proposed alternative sources of protein include
insect larvae and blood plasma for which there is little knowledge about constituents that
might have non-strict-nutritional effects on the host. Moreover, the current practise of
formulating animal diet ignores the potential non-strict-nutritional properties of various
feed ingredients (Jahan-Mihan et al., 2011).
Commonly used models to study intestinal responses to luminal factors include intestinal
cancer cell lines, such as Caco-2, which can be grown as polarised cell monolayers with a
distinct apical and basolateral surface. However, cancer cell lines display aneuploidy, and
have undergone genetic rearrangements and deletions making them less physiologically
relevant than primary tissue. Cancer cell lines also show greatly differing gene and
protein expression, leading to pathway specific differences compared to primary tissue
cells (Ertel et al., 2006; Kosti et al., 2016). Intestinal tissue explants are an alternative
model for studying gut physiology (Randall et al., 2011), but rapidly undergo necrosis
after excision, complicating the interpretation of results and leading to a high variability
between tissue samples.
Recently a solution to the limitations of in vitro models has arisen though knowledge
of how to maintain and proliferate stem cells and programme tissue specific stem cell
differentiation using ‘niche’ factors and Matrigel as a growth support matrix (Sato et
al., 2011b; Date and Sato, 2015). These advances have made it possible to generate
three-dimensional (3D) mini-guts from isolated crypts of the small intestine (enteroids)
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or colon (colonoids), collectively known as organoids, because of their resemblance to
the organ from which they were derived (Ootani et al., 2009; Sato et al., 2009; Sato
et al., 2011a; Spence et al., 2011; Mustata et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013; Cao et al.,
2015). Three-dimensional enteroids can be generated from isolated crypts within about
2 weeks, can be maintained for > 2 years in culture or cryopreserved and contain all the
different cell linages found at the location of origin. Recently we and others (Moon et
al., 2014; VanDussen et al., 2015) have used the primary cells from 3D cultures to grow
monolayers in wells or semipermeable supports, enabling apical exposure to luminal
factors. The two-dimensional (2D) gut models also contain different cell types found in
the intestine and produce a secreted mucus layer composed of MUC2, unlike any of the
cancer cell line models (Moon et al., 2014; VanDussen et al., 2015).
The aim of this study was to investigate the use of 2D enteroid monolayers as a model
system to test the effects of current and alternative protein sources on the intestinal
epithelium. Building on the pioneering work of Sato and Clevers (Sato 2011), we
generated murine enteroids from isolated crypts of the small intestine. To facilitate
apical exposure to different protein sources we mechanically-dissociated mature 3D
enteroids, seeded them into 96 well plates and grew them until they reached a confluent
2D monolayer. The presence of different intestinal cell types and a secreted mucus layer
in the 2D enteroid model was verified by histological methods. Soybean meal (SBM)
protein (4% w/v) and other sources of dietary protein such as casein from milk (CAS),
spray dried plasma protein from porcine blood (SDPP) and grounded freeze dried yellow
meal worm larvae (YMW) were used without prior in vitro digestion to the apical side of
the confluent 2D monolayers for 6 hours, after which RNA was isolated for genome-wide
transcriptomics.
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Materials and Methods

Crypt isolation and culture of 3D enteroids
Murine duodenal enteroids were generated and maintained per methods described by
Sato et al., (2009), Sato et al., (2011a); Dekkers et al., (2013) with slight modifications.
Briefly, a 2 cm part of the duodenum was isolated and opened longitudinally. Duodenal
segments were washed in ice-cold PBS until supernatant was clear. Subsequently, the
tissue was incubated in phosphate-buffered saline solution (PBS) containing 2mM

Figure 1: Schematic representation of design of the experiment.
Briefly, enteroids were grown in separate batches and each batch includes all treatments along with non-treated
control (blank). Three dimensional (3D) murine enteroids were generated from a wild type C57BL/6J female
mice by maintaining them under culturing condition for 8-10 days, for each batch. Subsequently, confluent
2D monolayers (n=3) were generated from the primary 3D enteroids cultures and incubated with 4% (w/v)
CAS, SBM, SDPP and YMW for 6 hours at 37°C with 5% CO2 prior to RNA isolation. DMEM which was used to
suspend the protein sources was added to the 2D monolayers (n=3) as a control (blank).
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Animals
All protocols were approved by the animal ethics board of Wageningen University and
Research, The Netherlands. Three nine-week-old wild type C57BL/6J female mice were
purchased from Harlan Sprague Dawley Inc. (Horst, the Netherlands) and kept in a light
and temperature-controlled animal facility of Wageningen University & Research (12:12
h reversed light/dark cycle, 20 ± 2°C). The mice were housed together in a specific
pathogen-free environment with ad libitum access to standard diet (AIN93M) and
water. Mice were euthanized and dissected to remove the duodenum which was used to
generate the enteroids. A schematic representation of the study design is represented
in Figure 1.
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EDTA for 30 minutes on ice. Intestinal villi were gently removed using a glass slide, the
remaining tissue was sectioned in smaller pieces and washed with ice-cold PBS. After
precipitation of the tissue fragments, PBS containing EDTA was removed and resulting
fragments were thoroughly suspended in advanced Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium
(DMEM/F12, ThermoFisher scientific, the Netherlands) containing 1% v/v penicillin/
streptomycin (PenStrep, Sigma-Aldrich, the Netherlands). Supernatant containing
crypts was filtered through a 70µm cell strainer and centrifuged at 200 x g for 3 minutes
at 4 °C. The pellet was suspended in Matrigel matrix (growth factor reduced, phenol red
free, BD biosciences, the Netherlands) and plated at a density of 40-100 crypts per 50µl
in a 24-well culture plate (Corning, the Netherlands) for 3D growth of the enteroids.
After inverted polymerization of the matrix at 37 ⁰C with 5% CO2 for 20 minutes, 600
µl/well basal culture medium (DMEM/F12 medium); enriched with mouse EGF, Hepes
1M (Invitrogen, the Netherlands), N-acetyl cysteine (Sigma, the Netherlands), B-27
(ThermoFisher scientific, The Netherlands), Noggin (Hubrecht, Utrecht, Netherlands)
and R-Spondin (Stanford university, Palo Alto, USA) was added. Recombinant mouse
Noggin and R-Spondin were obtained from conditioned media of transfected HEK293 cell
lines. After seeding, the culture medium was initially replaced after 24h and subsequently
every 72h. Enteroids were sub-cultured and passed 1:5 every 8-10 days by mechanical
disruption and seeded in fresh Matrigel matrix (BD Biosciences, the Netherlands).

Culture of 2D enteroids
Three dimensional (3D) grown enteroids were extracted from the plate by adding 1 ml/
well ice-cold DMEM F12 containing 1% v/v penicillin/streptomycin. The enteroids were
disrupted using a 200 µl pipette for 40 consecutive passages and centrifuged at 250 x g
for 5 minutes at 4 °C. The resulting pellet was suspended in culture medium at room
temperature and plated in a 96-well culture plate, coated with 0.5% Matrigel matrix.
Histology
Mouse organoids were grown 2D on transparent transwell filters (0.4 µm pore size,
Corning). The filters were cut out of the cups and fixed in Carnoy’s fixative. The filters
were next embedded in paraffin through a graded series of washing with ethanol
(50-100%) and xylene.
PAS/Alcian blue staining
Paraffin sections were cut at 4 µm and attached to slides. They were stained with a
Pas/Alcian Blue staining in the same way as in Loonen et al. (2014) with some slight
modifications: sections were stained in Alcian blue for 20 minutes, in per-iodic acid 0.5%
for 5 minutes and in Schiff’s reagents for 40 minutes. After the Schiff’s reagent the slides
were washed in fresh SO2 diluted in water for 3 times 2 minutes, followed by a washing
step in tap water for 5 minutes. After this washing step the slides were incubated in
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CD138 staining
Paraffin sections were cut at 4 µm and attached to slides. After overnight incubation at
37 ˚C, slides were deparaffinised in xylene and rehydrated in ethanol and distilled water.
An antigen retrieval step was performed by heating the sections for 15 min in 0.01 M
citrate buffer (pH 6.0) at 95˚C. Sections were washed for 20 minutes in PBS at room
temperature and for 10 minutes in PBS-T at 4 ˚C. A blocking step to reduce non-specific
binding was included using 5% normal goat serum (Invitrogen) in PBS with 0.1% Triton
X-100 for 30 min at room temperature. CD138 expression was detected by incubating
the sections with Rat anti-Mouse CD138 antibody (BD Biosciences) PE labelled, 1:100
diluted in Tris-buffered saline, 0.1% Tween 20 (TBS-T) and incubated overnight at 4 ˚C.
After the incubation sections were washed for 2 times 10 minutes in PBS-T. After the
washing steps the sections were incubated with Draq5 (ThermoFisher Scientific, The
Netherlands) (1:1000, Invitrogen) in TBS-T for 30 minutes. The slides were washed 2
times in TBS-T and embedded in fluoromount G (SouthernBiotec, Alabama, USA).
Stimulation of 2D enteroids with preparation of dietary proteins
Finely powdered SBM, CAS, SDPP and YMW were added to DMEM F12 media and
vortexed for 1 min. Subsequently, we allowed this homogenate to rest for 15 mins at room
temperature and vortexed again for 1 min. Finally, this homogenate was centrifuged at
10000g for 1 min to remove insoluble precipitates and the supernatant collected for use
in the assay. The 2D enteroids culture was apically exposed to 4% (w/v) of each protein
source and incubated for 6 hours.
RNA isolation, transcriptome and biological pathway analysis
After incubation, the wells were washed with 200 µl PBS at room temperature. Total
RNA was isolated using the RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen, The Netherlands), with a 15 minute
DNase treatment (RNAse free DNAse kit, Qiagen). RNA purity and integrity was verified
using spectrophotometry (NanoDrop Technologies, USA) and Bioanalyzer (Agilent,
USA). The RNA was only used to generate cDNA and perform microarray hybridization
when there was no evidence of RNA degradation (RNA Integrity Number > 8). The
labelling, hybridization of individual samples on Affymetrix GeneChip mouse gene 1.1
ST arrays (Affymetrix, USA), scanning, quality control and normalization of the resulting
datasets was performed as described previously (Sovran et al., 2015). Briefly, 100 ng
of total RNA was labeled using the Ambion WT Expression kit (Life Technologies Ltd,
UK) together with the Affymetrix GeneChip WT Terminal Labeling kit (Affymetrix,
CA). Labelled samples were hybridized to Affymetrix GeneChip Mouse Gene 1.1 ST
arrays. Hybridization, washing and scanning of the array plates was performed on an
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hematoxylin (Mayer) for 45 seconds, followed by a wash in tap water for 15 minutes.
The slides were dehydrated and embedded in depex (BDH Chemicals, England).
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Affymetrix GeneTitan Instrument, according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.
Quality control of the data sets obtained from the scanned Affymetrix arrays was
performed using Bioconductor (Gentleman et al., 2004) packages integrated in an
online “MADMAX” pipeline (Lin et al., 2011). Probe sets were redefined according to
Dai et al. (Dai et al., 2005) using current genome information. In this study, probes were
reorganized based on the Entrez Gene database. Normalized expression estimates were
obtained from the raw intensity values using the Robust Multiarray Analysis (RMA)
preprocessing algorithm available in the Bioconductor library affyPLM using default
settings (Bolstad et al., 2004).
Differentially expressed probe sets were identified using linear models, applying
moderated T-statistics that implemented empirical Bayes regularization of standard
errors (Storey and Tibshirani, 2003). A Bayesian hierarchical model was used to define
an intensity based moderated T-statistic (IMBT)(Sartor et al., 2006). Only genes with a
fold-change (FC) of at least 1.5 (up or down) and p-value below 0.05 were considered
to be significantly different. Biological interaction networks among regulated genes
activated in response to protein ingredients from different sources were identified using
“GeneAnalytics” (LifeMap Sciences, Inc. a subsidiary of BioTime, Inc., USA). GeneAnalytics
(Ben-Ari Fuchs et al., 2016) automatically integrates gene-centric data from ~125 web
sources, including genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic, genetic, clinical and functional
information to identify Gene Ontology (GO) terms related to their gene sets, providing
information about the molecular functions and biological roles of the genes of interest.
The annotation of mice genes was performed for the subsequent functional analysis.
Our GeneAnalytics analyses compared differentially regulated genes in the 2D enteroids
exposed to treatments compared to non-treated control (blank). The input was all
differentially regulated genes (p value < 0.05 and FC > 1.5) in the 2D enteroids with/
without exposure to the treatments. Here, the GO biological processes were retrieved
from GeneAnalytics analysis with a high or medium score (p-value <0.05).

Validation of microarray by RT-qPCR
Several genes that according to the microarray data analysis were significantly
differentially expressed in protein-treated enteroids compared to non-treated control
(blank) were selected for quantitative reverse transcription PCR (RT-qPCR) assays
(Supplementary table 1). One microgram of total RNA was reverse transcribed into
cDNA using a qScript cDNA synthesis kit (Quantabio, USA) according to manufacturer’s
instructions and diluted 1:20. Primers were designed using Primer3 software (Koressaar
and Remm, 2007; Untergasser et al., 2007) and purchased from Eurogentec (Oligo center,
Belgium). RT-qPCR was performed using the Rotor-gene SYBR green PCR kit (Qiagen,
the Netherlands) with primers specified in Supplementary table 1. Expression levels were
measured in triplicate assays per sample using the Rotor-gene Q2plex real-time cycler
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(Qiagen). 18S and beta-Actin acted as endogenous control genes and relative expression
was calculated using individual amplification values, following methods described in
(Schmittgen and Livak, 2008). RT-qPCR data are presented as mean ± standard error
of the mean (SEM). Statistical analysis was performed by one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) followed by Dunnet’s multiple comparisons test (Treatments vs Blank) using
GraphPad prism version 5.03 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, California, USA). P values
< 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Confluent 2D monolayers generated from murine 3D enteroids were shown to form
polarized monolayers with distinct basolateral and apical membrane surfaces by staining
for CD138, a laminin binding protein expressed only on the basolateral membrane of the
tight-junction epithelium (Figure 2) (Moon et al., 2014). These organoid-based models
also produced a secreted mucus layer from goblet cells present in the monolayer (Figure
2) which is consistent with expression values for goblet cell-specific Muc2 transcripts in
the microarray data. Similarly, the microarray data revealed expression of other genes
expressed in specific cell linages of intestinal epithelium including Lgr5, CD24 (stem cells)

Figure 2: Mouse enteroids culture systems.
(A) 3D enteroid in Matrigel with an intestinal region-specific differentiation programme can be dissociated
and seeded onto Matrigel-coated Transwells or plates to form 2D epithelial monolayers. (B) 2D enteroid
monolayers form polarised monolayers (red= CD138 basolateral membrane marker; blue = nuclei). (C) 2D
monolayer stained with PAS/Alcian blue revealing the presence of goblet cells secreting mucus.
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(Sato et al., 2009), Lyz1 (Paneth cells) (Sato et al., 2009) and Cck (enteroendocrine
cells) (Sato et al., 2009).
The enteroids were exposed to different undigested protein sources (4% w/v, viz. SBM,
CAS, SDPP, WGM and YMW) or DMEM as a control and RNA isolated for genome-wide
transcriptomics profiling. The data is available in the Gene Expression Omnibus from
NCBI with the accession number GSE98051. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was
performed to get more insight into the variability in the data. The variance explained
by the first two axes was 77.2%. In the PCA plots the blank group showed a tendency
to form a separate cluster, however, an overlap was observed at the 95% confidence
regions with the other groups due to one of the samples (Figure 3). The clusters formed
by the protein treatment groups showed a clear overlap of the 95% confidence regions.

Figure 3: PCA score plot based on genome-wide transcriptomic response measured by
microarray at 2D enteroids stimulated with proteins ingredients from different source.
Colored spherical area displays 95% confidence region of respective experimental diet. Each dot represent an
batch culture of organoids. B: Blank; CAS: Casein; SBM: Soybean meal; SDPP: Spray dried plasma protein; YMW:
Yellow meal worm.
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Analysis of the microarray transcriptomics data revealed that hundreds of genes were
significantly (p value < 0.05 and fold change > 1.5) differentially expressed in 2D
enteroids following exposure to different protein sources for 6 hours (Table 1). Several
of these differentially regulated genes were verified to have altered expression using RTqPCR with a strong correlation (r = 0.8) with the microarray expression (Supplementary
table 2). Using GeneAnalytics the significantly different genes were matched to gene
ontology (GO) biological processes (Table 2). Strikingly, several unique biological
processes were influenced by each of the protein sources, while only one biological
process was commonly regulated (Figure 4, listed in Table 2). For CAS, SBM, SDPP
and YMW, the number of unique GO-biological processes modulated compared to the
control were 5, 8, 24 and 11, respectively (Figure 4). The biological process upregulated
by all protein ingredients compared to the blank (medium control) was cell proliferation,
indicating altered rates of cell death and renewal.
CAS exposure to 2D enteroids significantly downregulate expression of genes related
to glutathione- metabolic and glutathione- derivative biosynthetic process. Glutathione
is a tripeptide, ubiquitously distributed in living cells and plays an important role in
the intracellular defence mechanism against oxidative stress (Diaz-Vivancos et al.,
2015; Couto et al., 2016). It is known that glutathione metabolism is important for
Table 1: Overview of significantly differentially expressed genes along with the functional
analysis at gene ontology (GO)-biological process in 2D enteroids exposed to undigested
protein from different sources.
Comparisons
CAS vs Blank

SBM vs Blank

SDPP vs Blank

YMW vs Blank

Regulation

Differentially expressed genes a

Up

417

Down

406

Up

340

Down

456

Up

262

Down

117

Up

391

Down

433

Matched GO biological
processes b

823

26

796

27

379

40

824

20

P < 0.05 and log Fold Change > |1.5|
Analysed by GeneAnalytics; pathway analysis significance at corrected p value < 0.05
Abbreviations used: CAS is Casein, SBM is soybean meal, SDPP is spray dried plasma protein; YMW is yellow
meal worm.
a

b
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the antioxidant and detoxifying action of the intestine (Iantomasi et al., 1997). This
suggests that CAS has detoxifying or antioxidative (functional) properties reducing the
requirement for glutathione.
Exposure of enteroids to SDPP upregulate several biological pathways associated
with processes of cell migration, movement, including for example ‘wound healing’,
‘cytokinesis’ ‘mitotic spindle midzone assembly’. This is consistent with observed
upregulation of ‘DNA-templated transcription, initiation’ and ‘nucleosome assembly’.
Additionally, upregulation of angiogenesis could be related to cell apoptosis and the
altered expression of membrane metalo-proteases and connective tissue growth factors
involved in epithelial repair processes. Overall these findings suggest increased cell
turnover reflected in the upregulation of apoptosis and replication processes. The reason
for this is unclear but warrants further investigation.

Table 2: List of significantly unique biological processes a as analysed in GeneAnalytics with
the significant differential genes b at each comparisons of 2D enteroids exposed to treatment
vs blank.
Sl No.

Biological processes modulated in treatments

Putative regulation of the

compared to blank

pathways

CAS
1

Glutathione Metabolic Process

2

Notochord Development

Down
Up

3

Microtubule-based Movement

Up

4

Glutathione Derivative Biosynthetic Process

Down

5

Cellular Detoxification of Nitrogen Compound

Down

SBM
1

Phosphatidylcholine Biosynthetic Process

Down

2

Triglyceride Homeostasis

Down

3

Drug Metabolic Process

Down

4

Type I Interferon Signaling Pathway

5

Retinol Metabolic Process

Down

6

Hexose Transport

Down

7

Lipoprotein Metabolic Process

Down

8

Retinoid Metabolic Process

Down

1

Nucleosome Assembly

Up

2

Positive Regulation of Apoptotic Process

Up

3

Positive Regulation of Cell Migration

Up

Up

SDPP
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Sl No.

Biological processes modulated in treatments

Putative regulation of the

compared to blank

pathways

4

Response to Wounding

Up

5

Wound Healing, Spreading of Cells

Up

6

Negative Regulation of Cell Cycle

Up

7

DNA Replication-independent Nucleosome Assembly

Up

8

Cellular Response to Organic Cyclic Compound

Up

9

Angiogenesis

Up

10

Telomere Organization

Up

11

Response to Virus

Up

12

Cytokinesis

Up

13

DNA Replication-dependent Nucleosome Assembly

Up

14

DNA-templated Transcription, Initiation

Up

15

Response to Hypoxia

Up

16

Positive Regulation of Fever Generation

Up

17

Mitotic Spindle Midzone Assembly

Up

18

Platelet Degranulation

Up

19

Positive Regulation of Cytokinesis

Up

20

Chromatin Silencing at RDNA

Up

21

Protein Stabilization

Up

22

Protein Localization to Kinetochore

Up

23

Omega-hydroxylase P450 Pathway

Up

24

Positive Regulation of Protein Localization to Nucleus

Up

1

Cholesterol Biosynthetic Process

Down

2

Steroid Metabolic Process

Down

3

Response to Drug

Down

4

Oxidation-reduction Process

5

Transmembrane Transport

Down

6

Isoprenoid Biosynthetic Process

Down

7

Very Long-chain Fatty Acid Metabolic Process

Down

8

CDP-choline Pathway

Down

9

Long-chain Fatty Acid Metabolic Process

Down

10

Steroid Hormone Mediated Signaling Pathway

Down

11

Response to Gamma Radiation
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YMW

Up

Up

Analysed by GeneAnalytics; pathway analysis significance at corrected p value < 0.05
P < 0.05 and log Fold Change > |1.5|
Abbreviations used: CAS is Casein, SBM is soybean meal, SDPP is spray dried plasma protein; YMW is yellow
meal worm.
a

b
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Figure 4: Overview of non-overlapped and overlapped significant gene ontology
(GO)-biological processes modulated by protein ingredients from different sources compared
to blank, based on functional analysis result with GeneAnalytics.
CAS: Casein; SBM: Soybean meal; SDPP: Spray dried plasma protein; YMW: Yellow meal worm

Exposure of 2D enteroids to YMW down-regulate biological processes involved in lipid
metabolism processes such as ‘steroid metabolic process’, ‘cholesterol biosynthesis
process’ very-long chain fatty acid metabolic process’ and isoprenoid biosynthesis.
Isoprenoid is need for biosynthesis of sterols such as cholesterol which is vital for
membrane structure. These effects of YMW seem likely to be linked to the relatively
high fat content of this protein source (Kar et al., 2016).
SBM is a common protein ingredient of animal feed and down-regulated biological
processes involved in triglyceride and phosphatidylcholine biosynthesis as well as
pathways associated with retinoid and retinol metabolism (Table 2). This is consistent
with in vivo studies showing soy protein intake was shown to be hypotriglyceridemic in
rats, having cholesterol lowering effects and reducing fatty liver (Ascencio et al., 2004;
Lin et al., 2004; Moriyama et al., 2004; Xiao et al., 2004). The hypo-triglyceridemic effect
of soy protein was recently shown to be due to suppression of retinoic acid receptor
expression in liver of rats fed soy bean protein but not casein protein in their diet. This
is consistent with earlier reports that administration of retinoids in cancer treatments
are associated with hypertriglyceridemia via their interaction with retinoid receptors
(Standeven et al., 1996; Radcliffe et al., 1998; Xiao et al., 2007). Taken together these
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Collectively the transcriptomics results indicate a direct diet-host interaction of the ‘
undigested-soluble fraction’ of different protein sources and suggests that 2D enteroids
are a promising new model to evaluate complex interaction between feed/ food
ingredients and the intestinal epithelium. One of the main advantages of the enteroid
models lies with the use of untransformed cells that can be cryopreserved or propagated
in culture for at least 2 years. As such they represent a near physiological model of the
intestinal epithelium, containing all intestinal cell types and having a global transcriptome
more closely resembling tissue of origin than immortal cancer-derived cell lines. As
demonstrated in this study, the possibility to derive polarised 2D monolayers from
enteroids while maintaining the presence of different cell types, greatly facilitates the
apical application of nutrients and ingredients.
Future studies will be aimed at elucidating the components associated with these altered
biological processes through purification of different molecular fractions of the protein
sources and further functional studies. Additionally, advances made in human and mouse
intestinal organoid research could be extrapolated to other host-species. This could be
relevant for tailor-made in-depth molecular studies on feed effects on the species of
interest.
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intriguing observations suggest that a component of SBM protein also negatively
regulates retinoid and retinol biosynthesis as well as cholesterol and lipid biosynthetic
pathways through down regulation of retinoic acid receptors in the intestinal epithelium.
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Supplemental Information
Supplementary Table 1. RT-qPCR primer sequences for microarray validation of significantly
regulated genes in protein-treated enteroids compared to non-treated control (blank).
Gene

Primer forward

Primer reverse

Stxbp1

attttcatccttgggggtgt

aagtcggggtgtctcaggt

60

TNFsf13b

tgccttggaggagaaagaga

ccagccgagtagcaggaa

60

Gm41

cctgtcctgtttgctgctct

ctcctttctctcctgccttg

61

Cyp1a1

cagaaggtgatggcagaggt

ggtaacggaggacaggaatg

60

Olfr1162

tggaaagaaatgtgagtgtgg

tgatggttgagtagcagaagtc

59

Lims2

gcggattctgtggtgaattt

cttgaacatgaggggctgtt

60

AT* (oC)

* Annealing Temperature

Supplementary Table 2. RT-qPCR validation of microarray results based significantly
regulated genes in protein-treated enteroids compared to non-treated control (blank). Gene
expression levels were checked by performing quantitative PCR on protein treated RNA (n=3
per treatment) and compared to the blank.
Relative to blank
Genes

Microarray

qPCR

Stxbp1

4.23

4.57 ± 1.75

TNFsf13b

2.13

2.19 ± 0.83

Gm41

1.95

6.32 ± 2.33

Cyp1a1

1.92

7.00 ± 0.15

Olfr1162

-1.82

-1.20 ± 0.23

Lims2

-2.38

-1.41 ± 0.21

78

Correlation

0.80
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Abstract
Dietary protein sources can have profound effects on host-microbe interactions in
the gut that are critically important for immune resilience. However more knowledge
is needed to assess the impact of different protein source on gut and animal health.
Thirty-six wildtype male C57BL/6J mice of 35 d age (n=6/group; mean ± SEM body
weight 21.9 ± 0.25 g) were randomly assigned to groups fed for four weeks with semi
synthetic diet prepared with one of the following protein sources containing (300 g/kg
as fed basis): soybean meal (SBM), casein, partially delactosed whey powder, spray dried
plasma protein, wheat gluten meal and yellow meal worm. At the end of the experiment,
mice were sacrificed to collect ileal tissue to acquire gene expression data, ileal digesta
to study changes in microbiota and serum to measure cytokines and chemokines. By
genome-wide transcriptome analysis, we identified fourteen high level regulatory genes
that are strongly affected in SBM-fed mice compared to the other experimental groups.
They mostly related to the mammalian (mechanistic) target of rapamycin (mTOR)
pathway. In addition, an increased (P < 0.05) concentration of granulocyte colonystimulating factor was observed in serum of SBM-fed mice compared to other dietary
groups. Moreover, by 16S rRNA sequencing, we observed that SBM-fed mice had higher
(P < 0.05) abundances of Bacteroidales family S24-7, compared to the other dietary
groups. We showed that measurements of genome-wide expression and microbiota
composition in the mouse ileum reveal divergent responses to diets containing different
protein sources, in particular for a diet based on SBM.
Keywords: dietary protein sources; mTOR pathway, T cells, microbiota, S24-7,
granulocyte colony-stimulating factor; mice.
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Introduction

Ingredients of animal feed may contain constituents that not only provide nutrients but
also impact on diverse physiological functions, among which modulation of immunity
is considered as one of the most important. Immune functions are indispensable for an
efficient defense against pathogens contributing to the disease resistance and resilience
of animals. Recently, mammalian (mechanistic) target of rapamycin (mTOR), a serine/
threonine protein kinase, has been recognized as having a key role in the modulation
of both innate and adaptive immune responses. mTOR participates in diverse signaling
cascades linking physiological events to cell growth, proliferation and differentiation
by stimulating de novo synthesis of proteins, nucleotides and lipids and by inhibiting
autophagy [2]. Recent evidence suggests that mTOR signaling serves to couple metabolic
activity to important cellular immune functions, for example, cytokine production by
antigen presenting dendritic cells thereby determining the nature of effector T cell
responses. Moreover, it has a vital role in the activation of effector T cells and their
function as well as proliferation of regulatory T cells (Tregs), thereby having important
immuno-regulatory functions [3]. The impact of diet on mTOR signaling in the intestine
is not fully understood, not only with regard to the effector pathways, but also with
respect mTOR sensing of novel nutritional and microbial metabolites.
The effects of dietary protein on performance and health are dependent on the
source(s) of protein (e.g. milk; plasma; plant cereals, insects, algae) included in the
diet, their digestibility in the gastro-intestinal tract, the matrix in which the protein
fraction is incorporated and the nature and extent of technical processing to which these
ingredients are exposed. Furthermore, the amino acid composition and sequences of the
individual proteins may influence the kinetics of protein digestion and the generation of
bioactive peptides along the gastro-intestinal tract (GIT) [4-6]. In addition, variations
in the non-protein components of protein sources may have direct effects on the health
and performance of hosts or indirect effects via modulation of the intestinal microbiota
[7]. Dietary casein (CAS) and whey proteins are known to stimulate the immune system
and promote host protection against allergies [8, 9]. Spray dried plasma protein (SDPP)
is recognized as a high-quality feed ingredient for farm animals, including pigs and it
has been recommended in animal diet as a source of immunological support due to its
high level of globulin proteins, including immunoglobulins [10]. For many mammalian
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For economical reasons soybean meal (SBM) is commonly used as a protein source in
animal feed [1] increasing demand and price for SBM, is stimulating commercial interest
in alternative sources of protein. Apart from the predicted nutritional properties of these
novel protein sources, nothing is known about their potential effects on gut immunity
and health.
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species, SBM is the common source of dietary protein. It contains a range of proteins,
carbohydrates and phytochemicals, such as non-starch polysaccharides (NSP) and
isoflavones, which can influence the activity of the immune system [7]. Wheat gluten
meal (WGM) is also considered as a good source of dietary proteins for many mammals,
as it is highly digestible and regarded as an excellent source of glutamine and glutamic
acid, amino acids which are known to play a role in the modulation of gut immunity [11].
Furthermore, yellow meal worm (YMW) seems to be a promising source of protein for
human consumption as well as for monogastric animals based on protein digestibility
and amino acid composition [12].
The objective of the present pilot study was to investigate and compare the effect of a
set of conventional and unconventional dietary protein sources on a variety of intestinal
and systemic health associated parameters. We hypothesized that the selected protein
sources would differ in their capacities to affect the activity of mTOR regulated immune
processes. We have deliberately chosen to study the effect of complex diet because it is
known that purified bioactive compounds behave differently when included in complex
dietary mixtures [13, 14]. In this study, experimental diets were prepared by replacing
the corresponding reference ingredient (i.e. SBM) from the “reference” diet (i.e. SBMdiet) with CAS, partially delactosed whey powder (DWP), WGM, SDPP and YMW as
sources of protein. Mice were fed these experimental diets for a period of four weeks.
We have focused on the small intestine because it is the location where dietary nutrient
digestion and absorption is expected to have most effects on the intestinal mucosal
(immune) system. Besides the local effects, we also investigated possible effects of the
different diets on several systemic immune markers in the blood.

Materials and Methods
Animals
All procedures were approved by the animal experimentation board at Wageningen
University & Research Center (accession number 2012062.c) and carried out according
to the guidelines of the European Council Directive 86/609/EEC dated November, 1986.
A schematic representation and detailed description of the experimental design and
sample collection is given in online supporting information (see S1 Fig). Briefly, thirty-six
21-day-old wild type male C57BL/6J mice (Harlan Laboratories, Horst, the Netherlands)
were stratified according to bodyweight and litter of origin into 6 dietery groups (n=6/
group) in the light and temperature-controlled animal facility of Wageningen University
(12:12 h reversed light/dark cycle, 20 ± 2°C) upon arrival. The mice were housed in
pairs in a specific pathogen-free environment with ad libitum access to diet and water.
Prior to the start of the experiment mice were adapted for one week to a standard diet
based on AIN-1993 growth (AIN-93G), which included 300 g/kg casein (CAS) as the
84
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Diet
Customized semi-synthetic diets based on AIN-93G were prepared replacing casein
with any one of five other protein sources i.e. SBM, DWP, WGM, SDPP and YMW at an
inclusion level of 300 g/kg [17]. Representative samples of dried and ground diets were
chemically analysed for dry matter (DM; NEN-ISO 6496 by 4 hours drying at 104°C),
nitrogen (N; NEN-ISO 5983-2 by Kjeldahl method and crude protein calculated as
Nx6.25), ash (NEN-ISO 5984 after 3 hours ashing at 550°C), ether extract (EE, NENISO 6492 by extraction with petroleum ether) and gross energy (GE; NEN- EN-ISO 9831
by bomb calorimetry). Ingredient and chemical compositions of the experimental diets
are presented in supporting information (S1 Table).
Gene expression
Total RNA extraction from ileal tissue samples, labelling, hybridization of individual
samples on Affymetrix GeneChip mouse gene 1.1 ST arrays (Affymetrix, Santa Clara,
CA, USA), scanning, quality control and normalization of the resulting datasets was
performed as described previously [18] and the data is available in the Gene Expression
Omnibus from NCBI with the accession number GSE84442. The output was used for
Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) [19] with human official gene symbols in which
each experimental diet was compared to the diet containing SBM with permutations on
gene sets. InteractiVenn [20] was used to visualize significant GSEA results (FDR < 0.05).
Subsequently, we defined a set of common core genes, i.e. the genes that are enriched
in the significant differential gene-sets common to all five comparisons. The common
core genes were used to build two types of networks in Cytoscape [21]: a network
of GO terms restricted to terms with FDR < 0.001 (using the app BINGO) [22]; and a
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protein source (as fed basis). Thereafter, one group continued with the CAS-fed diet and
the other five groups received similar semi-synthetic diets containing 300 g/kg (as fed
basis) of one of the alternative protein sources (SBM, DWP, WGM, SDPP or YMW) for
28 days. Body weights of animals were measured every week. Thereafter, the animals
were anaesthetized with isoflurane and sacrificed to collect samples. From the same
location three segments of ileal tissue were taken, one was snap frozen in liquid nitrogen
and stored at -80 C for gene expression studies, the second was fixed with methanolcarnoy’s fixative for immunohistochemistry and the third tissue segment along with
luminal content was collected to perform a community-scale analysis of gut microbiota.
Blood samples were collected by orbital puncture and serum was extracted using 500
µl SST tubes (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, New Jersey) within 30 minutes after
collection of the blood. The sera were stored at -20ºC for further analysis of cytokine
levels. Soybean meal (SBM) diet served as reference to make comparisons with other
experimental diets for all analysis, as it is the most widely used protein source in animal
feed [15, 16].
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Functional Interaction (FI) network (using the app Reactome FI) [23]. In the BiNGO
network, nodes are GO terms and edges are relations between them, the network was
restricted to terms with FDR < 0.001. The FI network has genes as nodes and the edges
are interactions between the genes (from literature or predictions). FI Nodes with a
degree (number of directly connected nodes) greater than 20 were considered as hubs.

Microbiota
DNA was isolated from snap frozen intestinal segments and the bacterial 16S rDNA
V3 region was sequenced by targeted-amplicon 16S sequencing on a Illumina Mi-Seq
sequences as previously described [24]. The 16S rRNA gene sequencing reads were
analyzed using an in-house pipeline [25]. Shortly, paired-end libraries were filtered to
contain only sequence read pairs with perfectly matching primer and barcodes. Resulting
sequence reads were separated by sample using the barcodes and operational taxonomic
units (OTUs) were assigned using an open reference database and a customized SILVA 16S
rRNA reference database [26]. Microbial composition was generated using a workflow
based on quantitative insights into microbial ecology (QIIME) v1.2 [27]. The microbial
groups that had a P < 0.05 in one of the diets vs SBM were considered significant.
Immunohistochemistry
For positive CD3-positive T cells, paraffin sections (5 µm) of fixed tissue were attached to
poly-L-lysine-coated glass slides (Thermo scientific, Germany). Sections were heated for
20 minutes in 0.01 M sodium citrate (pH 6.0) at 100˚C, washed 2 times for 15 minutes
with TRIS-Buffered Saline-triton (TBS-t) and then incubated for 30 minutes at room
temperature in 5% (v/v) goat serum (Invitrogen, Life technologies Ltd, Paisley, UK) in
TBS. Briefly, the T cell marker CD3 was detected by incubating the sections with anti-CD3
antibody (Invitrogen, Life technologies Ltd, Paisley, UK) diluted 1:100 in TBS-t, overnight
at 4°C, washing 2 times for 10 minutes with TBS-t and incubation with secondary
anti-body GhR/HRP diluted 1:200 in TBS-t for 60 minutes at room temperature. To detect
the secondary antibody, the sections were washed for 10 minutes with two changes in
TBS-t followed by 10 minutes rinsing in TRIS-HCl buffer (pH 7.6) and incubated with
diamino-benzidine. Finally the slides were immersed for one second in hematoxylin (1:1)
and then immediately rinsed under running tap water for 10 minutes. Digital images of
transverse sections of the ileum were used to enumerate the number of brown-stained
CD3-positive T cells using ImageJ software (NIH, Maryland, USA). T cells were counted
in 10 villi per section using 2 sections per animal and 4 animals per dietary group.
For mTOR protein detection, we followed a similar protocol that was followed for
CD3-positive cells with the following exceptions. Briefly, sections were heated for 20
minutes in 0.01 M sodium citrate (pH 6.0) at 100˚C, washed 2 times for 15 minutes
with TRIS-Buffered Saline-triton (TBS-t) and then incubated for 30 minutes at room
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TLR signalling assay
Endotoxins were extracted from fecal samples as described before [28] and stored
at -20 ºC. TLR signalling assays were performed using stably transformed cell lines
of human embryonic kidney cells (HEK293) expressing TLR 4 and transfected with a
reporter plasmid (pNiFTY) [29]. Briefly, human embryonic kidney (HEK) cell lines were
seeded at approximately 5 × 105 cells/cm2 into 96-well plates and incubated overnight
under standard culture conditions. Samples of purified LPS or soluble LPS, extracted
from mouse faeces (325 ng/ml) were incubated with the cell reporter lines for 6 h, after
which time the luciferase activity was measured using the Bright-glo luciferase assay
(Promega Benelux b.v. NL).
Cytokine and chemokine profiles
Serum cytokine and chemokine concentrations (pg/ml) were measured using a Bio-Rad
Mouse 23-plex kit (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). Calibration curves from recombinant
cytokine and chemokine standards were prepared for the 8-point standard dilution
set with 4-fold dilution steps in sterile PBS. The samples were measured using a BioPlex MagPix Multiplex Reader (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc. by the Luminex Corporation,
The Netherlands). The Bio-Plex Manager software’s five-parameter logistic curve
fitting (5PL) method was used for raw data analysis and calculation of cytokine
concentrations.
Statistical analysis
Results of immunohistochemistry, TLR assay and cytokines are presented as means
± SEM. Statistical analysis was performed by one-way ANOVA followed by post hoc test
(Dunnett test: compared all treatment vs. SBM group as control) using GraphPad prism
version 5.03 for Windows Vista (GraphPad Software, San Diego, California, USA). P value
< 0.05 was considered significant.
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temperature in 5% (v/v) rabbit serum (Invitrogen, Life technologies Ltd, Paisley, UK)
in TBS. The mTOR protein was detected by incubating the sections with anti-mTOR
antibody (Abcam, Cambridge, UK) diluted 1:500 in TBS-t, overnight at 4°C, washing
2 times for 10 minutes with TBS-t and incubation with secondary anti-body goat-antirabbit-biotin (Invitrogen, Life technologies Ltd, Paisley, UK) for 60 minutes at room
temperature. Avidin-HRP diluted 1:200 in TBS-t was used and kept for 60 minutes at
room temperature to detect the secondary antibody. Thereafter the sections were
washed for 10 minutes with two changes in TBS-t followed by 10 minutes rinsing in
TRIS-HCl buffer (pH 7.6) and incubated with diamino-benzidine. Finally, the slides were
immersed in hematoxylin (1:1) and then immediately rinsed under running tap water for
10 minutes. Digital images of transverse sections of the ileum were used to enumerate
the reaction in the image.
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Results
Diet, animal characteristics and feed intake
Nutrient requirements of the mice were based on AIN-93G and varied in nutrient
composition, particularly for crude protein, crude fat, sugar, NSP, Ca, P, K, Na, Cl and
electrolyte balance (S1 Table). The animals appeared to be healthy throughout the
experimental period of 4 weeks. At the start of the dietary intervention (age 28 days),
mean body weights of other experimental groups were not significantly different
compared with the SBM group. At the end of the experiment, mean body weight of SBM
fed mice deviated strongly from the DWP group and not from the other experimental
groups (S2 Fig). Strikingly, in the YMW-fed group, we measured a significantly lower
feed intake compared to the SBM fed group (S2 Fig), while the body weight over the
experimental period did not differ compared to the SBM fed group.
Differential gene expression in the ileum
We started the gene expression analyses in GSEA by a one-to-one comparison of all
possible dietary combinations. When we took SBM group as “reference”, the highest
number of significantly different gene sets were observed in each observed group. The
number of significantly regulated gene sets as determined by GSEA is presented in
Table 1. When compared to SBM-fed mice, we found 4, 23, 8 and 4 unique differently
expressed gene-sets (FDR < 0.05) in CAS, DWP, SDPP and YMW, respectively. These
gene sets mainly correspond to essential cellular processes such as cell cycle, cellular
metabolism (anabolic and catabolic) and immune response (Fig 1; S2 Table).
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Fig 1 Venn diagram featuring common and unique enriched gene-set expression patterns.
(A) Colored spheres represent different experimental diets. The white number at the core of the Venn diagram
represents the number of common overlapping gene-sets and, black numbers towards the periphery of each
sphere represent the number of unique gene-sets. (B) Functional interaction network for the common
overlapping gene-sets. The colored nodes denote the GO term significantly (FDR < 0.001) overrepresented
in the enriched gene-sets. The edges represent interactions between gene-set as determined by BiNGO. Sky
blue color nodes relate to immune processes and light pink color nodes relate to metabolic processes. Arrows
represent directed interactions. The diameter of the nodes represents the number of genes associated with
that particular GO term. SBM, soybean meal; CAS, casein; DWP, partially delactosed whey powder; SDPP, spray
dried porcine plasma; WGM, wheat gluten meal and YMW, yellow meal worm.
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Table 1. Differential gene expression and number of enriched gene-sets in ileal mucosa of mice
fed experimental diets with indicated protein sources relative to a diet with SBM.
Experimental

Upregulated

Down regulated

diets vs SBM

gene-sets

gene-sets

Significantly enriched
gene-sets
(FDR < 0.05)*

CAS

559

0

82

DWP

561

0

124

SDPP

591

0

63

WGM

516

0

62

YMW

559

0

98

CAS, casein; DWP, partially delactosed whey powder; SDPP, spray dried porcine plasma; WGM, wheat gluten
meal and YMW, yellow meal worm; SBM, soybean meal.
*
FDR value was calculated in gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) for indicated protein sources relative to a
diet with SBM.

We identified a large number (thirty-seven) of overlapping gene-sets, which were
significantly (FDR < 0.05) differentially expressed across all the experimental diets in
comparison with SBM (Fig 1). We calculated an interaction network from these 37 genesets and observed down regulation (FDR < 0.001) of a number of immune and metabolic
processes in ileal mucosae of the mice kept on SBM-fed diet relative to all other diets
(Fig 1). In the next step, we analysed the degree distribution of the Reactome FI network
and identified a total of 14 hub genes, which are indicated in Table 2 along with their
pathways and biological functions involved. Strikingly, the mTOR pathway and biological
processes related to T cell functioning and antigen presentation are heavily represented.
Table 2. Key or hub genes of the functional network downregulated in mice fed soybean meal
(SBM)-based diet.
Hub
gene

Degree*

Related pathway

Biological relevance

PI3K/AKT/mTOR,

Selection and maturation of

MAPK

developing T cells.

PI3K/AKT/mTOR,

Regulation of cell growth and adhesion

MAPK

humoral immune response.

Lck

38

Fyn

36

Il2rg

27

PI3K/AKT/mTOR

Cd4

27

TGF β

Critical for intestinal T cell
reconstitution

References
[30]
[31]
[32]

Augment the early phase of T cell
activation. Also found in B cells,
macrophages and granulocytes.
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Hub
gene

Degree*

Related pathway

Biological relevance

References

Class I MHC mediated
Cd3e

27

antigen processing and

Antigen recognition by T cell and T

presentation, NF-κB

cell development.

[34]

Family Pathway
Class I MHC mediated
Cd3g

25

antigen processing and

Antigen recognition by T cell and T

presentation, PI3K/

cell development.

[35]

AKT/mTOR
Class I MHC mediated
Cd3d

24

antigen processing and

Antigen recognition by T cell and T

presentation, PI3K/

cell development.

[36]

AKT/mTOR
T cell activation and differentiation.
Pik3cg

24

PI3K/AKT/mTOR

Structural and functional integrity of

[37]

Stat1

24

Lcp2

23

PI3K/AKT/mTOR,

Important for cell viability in response

Signaling by FGFR

to different cell stimuli and pathogens.

PI3K/AKT/mTOR,
Signaling by FGFR

Chapter 4

epithelium.
[38]

Promotes T cell activation and
development as well as mast cell and

[39]

platelet function.

Class I MHC mediated
Cd8a

21

antigen processing and

Selection and maturation of

presentation, TCR

developing T cells.

[40]

signalling
Ptprc

21

Class I MHC mediated

Regulates cell growth, differentiation,

antigen processing and

mitosis. Essential regulator of T- and

presentation

B-cell antigen receptor signaling.

[41]

Class I MHC mediated
Zap70

21

antigen processing

T cell development and lymphocyte

and presentation, Ras

activation.

[42]

signaling pathway
Btk

21

PI3K/AKT/mTOR,
Signaling by FGFR

B-cell development.

[43]

Degree is the number of directly connected nodes within functional interaction (FI) network. PI3K/AKT/
mTOR, Phosphoinositide 3-kinase/Protein kinase B/mammalian (mechanistic) target of rapamycin; MAPK,
mitogen-activated protein kinases; TGF, transforming growth factor; MHC, major histocompatibility complex;
NF-κB, nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells; FGFR, fibroblast growth factor receptors;
TCR, T cell receptor.
*
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Microbiota profiling in the terminal ileum
To investigate the dietary effects on intestinal microbiota, we performed 16S rRNA gene
sequencing on ileal digesta of six mice per group. Details of sequence reads count and
the number operational taxonomic unit (OTU) are given in online supporting material
(S3 Fig). Further analysis revealed that the microbial taxon profiles were considerably
different among all dietary treatments (Fig 2 and 3). Hierarchical clustering analysis
indicated that the microbial profile of SBM-fed mice was significantly different (P < 0.05)
from the other dietary groups (Fig 2). Furthermore, the Firmicutes to Bacteroidetes ratio
of SBM-fed mice was inverted as compared to all the other experimental diets fed mice
(Fig 3C). Since these phyla constitute up to 90% of the microbial population, we analysed
their family structure in more detail.
Within the Bacteroidetes, the proportion of the S24-7 family was largely increased
(Fig 3D) in SBM and WGM-fed mice. Varied level of percentage of total microbiota
among different taxon were observed in mice fed different diets. The Erysipelotrichaceae
family (Firmicutes) was reduced by 16.4% and 34.5% in the SBM group as compared
to the DWP and SDPP groups, respectively (Fig 3E). The Bifidobacteriaceae family

Fig 2. The ileal microbiome composition profiles based on the relative abundance at the family
level.
Bacterial families are represented with different colors (shown in key). Hierarchical clustering of the microbial
family composition is indicated above the composition profile. * Represents significant difference (P < 0.05) of
microbiota at family level compared to SBM-fed mice. Members of microbial family belonging to ‘others’ are
listed in S3 Table. SBM, soybean meal; CAS, casein; DWP, partially delactosed whey powder; SDPP, spray dried
porcine plasma; WGM, wheat gluten meal and YMW, yellow meal worm.
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Fig 3. Ileal microbial profiles of mice fed diets containing protein from different sources.
(A) and (B) show the microbiota distribution at the phylum level; (C) shows the Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes ratio
in the various groups of mice; (D-G) show the microbiota distribution at the family level. Bacterial abundance
is shown as a percentage of the total 16S RNA gene sequences per group. SBM, soybean meal; CAS, casein;
DWP, partially delactosed whey powder; SDPP, spray dried porcine plasma; WGM, wheat gluten meal and
YMW, yellow meal worm.
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(Actinobacteria) was increased by 22.5%, 3.8% and 3.5% in the DWP, CAS and SDPP
groups as compared to the SBM group (Fig 3F). In the phylum Proteobacteria, the
Alcaligenaceae family only increased in the WGM group by 2.3% compared to the SBM
group (Fig 3G). The proportions of several other families were also affected by the
various diets (Fig 2 and 3).

Ileal immunohistochemistry
In ileal sections, the WGM-fed mice had a significant higher count of positive CD3+ T cell
(S4 Fig) compared to SBM-fed mice. The lowest number of CD3+ T cell cells were found
in the ileum of mice fed the SBM diet but this was not significant (P = 0.06) compared
to other diets, except for the mice fed WGM diet. By histological staining mTOR was not
detectable in the ileal section of mice fed SBM diet and was comparable to control tissues
processed without the primary antibody. In contrast the tissue from CAS, SDPP, DWP
and YMW groups stains strongly for mTOR; only weak staining was evident in tissue
from WGM fed mice (Fig 4).
Systemic cytokines and chemokines
The concentrations of serum cytokines and chemokines were considerably differed
among all the dietary treatments (S5 Fig). Importantly, that received the other
experimental diets (Fig 5). The serum concentration of EOTAXIN, granulocyte-colony
stimulating factor (G-CSF), granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GMCSF), interferon gamma (IFN-γ), interleukin-2 (IL-2), IL-5, IL-6, IL-12p70, IL-13,
monocyte chemotactic and activating factor-1 (MCP-1) and macrophage inflammatory
protein-1β (MIP-1β) were significantly different (P < 0.05) in at least one of the
experimental dietary groups as compared to SBM (S5 Fig). Furthermore, significant
lower (P < 0.05) concentration of GM-CSF, IL-6, IL-13, MCP and MIP-1β were observed
in mice fed with WGM based diet compared to SBM.
TLR4 assay
The SBM group had the lowest ratio of Firmicutes to Bacteroidetes phylum. It is known that
the Firmicutes phylum contains mostly Gram-positive bacteria, suggesting a difference
in the abundance of LPS between the experimental groups. Therefore we investigated
whether the feces of the dietary groups differed in their TLR4 signaling capacity using a
TLR reporter cell assay. The results showed that only the TLR4 signaling activity of the
feces of the YMW group significantly differed from the other dietary treatment groups
(S6 Fig).
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Fig 4: Immunohistochemistry of PFA-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue sections with
anti-mTOR antibody in ileal tissue of mice fed with different experimental diet.
(A) Brown color indicates positive reaction in the image of tissue type control (testis) and a positive ileal tissue
section (CAS). No positivity was observed in the same tissue by withholding the primary antibody (i.e. antimTOR antibody) during the staining procedure. (B) Immunohistochemistry of PFA-fixed paraffin-embedded
ileum sections with anti-mTOR antibody of mice fed with different experimental diet. Brown color in the tissue
section indicates positive reaction. SBM, soybean meal; CAS, casein; SDPP, spray dried porcine plasma; WGM,
wheat gluten meal and YMW, yellow meal worm. Scale bar: 50 µm
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Fig 5. Concentrations of serum granulocyte-colony stimulating factor (G-CSF) of mice fed diet
containing different dietary proteins.
Bars and whiskers represents means values ± SEM (n = 6), recorded at the end of experiment. *P < 0.05
compared to SBM-fed mice fed. SBM, soybean meal; CAS, casein; DWP, partially delactosed whey powder;
SDPP, spray dried porcine plasma; WGM, wheat gluten meal and YMW, yellow meal worm.

Discussion
The variability in the nutrient composition of the experimental diets are related to the
differences in nutrient composition of the protein sources, included at fixed proportions
in the diets [17]. As the experimental diets were not formulated to be iso-energetic
and equal in all other nutrients, we cannot draw any firm conclusion on performance
parameters as measured in this study, although there were some noteworthy differences.
DWP-fed mice showed a significantly lower feed intake compared to SBM-fed mice and
had a lower body weight gain over the experimental period as compared to the other
groups. This agrees with previous observations that whey proteins, compared to CAS,
increase the plasma levels of cholecystokinin and glucagon- like peptide-1 and thereby
induce satiety [44]. A possible explanation for the reduced body weight in the DWPfed group could be the high electrolyte balance compare to other experimental diets,
related to a high concentration of potassium and high concentrations of other mineral,
especially calcium, in the DWP-based diet. Similarly Pilvi and colleagues [45] showed
that a high calcium diet with whey protein decreased body weight gain in high-fat-fed
C57Bl/6J mice.
Funkat and colleague reported that mice fed high fat diet gain more body weight than
mice fed a standard chow diet [46]. We speculate that the higher proportion of fat in
YMW (160 g/kg vs. < 90 g/kg for the diet in the other treatments), may have promoted
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satiety levels via one of the gut lipid sensing system resulting in the observed lower
feed intake [47]. This might explain the result of YMW-fed mice observed in our study.
However, further research is needed to confirm these results.

Activation of mTOR pathway plays a key role in shaping and controlling the effector
responses of immune cells associated with innate and adaptive immune responses through
coupling these events to intracellular metabolic status and environmental nutrients [3].
For example, TLR signalling activates the mTOR pathway in monocytes, macrophages
and DCs, leading to activation, migration and production of cytokines and chemokines,
which are all metabolically demanding processes. Similarly, antigen presentation to T
cells activates mTOR which, in turn, is important for activation, proliferation and cell
fate. Thus the concomitant down-regulation of Cd3 subunit genes, which are important
in the formation of T cell receptor-CD3 complexes [34] as well as T helper (CD4) and
cytotoxic T cell markers (CD8), seems to be a logical consequence of the reduction of
mTOR signalling in the SBM group of mice. Moreover, we have observed no positive
reaction when stained for mTOR protein with anti-mTOR antibody in the ileal section
of mice fed the SBM diet. All these observations together, suggest that the SBM-based
diet inhibited the expression of the mTOR protein, consequently dampening the local
development of effector T cell subsets. This also explains the result in the ileum of mice
fed the YMW diet were we noticed relatively low (in contrast to other diets but higher
than SBM) numbers of CD3+ T cells along with weak positive reaction for mTOR protein.
There was indeed a trend for reduced numbers of CD3+ T cells in intestinal sections of
the SBM-fed mice compared to mice fed the other diets (P = 0.06, except for the mice
fed WGM diet), which is consistent with generated microarray gene expression data of
this segment.
To investigate whether the effects of dietary protein sources on antigen presentation,
mTOR signalling pathways in the mucosa also affected systemic immune markers in the
serum, we measured the concentration of 23 cytokines and chemokines. Mice fed the
SBM based diet had significantly higher levels of granulocyte colony-stimulating factor
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In this study we have shown that diets prepared with different protein sources, differ in
their ability to modulate host physiology including immunological parameters. Apart from
the diet-specific ileal responses, it was remarkable to observe that the ileal transcriptome
and microbiota composition of the SBM-fed mice deviated strongly from the groups of
mice given the other five protein sources. In comparison to the other protein sources,
SBM-based diet down-regulated 14 hub genes in gene networks associated with antigen
presentation, mTOR signalling and TGF α expression. Functionally these genes are of
particular relevance to the activation, differentiation and proliferation of T cells along
with B cells and antigen presenting cells (Table 2).
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(G-CSF) in the serum than any of the other dietary groups (Fig 5). G-CSF is mainly
produced by bone marrow cells, innate cells such as tissue macrophages, but is also
expressed constitutively in many tissues including the intestine, suggesting that it is of
relevance to intestinal homeostasis [48]. G-CSF has been reported to have immunoregulatory functions on monocytes, macrophages and dendritic cells by down-regulating
the expression of inflammatory cytokines such as TNF and IL-12 [49]. Both CD4+ and
CD8+ T cells also express a functional G-CSF receptor and G-CSF is a strong immune
regulator modulating the expression of GATA-3, the positive regulator of Th2 responses
and IL-4 expression. Moreover, the cytokine IL-4 inhibits production of the Th1 cytokine
IFN-γ [50]. G-CSF has also been shown to favour the generation of Tr1-like Tregs in
vitro and in vivo in mice [51, 52]. Recently, G-CSF was shown to promote the generation
of Gr-1high/F4/80- macrophage-like cells in bone marrow cell cultures in vitro, which
have an “M2-like” non-inflammatory phenotype [53]. When these cells were adoptively
transferred to mice they showed a gut-homing phenotype. Moreover, the lamina propria
of the gut of G-CSF-/- mice has reduced numbers of Gr-1high/F4/80- macrophages
suggesting a key role for circulating G-CSF in generation and homing of M2-like
macrophages to the gut which play a key a role in maintaining an anti-inflammatory
tone in the intestine [53].
Based on the known functions of G-CSF and the observation of significantly elevated
serum concentration of G-CSF in the SBM diet only, we speculate that the lamina propria
of the small intestine of these mice may comprise more T regs and reduced activity of
pro-inflmmatory cells, thereby potentially explaining the reduced expression of immune
response gene sets observed in the SBM-fed mice transcriptome. Altered activity of these
cellular immune pathways would also account for the observed reduced activity of the
mTOR and lymphocyte maturation and differentiation pathways in the small intestinal
transcriptome along with lower positive T cell count in the ileum of the mice on the
SBM diet. Although we anticipated the effects of the SBM diet to be most pronounced
in the mucosa, there were some indications that the significantly elevated G-CSF in the
serum might impact on systemic immunity. For example, in mice fed DWP and YMW,
IFN-γ a Th1 cytokine was significantly increased in the serum compared to SBM fed mice
(S5 Fig). Whether the systemic G-CSF is produced in the bone marrow or in the ileal
tissue of the SBM fed mice need to be further explored.
As the effects of the SBM diet on mTOR and immunity pathways in the ileal mucosal might
be influenced by crosstalking microbiota, we compared the ileal microbiota composition
of each dietary group. The composition of the ileal microbiota was strongly influenced by
the inclusion of different protein sources in the diet, at least at the microbial phylum and
family level. The most substantial and significant difference among the dietary groups
was observed within the SBM group of mice where the ratio of Firmicutes to Bacteroidetes
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Although the mice fed with YMW based diet consumed significantly less feed compared
to mice in the SBM group, the body weight of the mice in both groups were similar. An
increase of the Firmicutes to Bacteroides ratio in YMW fed mice (Fig 3C) is a signature
pattern found in studies on obese mice [55]. An increased Firmicutes to Bacteroides ratio
in mice has been associated with enhanced energy extraction from the diet leading to
adiposity and weight gain in weaned and adult mice [56]. The DWP-fed mice showed
an increase of microbes belonging to the Actinobacteria phylum and mainly driven by
bacteria belonging to Bifidobacteriaceae family. This is most probably due to the high
sugar (lactose and oligosaccharides) content of the diet prepared with DWP. The
characteristic of bifidobacterial phylotypes in that they have a high capacity in utilizing
milk oligosaccharides as an energy source for their growth. It has already been shown that
infant-type Bifidobacteria efficiently metabolize several small mass milk oligosaccharides
and that they possess large gene clusters encoding for enzymes involved in (milk)
oligosaccharides metabolism [57].
As the abundance of Bacteroidetes phylum, comprising mainly of Gram-negative bacteria,
was substantially increased in the SBM-fed mice, we investigated whether this might
lead to differences in TLR4 signaling activity in the intestinal lumen of the different
dietary groups. Despite the higher abundance of ileal Gram negatives (Bacteroides) in
the SBM-fed mice, we did not observe a higher TLR4 stimulating activity in their feces.
One explanation could be that the structure of the LPS derived from certain members
of the Bacteroidetes phylum does not signal through TLR4 or may actively inhibit TLR4
mediated NF-κB activation [58]. Another possibility is that fecal microbiota do not
mimic the ileal microbiota with respect to their Firmicutes to Bacteroides ratio.
Although transcriptomics on intestinal tissue in SBM-fed mice showed that there was
a relative decrease in activation of the mTOR pathway, which are mainly involved in
coupling of metabolic activity to important cellular immune functions, we were not able
to determine whether this is caused by specific components in SBM or indirectly by the
effects of the SBM based diet on the intestinal microbiota. The increased serum levels
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phyla was inverted compared to the other dietary groups (Fig 3C). Bacteroidetes was
the most abundant phylum (~55.9%) in the SBM fed group of mice followed by WGM
(34.8%) and lowest abundance was seen in the YMW group (7.7%) (Fig 3D). Within
the Bacteroidetes phylum, the genus Bacteroides are known to possess a large number of
genes encoding for enzymes involved in the degradation and fermentation of a variety
of different carbohydrates [54]. Traditionally, SBM is considered to contain several
complex carbohydrates, which includes NSP. Thus the NSP from SBM may have caused
the blooming of members in Bacteroidetes phylum, the most significant being the S24-7
family.
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of G-CSF, however, may be linked to the reduced expression of immune response gene
sets observed in the transcriptome of SBM-fed mice due to its known role in promoting
Tregs and non-inflammatory cells. In future, microbiota transfer experiments in germfree mice and studies with specific fractions of the SBM diet may help to elucidate the
cause of the observed effects.

Conclusion
In this study we clearly demonstrated that the protein source used for the preparation of
mice diets greatly affects local and systemic immune parameters in the host. Especially
the SBM-based diet deviated strongly from the others in its capacity to down-regulate
expression of genes related to mTOR signaling regulating the expression of a variety of
response genes, including those with T cell related functions. From our studies, it is not
clear yet whether the use of particular protein sources also affects the long-term health of
the host. Currently “quality of protein sources” in both human and animal nutrition sectors
is mainly based on their capacity to deliver energy and nutrients, including (essential)
amino acids. However, our results highlight the importance of assessing parameters
related to health and immune competence. Thus with regard to the selection of protein
sources in animal or human diet, the stakeholders (nutritional researchers or industries)
should also consider potential health related effects, apart from their nutritional value, as
both could potentially impact vitality in humans and productivity in animals.
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Supplemental Information

S1 Fig. Design of the experiment.
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The solid black dot in the timeline represents the corresponding experimental days/age of the mice (days).
Ileal tissue and its digesta were used for transcriptome and microbiota analysis. Blood was collected for analysis
of systemic immune signaling molecules.

S2 Fig. Feed intake (A) and bodyweight (B) of mice fed with different experimental diets.
Bars and whiskers represent mean values ± SEM (n = 6), respectively for feed intake (left) and body weight
(right) recorded throughout the experimental period. *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001 compared with SBM-fed mice
fed. Here, SBM, soybean meal; CAS, casein; DWP, partially delactosed whey powder; SDPP, spray dried porcine
plasma; WGM, wheat gluten meal and YMW, yellow meal worm.
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S3 Fig. The mean number of 16S rRNA sequence reads (A) and the number of OTU (B) counts
detected in the ileal samples of mice fed with different experimental diets.
SBM, soybean meal; CAS, casein; DWP, partially delactosed whey powder; SDPP, spray dried porcine plasma;
WGM, wheat gluten meal and YMW, yellow meal worm.

S4 Fig. Immunohistochemistry of CD3+ T cell response in ileal tissue of mice fed with different
experimental diets.
(A): Scale bar: 75 µm. Brown colored cell represent CD3+ cells (marker of T cell). (B): Pooled count of CD3+
cells in ileum of mice fed with the various diets. SBM, soybean meal; CAS, casein; DWP, partially delactosed
whey powder; SDPP, spray dried porcine plasma; WGM, wheat gluten meal and YMW, yellow meal worm.
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S5 Fig. Concentrations of serum cytokines and chemokines in response to dietary treatment
in mice.
Bars and whiskers represent mean values ± SEM (n = 6), for systemic chemokines and cytokines recorded
at the end of experiment. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 compared with SBM-fed mice fed. Here, SBM,
soybean meal; CAS, casein preparation intended for animal use; DWP, partially delactosed whey powder; SDPP,
spray dried porcine plasma; WGM, wheat gluten meal and YMW, yellow meal worm.
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S6 Fig. Toll like receptor (TLR) 4 response of supernatant isolated from the faecal samples of
mice fed with diets containing protein from various sources, LPS and blank.
Error bars indicate SEM; n=6. **P < 0.01 compared to SBM-fed mice fed. SBM, soybean meal; CAS, casein; DWP,
partially delactosed whey powder; SDPP, spray dried porcine plasma; WGM, wheat gluten meal and YMW,
yellow meal worm.
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S1 Table. Ingredient and calculated or analysed nutrient composition of the experimental diets
for mice, as fed basis1.
Diets2
Item

SBM

CAS

DWP

SDPP

WGM

YMW

Maize

297.5

297.5

297.5

297.5

297.5

297.5

Dextrose

132

132

132

132

132

132

Sugar

100

100

100

100

100

100

Arbocell

50

50

50

50

50

50

Soybean Oil

70

70

70

70

70

70

AIN-93G MX

35

35

35

35

35

35

AIN-93-VX

10

10

10

10

10

10

Choline chloride

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

DL-Methionine

3

3

3

3

3

3

Soybean meal

300

0

0

0

0

0

Casein

0.0

300

0

0

0

0

Delactosed whey powder

0.0

0

300

0

0

0

Spray dried plasma protein

0.0

0

0

300

0

0

Wheat gluten meal

0.0

0

0

0

300

0

Yellow meal worm

0.0

0

0

0

0

300
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Ingredient, g/kg

Composition, g/kg3
Dry matter

914

957

930

924

917

929

Crude protein

153

268

80

238

252

148

Ash

43

29

77

28

47

35

Crude fibre

55

44

44

44

46

59

Crude fat

76

65

74

87

70

160

Starch

251

249

249

249

268

261

Sugar

295

263

403

263

271

263

NSP

71

8

17

15

2

18

Gross energy, KJ/g

17

19

16

18

18

20

Ca

5.9

5.5

10.0

5.2

5.2

6.1

P

3.7

3.3

6.2

1.9

2.3

4.0

K

10.4

4.0

16.5

4.5

4.0

3.6

Na

1.1

1.2

5.9

8.2

1.3

1.0

Cl

1.7

2.1

10.4

12.7

1.9

1.6

Linoleic acid

38

36

36

36

36

36

Electrolyte balance, Meq/kg

266

94

388

115

106

92

4

Analysed composition is presented in bold.
Diet: CAS is casein preparation intended for animal use, DWP is partially delactosed whey powder, SDPP is spray dried porcine
plasma, SBM is soybean meal , WGM is wheat gluten meal and YMW is yellow meal worm.
3
Diet were formulated using data on ingredient nutrient composition and nutrient digestibility coefficients according to the
Central Bureau for Livestock Feeding (CVB, Lelystad, the Netherlands).
4
NSP: Non-starch polysaccharides.
1
2
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S2 Table. Unique significantly expressed gene-sets (FDR <0.05) in ileum of mice fed with
different protein sources compared to SBM-fed diet as shown in Fig 1.
Treatments vs

Serial

SBM

numbers

Unique gene sets

CAS
1

RIBONUCLEOPROTEIN_COMPLEX_BIOGENESIS_
AND_ASSEMBLY

2

KEGG_PYRIMIDINE_METABOLISM

3

RIBOSOME_BIOGENESIS_AND_ASSEMBLY

4

RHYTHMIC_PROCESS

1

PEPTIDYL_TYROSINE_PHOSPHORYLATION

2

DNA_DEPENDENT_DNA_REPLICATION

3

ORGANELLE_LOCALIZATION

4

CELL_CYCLE_GO_0007049

5

PEPTIDYL_AMINO_ACID_MODIFICATION

6

INTERPHASE

7

PEPTIDYL_TYROSINE_MODIFICATION

8

SMALL_GTPASE_MEDIATED_SIGNAL_

DWP

TRANSDUCTION
9

POSITIVE_REGULATION_OF_SIGNAL_
TRANSDUCTION

10

KEGG_LYSOSOME

11

DNA_METABOLIC_PROCESS

12

CHROMOSOME_ORGANIZATION_AND_
BIOGENESIS

13

DNA_REPAIR

14

I_KAPPAB_KINASE_NF_KAPPAB_CASCADE

15

KEGG_NON_SMALL_CELL_LUNG_CANCER

16

INTERPHASE_OF_MITOTIC_CELL_CYCLE

17

REGULATION_OF_SIGNAL_TRANSDUCTION

18

REGULATION_OF_PROGRAMMED_CELL_DEATH

19

KEGG_PROGESTERONE_MEDIATED_OOCYTE_
MATURATION

20

REGULATION_OF_MULTICELLULAR_ORGANISMAL_PROCESS

110

21

REGULATION_OF_APOPTOSIS

22

REGULATION_OF_MAPKKK_CASCADE

23

KEGG_P53_SIGNALING_PATHWAY
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Treatments vs

Serial

SBM

numbers

Unique gene sets

SDPP
1

KEGG_PPAR_SIGNALING_PATHWAY

2

KEGG_BIOSYNTHESIS_OF_UNSATURATED_FATTY_
ACIDS

3

KEGG_COMPLEMENT_AND_COAGUL ATION_
CASCADES

4

MITOTIC_CELL_CYCLE_CHECKPOINT

5

KEGG_VALINE_LEUCINE_AND_ISOLEUCINE_
DEGRADATION

6

KEGG_THYROID_CANCER

7

POSITIVE_REGULATION_OF_T_CELL_ACTIVATION

8

REGULATION_OF_MITOSIS

1

KEGG_PRION_DISEASES

2

DNA_REPLICATION_INITIATION

3

HOMOPHILIC_CELL_ADHESION

4

REGULATION_OF_DEVELOPMENTAL_PROCESS

Chapter 4

YMW

Here, SBM, soybean meal; CAS, casein preparation intended for animal use; DWP, partially delactosed whey
powder; SDPP, spray dried porcine plasma; WGM, wheat gluten meal and YMW, yellow meal worm.
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S3 Table. Members of microbial family belonging to ‘others’ as shown in Fig 2.
Sl No.

Taxa

1

o__Holophagales;f__Holophagaceae

2
3
4

o__Actinomycetales;f__
Actinomycetaceae
o__Bifidobacteriales;f__f
o__Corynebacteriales;f__
Corynebacteriaceae

Sl No.

Taxa

25

c__WCHB1-32;o__o;f__f

26

p__BD1-5;c__c;o__o;f__f

27
28

p__Candidate_division_
TM7;c__c;o__o;f__f
o__Chloroplast;f__Chloroplast

5

o__Frankiales;f__Cryptosporangiaceae

29

o__Chloroplast;f__f

6

o__Frankiales;f__f

30

o__SubsectionIV;f__FamilyI

7
8
9
10
11
12

o__Frankiales;f__Geodermatophilaceae 31
o__Frankiales;f__Sporichthyaceae

32

o__Micrococcales;f__Microbacteriaceae 33
o__Micrococcales;f__Micrococcaceae
o__Pseudonocardiales;f__
Pseudonocardiaceae
o__Rubrobacterales;f__
Rubrobacteriaceae

Sedis

35

o__Lactobacillales;f__Carnobacteriaceae

36

o__Lactobacillales;f__Enterococcaceae

37

14

o__Bacteroidales;f__f

38

15

o__Bacteroidales;f__Marinilabiaceae

39

o__Bacteroidales;f__

o__Deinococcales;f__Deinococcaceae
o__Bacillales;f__Family_XI_Incertae_
o__Bacillales;f__Staphylococcaceae

o__Bacteroidales;f__Bacteroidaceae

Porphyromonadaceae

Deferribacteraceae

34

13

16

o__Deferribacterales;f__

40

o__Lactobacillales;f__Streptococcaceae
o__Lactobacillales;f__Leuconostocaceae
o__Clostridiales;f__f
o__Clostridiales;f__Family_XI_
Incertae_Sedis
o__Sphingomonadales;f__
Sphingomonadaceae

17

o__Bacteroidales;f__Prevotellaceae

41

o__Clostridiales;f__Peptococcaceae

18

o__Cytophagales;f__Cytophagaceae

42

o__Clostridiales;f__uncultured

43

o__Clostridiales;f__Veillonellaceae

44

o__Erysipelotrichales;f__f

45

o__Fusobacteriales;f__Fusobacteriaceae

46

o__Fusobacteriales;f__Leptotrichiaceae

47

o__Caulobacterales;f__Caulobacteraceae

48

o__Rhizobiales;f__Methylobacteriaceae

19
20
21
22
23
24
112

o__Flavobacteriales;f__
Cryomorphaceae
o__Flavobacteriales;f__
Flavobacteriaceae
o__Sphingobacteriales;f__
Chitinophagaceae
o__Sphingobacteriales;f__f
o__Sphingobacteriales;f__
Saprospiraceae
o__Sphingobacteriales;f__
Sphingobacteriaceae
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50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58

o__Rhodobacterales;f__
Rhodobacteraceae
o__Rhodospirillales;f__
Rhodospirillaceae
o__Sphingomonadales;f__f
o__Sphingomonadales;f__
Sphingomonadaceae
o__Burkholderiales;f__
Burkholderiaceae
o__Burkholderiales;f__
Comamonadaceae
o__Burkholderiales;f__
Oxalobacteraceae
o__Methylophilales;f__
Methylophilaceae
o__Neisseriales;f__Neisseriaceae
o__Nitrosomonadales;f__
Nitrosomonadaceae

62
63
64
65

o__Myxococcales;f__f
o__Enterobacteriales;f__
Enterobacteriaceae
o__Legionellales;f__Coxiellaceae
o__Oceanospirillales;f__
Halomonadaceae

66

o__Pasteurellales;f__Pasteurellaceae

67

o__Pseudomonadales;f__Moraxellaceae

68
69
70
71

o__Pseudomonadales;f__
Pseudomonadaceae
o__Xanthomonadales;f__
Xanthomonadaceae
o__Anaeroplasmatales;f__
Anaeroplasmataceae
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49

o__Verrucomicrobiales;f__
Verrucomicrobiaceae

59

o__Rhodocyclales;f__Rhodocyclaceae

72

k__Bacteria;p__WCHB1-60

60

o__Bdellovibrionales;f__f

73

o__Agaricomycetes;f__f

61

o__GR-WP33-30;f__f

74

k__NA
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Abstract
Growth in world population will inevitably lead to increased demand for protein for
humans and animals. Protein from insects and blood plasma are being considered as
possible alternatives but more research on their nutritional quality and health effects
is needed. Here we studied the effect of dietary protein source on metabolism and
metabolic amine profiles in serum and urine of mice. Groups of mice were fed semipurified diets containing 300 g/kg of either soybean meal (SBM), casein (CAS), partially
de-lactosed whey powder (DWP), spray dried plasma protein (SDPP), wheat gluten meal
(WGM) or yellow meal worm (YMW). Feed and water intake as well as body weight gain
were measured for 28 days. After 14 and 28 days serum and urine samples were collected
for measurement of a large panel of amine metabolites. Metaboanalyst 3.0 was used
for analysis of the raw metabolic data. Out of 68 targeted amine metabolites, we could
detect 54 in urine and 41 in blood serum. Dietary protein sources were found to have
profound effects on host metabolism, particularly in systemic amine profiles, considered
here as an endo-phenotype. We recommend serum over urine to screen for the amine
metabolic endo-phenotype based on partial least squares - discriminant analysis. We
concluded that metabolites like alpha-aminobutyric acid and 1-methylhistidine are
sensitive indicators of too much or too little availability of specific amino acids in the
different protein diets. Furthermore, we concluded that amine metabolic profiles can be
useful for assessing the nutritional quality of different protein sources.
Key words: amine metabolites, dietary protein source, endo-phenotype, metabolomics,
mice
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Introduction

In general practice, animal diets are formulated based on the provision of ileal or
faecal digestible nutrients and derived net energy by feed ingredients. The nutrients
relate to proteins/amino acids (AA), starch and sugars, fat, fermentable non-starchpolysaccharides, minerals and vitamins, which can be characterised as the “strictnutritional” value of feed ingredients. However, apart from the “strict-nutritional” value,
diets and their ingredients have other “non-strict-nutritional”, functional properties in
relation to e.g. feed intake (satiety), passage rate through the gastro intestinal tract
(GIT), pro- and antimicrobial properties, antioxidative and oxidative effects, immune
signalling and metabolic effects (3, 4). From the context of protein ingredients, it
has the capacity to deliver AAs (both essential and non-essential) that are essential
precursors for the synthesis of organic nitrogen compounds, including amines,
that influence processes related to protein metabolism. Glutathione, creatinine and
nitric oxide have protective affect against oxidative stress and toxicity (5, 6). Other
examples of biologically active amines synthesised from amino acids are dopamine and
serotonin which are neurotransmitters exerting behavioural effects (7, 8). Further,
we have previously predicted that polypeptides with antimicrobial activity, inhibition
of angiotensin I-converting enzyme, as well as anti-oxidative, antithrombotic and
anti-amnestic activities could be generated during the digestion of several protein
ingredients (9). The current practice of feed formulation for farm animals largely ignores
the requirement for (precursors of) such functional or bioactive compounds that can be
important for health and performance phenotypes. It would be beneficial to not only
evaluate the strict-nutritional values of protein sources, but also consider their potential
non-strict-nutritional functional properties and effects in vivo. However, approaches to
evaluate the functional properties of proteins sources beyond their capacity to provide
(essential) AA and other nutrients (10) have not been reported.
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If growth in the human population and food production continue at their present rate,
there will be more than 2 billion more people to feed in 2050 and calorific deficiencies
are likely to be more prevalent than they are today. One of the main concerns about the
world food supply is the production of proteins for humans and livestock. Plant proteins
(e.g. from soy) will continue to dominate in the next 10 years but inevitably alternative
sources of protein will need to be found because arable land cannot be increased in
proportion. The strategy of partly replacing current protein sources for animal feed with
economically viable and sustainable alternatives e.g. protein from insects or livestock
blood plasma, is one possible solution. In recent years, significant efforts have been
made to introduce new protein containing feed ingredients in the diet of livestock
(1, 2). Unfortunately, information on the functional properties of (new) protein sources
towards their consumers is scarce.
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Measuring amine metabolites in serum or urine is considered a useful approach to assess
the host and microbiota metabolism of proteins in the diets. On one hand, a profile of
blood amine metabolites would reveal information about the nutritional efficiency of
different protein sources and on the other hand, the metabolic and absorptive capacity
of the gut, including the influence of the microbiome (11). Systemic amine metabolic
profiles are anticipated to be good candidate biomarkers to predict dietary protein
associated phenotypes in relation to health (12-14) but have not been previously studied
in relation to different protein sources. Ultimately amine metabolic profiles might reveal
biomarkers that could be used to assess health status and nutritional quality of different
protein sources.
The aim of this research study was to investigate the effect of mice fed different
protein sources on the metabolic amine profiles in serum and urine and on host
metabolism. Groups of mice were fed semi-purified diets containing different protein
sources (300 g/kg) as follows: soybean meal (SBM), casein (CAS), partially delactosed
whey powder (DWP), spray dried plasma protein (SDPP), wheat gluten meal (WGM)
and yellow meal worm (YMW). Serum and urine were collected after 14 and 28-days
for measurement of a large panel of amine metabolites.

Materials and Methods
Diet
Customised semi-synthetic diets based on AIN-93G were prepared replacing CAS with
one of following alternative protein sources: SBM, DWP, WGM, SDPP and YMW at an
inclusion level of 300 g/kg. Representative samples of dried and ground diets were
chemically analysed for dry matter (DM; NEN-ISO 6496 by 4 hours drying at 104°C),
nitrogen (N; NEN-ISO 5983-2 by Kjeldahl method and crude protein calculated as
Nx6.25), ash (NEN-ISO 5984 after 3 hours ashing at 550°C), ether extract (EE, NEN-ISO
6492 by extraction with petroleum ether) and gross energy (GE; NEN- EN-ISO 9831 by
bomb calorimetry). The ingredient and chemical composition of the experimental diets
is presented in Supplementary Table 1.
Animal and design of experiment
All procedures were approved by the Wageningen Animal Ethics Committee
(Wageningen, the Netherlands; accession number 2012062.c) and carried out according
to the guidelines of the European Council Directive 86/609/EEC dated November, 1986.
A schematic representation and detailed description of the experimental design and
sample collection is given in Supplementary Figure 1. Briefly, upon arrival 72 twenty-oneday-old wild type male C57BL/6J mice (Harlan Laboratories, Horst, the Netherlands)
were stratified according to bodyweight and litter of origin into six dietary groups in a
118
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Metabolomics profiling
Assay description
The amine profiling was performed as described previously (15). Briefly, 5 µL of each
sample was spiked with an internal standard solution (Table S2), thiol amines were
released from proteins and converted to reduced form using Tris-(2-Carboxyethyl)
phosphine . Then proteins were precipitated by the addition of methanol. The
supernatant was transferred to an Eppendorf tube (Eppendorf, Germany) and dried in
a speedvac (Eppendorf, Germany). The residue was reconstituted in borate buffer (pH
8.5) with AQC reagent (Waters, Etten-Leur, The Netherlands). After reaction, the vials
were transferred to an autosampler tray (Waters, Etten-Leur, The Netherlands) and
cooled to 10ºC prior to injection. For amine metabolite analysis, 1 µL of the reaction
mixture was injected into the UPLC-MS/MS system using an Accq-Tag Ultra column
(Waters, Etten-Leur, The Netherlands).
Equipment
We employed an ACQUITY UPLC system with autosampler (Waters, Etten-Leur,
The Netherlands) was online coupled with a Xevo Tandem Quadrupole (TQ) mass
spectrometer (Waters, Etten-Leur, The Netherlands) operated using QuanLynx data
acquisition software (version 4.1; Waters, Etten-Leur, The Netherlands). The Xevo
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light and temperature-controlled animal facility of Wageningen University & Research
(12:12 h reversed light/dark cycle, 20 ± 2°C). The mice were housed in pairs in a specific
pathogen-free environment with ad libitum access to diet and water. Prior to the start of
the experiment mice were adapted for one week to a standard diet based on AIN-1993
growth (AIN-93G), which included 300 g/kg casein as the only protein source (as fed
basis, CAS). Thereafter, one group continued with the CAS diet and the other five groups
received similar semi-synthetic diets containing 300 g/kg (as fed basis) of one of the
alternative protein sources (diet containing soybean meal, SBM; diet containing partially
delactosed whey powder, DWP; diet containing spray dried porcine plasma, SDPP; diet
containing wheat gluten meal, WGM and diet containing yellow meal worm, YMW) for
28 d. Feed intake and water consumption was measured every day and body weight
of the animals was measured every week. Urine samples were collected just before
euthanasia, from each animal by mechanical stimulation of the ventral body section. On
d 14 and 28, six mice from each group were anaesthetized with isoflurane and sacrificed
to collect blood and urine samples. After euthanasia of the mice, blood samples were
collected by orbital puncture and serum was extracted using 500 µl SST tubes (Becton
Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, New Jersey) within 30 minutes after collection of the blood.
Urine and blood samples were stored at -80ºC for further analysis of metabolites.
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TQ was used in the positive-ion electrospray mode and all analytes were monitored in
multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) using nominal mass resolution.

Data processing and quality check of metabolomics data
Acquired data were evaluated using TargetLynx software (Waters, Etten-Leur, The
Netherlands), by integration of assigned MRM peaks and normalization using proper
internal standards. For analysis of amino acids, their 13C15N-labeled analogues
were used. For other amines, the closest-eluting internal standard was employed
(Supplementary Table 2). Blank samples were used to correct for background and inhouse developed algorithms were applied using the pooled quality check (QC) samples
to compensate for shifts in the sensitivity of the mass spectrometer over the batch
analysis (16). Out of 68 targeted amine metabolites, we could detect 41 amines in
serum and 53 amines in urine that comply with the acceptance criteria of QC corrections
(16). These metabolites were detected in both serum and urine in each six mice per
treatment for d 14 and 28 samples. However, only in CAS, DWP and SDPP urine samples
from d 28, metabolites were detected in five mice per treatment group due to lack of
sufficient sample from one animal in each of these groups. The data are represented
as relative response ratios (amine target area/area of internal standard; unit free) of
these metabolites (after QC) are available in the supplementary material 1 (available
on request).
Data analysis
Univariate statistical analysis was employed to experimental data to examine the effect of
dietary treatment. In addition, MetaboAnalyst 3.0 (17), a web-based tool was employed
to carry out comprehensive metabolomics data analysis and visualization (http://www.
metaboanalyst.ca/).

Univariate statistical analysis
Results of feed intake, water consumption and body weight are presented as means
± standard error of the mean. Statistical analysis was performed by one-way ANOVA
followed by a post hoc test (Dunnett test: compared all treatment vs. SBM group as
control) using GraphPad prism version 5.03 for Windows Vista (GraphPad Software, San
Diego, California, USA). Statistical significance was defined as P value < 0.05. Soybean
meal (SBM) diet served as reference to make comparisons with other dietary treatments
for the univariate analysis (18, 19). Pearson’s linear correlation was used to calculate the
r value between the concentrations of calculated according to CVB table apparent ileal
digestible (AID) essential amino acids (EAA) in the experimental diets and the amino
acid concentrations in serum on d 28.
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Amine metabolomics data analysis
To analyse the amine metabolomics data, MetaboAnalyst 3.0 was employed. Within
MetaboAnalyst 3.0, we used two modules i.e. exploratory (multivariate and clustering)
statistical analysis and functional (pathway) analysis. Within the exploratory statistical
analysis module, partial least squares - discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) method was used
for clustering and classification of the treatments based on the amine profile in serum and
urine samples from d 14 and 28 of the experimental animals. Unlike principal component
analysis (PCA), PLS-DA is a robust form of analysis, directed towards factor space that
are associated with high variation in the responses but biased towards directions that
are accurately predicted (in this case, sample groups i.e. experimental diets) (20). Here,
we have used leave-one-out cross-validation method to measure the predictability
performance (Q2) to validate the PLS-DA model. Q2 has no standard of comparison
or critical value for inferring significance, aside from its theoretical maximum of 1 or
an empirically inferred acceptable value of ≥ 0.4 for a biological model (21). The value
of Q2 closer to 1 is best, whereas above 0.5 is considered good (22). In addition, we
have employed permutation tests to overcome the problem of PLS-DA’s propensity to
data overfitting that cannot be detected through cross-validation (21). The aim of the
permutation-based validation is to measure the performance of the predictor model by
determining the probability (P value) of observing an equal or better performance by
pure chance. For example, if none of the permuted classes is better than the observed
one in 2000 permutations, the P value is reported as P < 0.0005 (less than 1/2000).
Permutation test was carried out with separation distance (between/within) with 2000
permutations as featured in the MetaboAnalyst 3.0. Briefly, we used the amine metabolic
profiles of individual mice from each treatment groups in both serum and urine samples
from d 14 and 28 of the experimental period. The SBM diet served as reference for this
study and hence, data was normalized by a pooled sample from the SBM group and log
transformation was carried out.
Two outputs i.e. the score and the loading plots of PLS-DA were used for clustering
and classification of the treatments based on the amine profile in d 28 serum samples
from the experimental animals. The scores plot provides an intuitive summary of the
sample clustering patterns by projecting high-dimensional metabolomics data into
two dimensions in a way that explains the maximal co-variance (PLS-DA) of the data;
while the loading plot shows the underlying compounds responsible for such separation
patterns. Two-dimensional (2D) scores plot with 95% confidence region of treatment
specific cluster was used to visualized the score plots. In addition, clustered heatmap was
used as a tool to find cluster of amine metabolites associated with treatment groups. This
provide a visual description of the evolution of the clusters based on the concentration
of the metabolites in the treatment groups (23). We choose “do not recognize-samples”
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to show the natural contrast among treatment groups and rest other selection criteria
or options are left at default for MetaboAnalyst 3.0.
Pathway analysis module of MetaboAnalyst 3.0 was employed to determine the amine
metabolism that were affected by the treatments compared to the SBM diet. To perform
the pathway analysis, we used the amine metabolic profile of individual mice in serum of
d 28 of the experimental period, to prepare the data matrix of individual comparisons of
experimental diets with SBM. All the compound names of the metabolites were matched
with the human metabolome database. Normalization was performed as described
for exploratory statistical analysis. Thereafter, Mus musculus pathway library and a
reference metabolome based on our technical platform were uploaded (Supplementary
document 1). The analysis includes pathway enrichment analysis and topological analysis
were involved. The impact-value threshold calculated from topology analysis was set at
0.4 and –log (p) value calculated from pathway enrichment was set to 4 to identify the
most related metabolic pathway.
Variable importance in the projection (VIP) score, another output from above mentioned
PLS-DA (based on serum of d 28 of the experimental period) was used to determine the
amine metabolites that can discriminate all treatments. The VIP score positively reflects
the metabolite’s influence on the classification. Amine metabolomics data analysis were
performed on the data as relative response ratios (amine target area/area of internal
standard; unit free) of each metabolite retrieved after QC correction. These amine
metabolomics data analysis is available in the Supplementary document 1.

Results
Composition of the diet
The experimental diets were formulated to contain adequate levels of EAA, minerals,
vitamins and fatty acids, as recommended for a rodent diets by the American Institute of
Nutrition (AIN-93, growth) (24) (Supplementary Table 1). The concentrations of AID
AAs (g/kg) in the diets were calculated using data on the AID of AAs or protein of the
protein sources in pigs (Table 1) (25).
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TABLE 1: Calculated concentrations of apparent ileal digestible amino acids1 (g/kg) in the
experimental diets.2
SBM

CAS

DWP

SDPP

WGM

YMW

ALA

4.9

7.6

2.6

7.6

6.0

NA3

ARG

10.0

9.1

1.5

12.5

8.3

8.6

ASP

13.6

18.0

5.7

18.0

7.3

NA

CYS

1.6

0.8

1.2

7.4

5.0

8.6

GLU

22.0

54.2

9.8

54.2

80.3

NA

GLY

4.5

4.4

0.6

4.4

7.3

NA

HIS

3.3

7.9

1.2

7.0

4.9

5.3

ILE

5.7

12.8

3.4

5.9

8.6

9.9

LEU

9.5

24.7

6.0

20.5

16.3

15.8

LYS

8.9

21.3

6.1

20.1

4.8

10.4

MET

4.7

10.6

4.0

4.4

6.7

14.6

PHE

6.6

13.3

2.2

12.0

12.1

6.1

PRO

5.7

27.9

2.9

27.9

29.0

8.0

SER

5.9

13.1

2.5

13.1

10.8

NA

THR

4.6

10.4

3.5

11.3

5.6

NA

TRP

1.7

3.2

0.9

3.2

2.0

7.5

TYR

4.7

14.4

1.5

12.8

7.8

2.4

VAL

5.8

16.5

3.1

13.9

9.2

11.5

Apparent ileal digestibility of amino acids (based on pigs) calculated with digestibility coefficients of amino
acids in SBM, CAS DWP and WGM as listed by CVB (25). Gross amino acid composition is shown here for
YMW-based diet.
2
Diet: SBM is soybean meal, CAS is casein, DWP partially delactosed whey powder, SDPP is spray dried porcine
plasma, SBM is soybean meal, WGM is wheat gluten meal and YMW is yellow meal worm.
3
NA: Not available
1

Feed intake and growth parameters
All mice appeared to be healthy throughout the experimental period of 4 weeks. However,
mean body weight was significantly lower (P < 0.05) for the DWP-fed compared to the
SBM-fed mice throughout the experimental period (Supplementary Figure 2). Compared
to SBM-fed mice, a significant increase of water consumption was observed in DWP- and
WGM- fed mice. Water consumption was significantly lower for CAS-, SDPP- and YMWfed mice compared to SBM-fed mice. In YMW-fed mice, we measured a significantly lower
feed and water intake compared to the SBM-fed mice (Supplementary Figure 2), while
the development of body weight over the experimental period did not differ compared
to the SBM-fed mice.
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Clustering of metabolites according to diet
Figure 1 shows the metabolic profile separation of the experimental treatments in two
dimensional (2D) PLS-DA, considering score plots of the first two components of the
PLS-DA. The PLS-DA score plots, based on the amine metabolites measured in serum
on d 14 and 28, had a higher Q2 value of predictability in relation to the protein source
generating the metabolic profile (Figure 1A, C) than the metabolic profiles in urine
samples collected on the same days (Figure 1B, D). The predictability performance of the
PLS-DA model that is constructed with serum amine metabolites at d 28 to discriminate
dietary treatments is high, based on the observed p-value in the permutation test
(Supplementary Figure 3). Therefore we subsequently focussed on comparing serum
amine metabolic profiles from different protein sources on d 28 (Figure 1C). The
YMW group metabolite profile was clearly separated from those obtained from the
other groups (Figure 1C). The DWP diet also showed a tendency to cluster separately,
although an overlap with CAS and SBM was observed using a 95% confidence limit
for the shaded plots. The serum amines responsible for the separation of YMW amine
metabolic profiles from those to other protein sources, is explained by large amounts of
1-methylhistidine, glycine and 4-hydroxyproline (Supplementary figure 4). The serum
amine metabolites responsible for the separation of the DWP in the PLS-DA plot 1C were
(large amounts) of alpha-aminobutyric acid, s-methylcysteine, threonine, citrulline and
alanine (Supplementary figure 5) and (low amounts) of leucine, valine, phenylalanine,
glutathione, beta-alanine and putrescine (Supplementary Figure 6).
Correlation between concentrations of dietary and plasma amino acids
The calculated concentrations of apparent ileal digestible EAA in the experimental diets
and the measured concentrations of EAA in serum are detailed in Supplementary Table
3. The correlation coefficients of the apparent dietary EAA and the serum concentrations
of EAA is shown per diet in Figure 2. Based on the correlation values (r), diets prepared
with different protein sources could be ranked as SDPP > SBM > DWP > CAS > YMW >
WGM; r value ranging from 0.81 to -0.15 (strongest and positive correlation for SDPP,
r = 0.72; weakest and negative correlation for WGM, r= -0.09; Figure 2).
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FIGURE 1: PLS-DA score plots of amine profiles in serum and urine on d 14 and 28 of mice
receiving diets with different protein sources.
Panel A: PLS-DA model built using serum amine metabolites of mice at d 14 of the experimental period; B:
PLS-DA model built using urine amine metabolites of mice at d 14 of the experimental period; C: PLS-DA
model built using serum amine metabolites of mice at d 28 of the experimental period; D: PLS-DA model built
using urine amine metabolites of mice at d 28 of the experimental period. The colored dots represent samples
from different treatments. Coloured spherical areas displays 95% confidence region of respective experimental
diets. Each symbol represents data from one mouse. Parameters within the magenta box represents the
summary from cross validation of PLS-DA model. The ‘components’ describe the best number of components
the model utilises to capture the discrimination within treatment group based on the highest Q2 value in the
cross validation of PLS-DA model. R2 represents the quality and Q2 represents the predictability of each PLS-DA
model. Here, SBM is soybean meal, CAS is casein, DWP partially delactosed whey powder, SDPP is spray dried
porcine plasma, SBM is soybean meal, WGM is wheat gluten meal and YMW is yellow meal worm.
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FIGURE 2: Radial representation of log transformed calculated concentrations of apparent ileal
digestible EAA in the experimental diets and the concentrations of free EAA in serum of mice
fed the corresponding experimental diets (d 28).
Number on circles refer to essential amino acid values in logarithmic scale base 2 (log2) and the integers in the
spider graph are the log transformed values. Blue line: Essential amino acid composition (g/kg) as determined
in the experimental diets. Red line: Essential amino acid composition (µM/ml) as measured in serum on d 28. ‘r’
means correlation values between calculated EAA in the experimental diets and the absolute concentrations of
EAA in serum of mice. Here, SBM is soybean meal, CAS is casein, DWP partially delactosed whey powder, SDPP
is spray dried porcine plasma, SBM is soybean meal, WGM is wheat gluten meal and YMW is yellow meal worm.

Diet associated amine metabolic-sets
The clustered heat-map revealed seven (A-G) diets associated clusters of pathway-related
amine metabolites in serum of mice at d 28 of the experimental period (Figure 3). All diets
had 1 or two clusters of amine metabolites that were present in relatively higher or lower
concentrations comparted to other diets. For example, Cluster A is comprises histidine,
sarcosine and serine which were found at relatively high concentrations in the YMW-fed
mice and cluster B is comprising threonine, alanine, citrulline, alpha-aminobutyric acid
and s-methylcysteine were present at relatively high concentrations in DWP-fed mice.
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FIGURE 3: Heat-map of clustering of serum amine metabolites in dependence of dietary
treatment.
CAS: Casein; DWP: partially delactosed whey powder; SBM: Soybean meal; SDPP: Spray dried plasma protein;
WGM: Wheat gluten meal; YMW: Yellow meal worm. Values are the relative response ratios of each metabolite
in individual mice per treatment group. Treatment groups comprise of six mice. Values are measured in serum
of mice at d 28 of the experimental period. The heat map graphic distances were measured using Euclidean
distances and the clustering algorithm using ward dendrogram. Each coloured cell on the map corresponds to
a concentration value (normalized to the SBM treatment). The alphabets A-G represent the diets associated
cluster formed by sets of metabolites (framed in black) having low (shades of blue) or high (shades of orange)
concentration in the dietary treatments. Here, the coloured square corresponds to the respective experimental
diets; i.e. red for CAS, green for DWP, navy blue for SBM, sky blue for SDPP, magenta for WGM and yellow
for YMW. Here, SBM is soybean meal, CAS is casein, DWP partially delactosed whey powder, SDPP is spray
dried porcine plasma, SBM is soybean meal, WGM is wheat gluten meal and YMW is yellow meal worm. A to G
indicate amine metabolite clusters referred to in the text.
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Functional analysis: Metabolic pathways
Serum amine metabolites which differed in concentration between SBM and the other
protein diets were mapped to Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)
metabolic pathways. This revealed seven metabolic pathways that were influenced by
dietary protein source (Figure 4).
Comparing CAS vs SBM, the enriched KEGG pathways were: valine, leucine and
isoleucine biosynthesis; arginine and proline metabolism and glutathione metabolism.
For DWP vs SBM, the enriched KEGG pathways were: valine, leucine and isoleucine
biosynthesis; glutathione metabolism; glycine, serine and threonine metabolism;

FIGURE 4: Metabolic pathway analysis based on the plasma amine profiles in mice fed diets
with different protein sources.
Bubble graph representing the result of metabolic pathway analysis. Scores from enrichment analysis is
represented on the ‘y axis’ and from topology analysis on the ‘x axis’. The size and the colour (on gradient
scale: white to red) of the nodes are all matched pathways according to P values from pathway enrichment
analysis and pathway impact values from pathway topology analysis. The dotted black lines denotes the
thresholds in both axis to identify the most significant matched pathways for all the dietary comparisons. The
arrow indicates to the enriched pathways, where, 1 is Valine, leucine and isoleucine biosynthesis; 2 is Arginine
and proline metabolism; 3 is Glutathione metabolism; 4 is Glycine, serine and threonine metabolism; 5 is Betaalanine metabolism; 6 is Methane metabolism and 7 is Alanine, aspartate and glutamate metabolism. SBM is
soybean meal, CAS is casein, DWP partially delactosed whey powder, SDPP is spray dried porcine plasma, SBM
is soybean meal, WGM is wheat gluten meal and YMW is yellow meal worm.
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beta-alanine metabolism and methane metabolism. For SDPP vs SBM, the only enriched
KEGG pathway was methane metabolism. For WGM vs SBM, the enriched KEGG pathways
were: valine, leucine and isoleucine biosynthesis; arginine and proline metabolism;
glutathione metabolism; beta-alanine metabolism and alanine, aspartate and glutamate
metabolism. For YMW vs SBM, the enriched KEGG pathways were: valine, leucine
and isoleucine biosynthesis; glutathione metabolism; glycine, serine and threonine
metabolism and methane metabolism (Figure 4). The valine, leucine and isoleucine
biosynthesis pathway was commonly enriched in all diets comparisons except in the SDPP
vs SBM comparison. In the pathway, differences were observed in the concentration of
the branched chain amino acids (BCAA, i.e. valine, leucine and isoleucine) between CAS,
WGM, DWP and YMW (Supplementary Figure 7-10).
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Diet associated sets of amine metabolites
PLS-DA plots were used to find the fundamental relations between different diets and
amine metabolites in serum or urine (Figure 1). The importance of each variable i.e. amine
metabolite in the projection represented for each diet in the PLS-DA plots is estimated
by the variable importance in projection (VIP) score and metabolites having VIP scores
greater than 2 can be considered as marker for a specific dietary protein source (26, 27).

FIGURE 5: Important features identified by PLS-DA model based on amines metabolites in
serum at d 28 of experimental period.
Metabolites with a high VIP score are predictive for certain diet e.g. alpha amino butyric acid is predictive for
DWP and 1-methylhistidine for YMW. The colored boxes on the right indicate the relative concentration of the
corresponding metabolites in each group under study. CAS: Casein; DWP: partially delactosed whey powder;
SBM: Soybean meal; SDPP: Spray dried plasma protein; WGM: Wheat gluten meal; YMW: Yellow meal worm.
Values are the mean of six replicates.
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Three metabolites had VIP scores > 2 in the PLS-DA analysis (Figure 5); these were alphaaminobutyric acid, 1-methylhistidine (1-MHis) and putrescine. A high concentration of
alpha-aminobutyric acid and a low concentration of putrescine was observed for DWPfed mice. Moreover, the dietary treatments can be discriminated based on differences in
concentrations of the top seven metabolites. A high concentration of alpha-aminobutyric
acid and a low concentration of putrescine was observed in the DWP-fed mice. Similar
but reciprocal observations were noticed for alpha-aminobutyric acid and putrescine in
the SDPP-fed mice. A high concentration of 1-MHis was observed in YMW-fed mice and
a low concentration in the CAS-fed mice.

Discussion
Here we show that the inclusion of different protein sources in the diets lead to the
appearance of specific amine metabolite profiles in the serum and urine of mice.
Differences in these metabolic endo-phenotypes were most pronounced for the YMWand DWP-based diet. This might be due to the lower body weight gain for the DWP
group and/or the lower feed and water intake in the YMW group and/or provision of
amino acids in these diets.
Amine-based profiles or endo-phenotypes originate from interactions of dietary
protein components with the genotype of the animal, its associated microbiome and
the production environment (Figure 6). The results described in this paper clearly
demonstrate that amine metabolic profiles in blood and urine are affected by the source
of dietary protein. These amine profiles are composed of essential and non-essential
AAs, amine intermediate metabolites which are important for cellular protein synthesis
but also biosynthesis of neurotransmitters (e.g. serotonin) and immunomodulatory
metabolites (e.g. kynurenine). Additionally, amines generated by microbial metabolism
(e.g. putrescine) and precursors for other nitrogen based biologically active motifs (e.g.
glutathione) are also identified using this metabolic platform. Serum amine metabolic
profiles were more reliable for discrimination of the dietary protein source than those
from urine. This seems logical as amines entering the circulation from the GIT, can be
further metabolized or stored in tissue depots of splanchnic organs or undergo further
metabolic degradation elsewhere in the body,, whereas urine amine metabolites
represent excreted amines which are either toxic or metabolically in excess and not
required by the host (Figure 6).
The differences in nutrient composition of the diets used in the present study, is
related to the fixed inclusion (300 g/kg) of different protein sources that contain
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FIGURE 6: Schematic representation of amine based endo-phenotype concept to evaluate
dietary protein.
Green panel represents the current dietary protein evaluation practice that is based on amino acids and their
digestibility coefficients as function of only performance related phenotypes (strict-nutritional characteristics).
Red panel represents the proposed use of amine based endo-phenotype in blood for dietary protein source
evaluation.

protein as well as other constituents such as carbohydrates and fats (9). From
a nutritional perspective, dietary protein has no nutritional value unless it is
hydrolyzed by proteases and peptidases into free AAs, dipeptides, or tripeptides in
the lumen of the small intestine (28) and subsequently absorbed and metabolized
by the intestinal tissue or transmitted into the bloodstream. In this context, it was
interesting to observe that the correlation between dietary and blood essential AAs
differed between the used diets. Therefore, we conclude that EAA concentrations in
blood are not only related to the quantitative provision of AAs from the diets, based
on calculated values for apparent ileal digestible AAs, but also dependent on host,
microbiota and/or environment related factors. Apparently, the correlation for the
SDPP( r = 0.81) and SBM (r = 0.68) fit better with the resulting blood profile of the
EAA than YMW (r = 0.13) and WGM (r = - 0.15) based diets. This indicates that the
EAA profile of SDPP and SBM, better mimic the required AA profile by (farm) animals
than YMW or WGM.
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From the heat-map (Figure 3), we learned that the variation in amine profiles was
due to variation in the concentration of metabolically-related clusters of metabolites.
For example, a set of metabolites formed by valine, leucine and isoleucine, all showed
a higher concentration in the CAS diet compared to other experimental diets. The
differential abundance of metabolite clusters in animals fed specific diet suggests a
dietary induced regulation of metabolic pathways rather than the regulation of single
metabolic steps. Furthermore, we observed an enrichment of the valine, leucine and
isoleucine biosynthesis pathway, based on the amine profile in the serum of mice fed
with CAS when compared with SBM. Within the enriched metabolic pathway, the
concentration level of valine, leucine and isoleucine (branched chain amino acids, BCAA)
showed a high concentration in mice fed the CAS diet compared to the SBM diet. In
particular, the valine level was significantly (P < 0.05) higher in the serum of mice fed
the CAS based diet compared to the SBM based diet. Our results provide clear evidence
that compared to SBM, casein is an excellent source for BCAA, based upon the combined
results of the heat-map and the metabolic pathway analysis. Branched chain AAs have
been reported to have health benefit effects because they spare lean body mass during
weight loss (29), promote wound healing (30), promote muscle protein anabolism in
muscle wasting with aging (31) and have beneficial effects in the setting of renal and
liver disease (32). These observations are in agreement with previous findings where a
casein based diet is capable of influencing amino acid metabolism mediated via BCAA
biosynthesis pathway in humans and pigs, compared to soy proteins (33, 34).
As casein and whey are from milk derived protein source, one may expect that DWP
would exhibit a similar metabolic profile to CAS when compared to SBM (35). However,
we observed a contrasting result in serum of mice fed with DWP to CAS for AAs profile,
in particularly to the BCAA profile (Supplementary Figure 8). This can be explained
by the differences between whey and casein digestive properties or protein digestion
kinetics (36). Studies have shown differences in the peak plasma levels of AAs following
ingestion of whey and casein i.e., whey protein peaking earlier in time than casein (37,
38). Our results suggest that, due to the differences in the digestive properties or protein
digestion kinetics of DWP (fast) and CAS (slow), these diets differentially alter host
protein metabolism.
Based on the difference in the observed amine metabolite profile, we identified two
metabolites (viz. alpha-aminobutyric acid for DWP and 1-MHis for YMW) that are highly
discriminative for the various amine-based endo-phenotypes. Alpha-aminobutyric
acid, is a key intermediate in the synthesis of a tripeptide analogue of glutathione (i.e.
ophthalmic acid) with antioxidative properties. 1-methylhistidine (1-MHis) results from
the metabolism of the dipeptide anserine found in meat sources (39, 40). The enzyme
carnosinase, present in intestinal mucosal tissues, splits anserine into beta-alanine and
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The systemic levels of amine-metabolites could have predictive value for external
phenotypes of livestock animals such as regulation of growth performance, nutritional
status and health characteristics (see Figure 6). On one hand, we observed that both the
amine endo-phenotype as well as the external performance phenotypes varied as function
of the used diet. This was most pronounced for the YMW and DWP, as the results of both
the amine metabolites as well as the animal body weight gain measurements showed
the highest variation among the different diets. On the other hand, we cannot conclude
from this study whether amine-based endo-phenotypes, or (composite) biomarkers
derived thereof, can be used to predict external phenotypes associated with specific
sources of dietary protein. This will require longitudinal studies in healthy or disease
cohorts with a higher number of animals fed diet containing different protein sources.
Here we show that part of (protein) metabolism is influenced by the protein sources
included in the diets. Such understanding of metabolism is require to move forward in
nutritional science. In the future such knowledge may also be useful for predicting the
effect of different protein sources on external phenotypes relevant to health and animal
performance.
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1-MHis. The latter has already been shown as a marker of meat consumption in humans
(41). Higher level in YMW-based diet suggests a high dietary supply of anserine from
this protein source. To date, there is no evidence to support that 1-methylhistidine itself
has any detrimental effects on health (42), but some recent evidences have shown its
association with health conditions (43, 44).
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Supplemental Information
Supplementary Table 1. Ingredient and calculated or analysed nutrient composition of the
experimental diets for mice, as fed basis
Diets1
Item

SBM

CAS

DWP

SDPP

WGM

YMW

Ingredient, g/kg
Maize

297.5

297.5

297.5

297.5

297.5

297.5

Dextrose

132

132

132

132

132

132

Sugar

100

100

100

100

100

100

Arbocell

50

50

50

50

50

50

Soybean Oil

70

70

70

70

70

70

AIN-93G MX

35

35

35

35

35

35

AIN-93-VX

10

10

10

10

10

10

Choline chloride

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

3

3

3

3

3

3

Soybean meal

300

0

0

0

0

0

Casein

0.0

300

0

0

0

0

Delactosed whey powder

0.0

0

300

0

0

0

Spray dried plasma protein

0.0

0

0

300

0

0

Wheat gluten meal

0.0

0

0

0

300

0

Yellow meal worm

0.0

0

0

0

0

300

Dry matter

914

957

930

924

917

929

Crude protein

153

268

80

238

252

148

Ash

43

29

77

28

47

35

Crude fat

76

65

74

87

70

160

Starch

251

249

249

249

268

261

Sugar

295

263

403

263

271

263

71

8

17

15

2

18

DL-Methionine

Composition, g/kg

Non starch polysaccharides
Gross energy, KJ/g

17

19

16

18

18

20

Ca

5.9

5.5

10.0

5.2

5.2

6.1

P

3.7

3.3

6.2

1.9

2.3

4.0

K

10.4

4.0

16.5

4.5

4.0

3.6

Na

1.1

1.2

5.9

8.2

1.3

1.0

Cl

1.7

2.1

10.4

12.7

1.9

1.6

38

36

36

36

36

36

266

94

388

115

106

92

Linoleic acid
Electrolyte balance, Meq/kg

Diets: SBM is soybean meal, CAS is casein, DWP partially delactosed whey powder, SDPP is spray dried porcine
plasma, SBM is soybean meal, WGM is wheat gluten meal and YMW is yellow meal worm.
1
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Supplementary Table 2. Internal standards used in the amine profiling platform.
Internal Standards
2-(4-hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl) ethyl-1,1,2,2-d4-amine
Ala_C13N15
Arg_C13N15
Asn_C13N15
Asp_C13N15
Beta-alanine-2,2,3,3,-d4
Gln_C13N15
Glu_C13 N15
Gly_C13N15
Histamine-a,a,P,P-d4 2HCl
L-2-aminobutyric acid-d6 acid
L-3-(4-hydroxy-3-methoxy-d3-phenyl)-alanine
Leu_C13N15
L-lle C13N15
L-Methionine
L-NT-methyl-d3-L-histidine
L-ornithine-3,3,4, 4,5,5,-d6
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Lys_C13N15
Phe_C13N15
Pro_C13N15
Ser_C13N15
Thr_C13N 15
Trp_C13N15
Tyr_C13N15
Val_C13N15
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140

1

408.7

95.9

21.3

13.6

13.3

10.4

3.2

16.5

9.5

0.68

LYS

MET1

PHE

THR

TRP

VAL

LEU

Corel

0.26

24.7

5.8

1.7

4.6

6.6

7.7

8.9

3.3

10.0

(g/kg)

Diet

CAS

163.6

172.2

61.8

125.9

50

72.2

396.1

73.6

120

(uM/ml)

Serum

0.43

6.0

3.1

0.9

3.5

2.2

7.0

6.1

1.2

1.5

(g/kg)

Diet

DWP

Adjusted for 3 g of methionine used to prepare the experimental diets.

142.1

126.8

56.4

95

58.2

73.2

7.9

HIS

189.2

(uM/ml)

Serum

9.1

Diet (g/kg)

SBM

ARG

Acids

Amino

Diets

109.3

104.1

78.8

158.1

43.7

78.3

341.3

89.1

114.4

(uM/ml)

Serum

0.81

20.5

13.9

3.2

11.3

12.0

7.4

20.1

7.0

12.5

(g/kg)

Diet

SDPP

146.5

134.2

65

92.6

57.9

71.3

238

74.4

138.4

(uM/ml)

Serum

-0.15

16.3

9.2

2.0

5.6

12.1

9.7

4.8

4.9

8.3

(g/kg)

Diet

WGM

115.1

125.1

54.1

106.2

48.8

52.5

315.1

61.9

129.2

(uM/ml)

Serum

0.13

15.9

10.5

2.1

6.6

7.1

2.6

8.1

4.7

7.6

(g/kg)

Diet

YMW

15.8

11.5

7.5

7.5

6.1

17.6

10.4

5.3

8.6

(uM/ml)

Serum

Supplementary Table 3. Calculated concentrations of apparent ileal digestible essential amino acids (EAA) in the experimental diets and the
measured concentrations of EAA in serum samples of d 28.
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Supplementary Figure 1.

Supplementary Figure 2.
Animal performance parameters (feed intake, water intake bodyweight) measurements of mice fed with
different experimental diets. Bars and whiskers represent mean values ± SEM (n = 6). *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001
compared with SBM-fed mice fed. Here, SBM, soybean meal; CAS, casein preparation intended for animal use;
DWP, partially delactosed whey powder; SDPP, spray dried porcine plasma; WGM, wheat gluten meal and
YMW, yellow meal worm.

Supplementary Figure 3: The
result of permutation test
summarised by a histogram
for PLS-DA model built from
serum amine of mice at d 28
of the experimental period.
Red arrow indicates the empirical
p value that is calculated by
determining the number of times
the permutated data yielded a
better result than the one using
the original labels.
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Design of the experiment. The solid black dot in the timeline represents the corresponding experimental days/
age of the mice (days). Blood and urine samples were used for amine metabolome analysis.
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Supplementary Figure 4: Underlying amines which are present relatively in high level in YMW
compared to other (at least in one) treatments.
According to loading plot, these featured amine are responsible for separation of YMW group in the PLS-DA
model built with d 28 serum amine data. Bars are mean values of the original relative concentration and box
are mean values of the normalized concentration in the treatment groups; whiskers are ± Standard Error Mean
(n = 6). Statistical analysis was performed in the original concentration (i.e. data as relative response ratios)
by one-way ANOVA followed by post hoc test (Dunnett test: compared all treatment vs. YMW group) using
GraphPad prism version 5.03 for Windows Vista (GraphPad Software, San Diego, California, USA). Statistical
significance was defined as p < 0.05. *P < 0.05, **P<0.01 and ***P < 0.001 compared with YMW group. SBM,
soybean meal; CAS, casein preparation intended for animal use; DWP, partially delactosed whey powder; SDPP,
spray dried porcine plasma; WGM, wheat gluten meal and YMW, yellow meal worm.
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Supplementary Figure 5: Underlying amines which are present relatively in high level in DWP
compared to other (at least in one) treatments.
According to loading plot, these featured amine are responsible for separation of DWP group in the PLS-DA
model built with d 28 serum amine data. Bars are mean values of the original relative concentration and box
are mean values of the normalized concentration in the treatment groups; whiskers are ± Standard Error
Mean (n = 6). Statistical analysis (see supplementary figure 4.
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Supplementary Figure 6: Underlying amines which are present relatively in low level in DWP
compared to other (atleast in one) treatments.
According to loading plot, these featured amine are responsible for separation of DWP group in the PLS-DA
model built with d 28 serum amine data. Bars are mean values of the original relative concentration and box
are mean values of the normalized concentration in the treatment groups; whiskers are ± Standard Error Mean
(n = 6). Statistical analysis (see supplementary figure 4).
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A. In bold, amine metabolites that are significantly (P < 0.05) enriched in the pathway enrichment analysis.
Valine is significantly (P < 0.05) higher in serum of CAS fed mice than SBM-fed mice. B. The valine, leucine
and isoleucine biosynthesis pathway along with it significant enriched amine metabolites. “Alpha-numeric”
representations are the KEGG identifiers. The colour (on gradient scale: cream to red, where towards red
denotes lower P value) of the rectangular-nodes in the KEGG pathway are all matched amines according to P
values from pathway enrichment analysis. The grey rectangular nodes are the un-matched amines in the KEGG
pathway. Box plots are mean value of the normalized concentration in the treatment groups; whiskers are ±
Standard Error Mean (n = 6 mice per dietary group).
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Supplementary Figure 7: Valine, leucine and isoleucine biosynthesis pathway as represented
in the Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) enriched in metabolic pathway
analysis based on the amine profile in d 28 serum of mice fed CAS and SBM diet.
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Supplementary Figure 8: Valine, leucine and isoleucine biosynthesis pathway as represented
in the Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) enriched in metabolic pathway
analysis based on the amine profile in d 28 serum of mice fed DWP and SBM diet.
A. In bold, amine metabolites that are significantly (P < 0.05) enriched in the pathway enrichment analysis.
None of the enriched metabolites significantly (P < 0.05) differ in DWP from SBM. B. The valine, leucine
and isoleucine biosynthesis pathway along with it significant enriched amine metabolites. “Alpha-numeric”
representations are the KEGG identifiers. The colour (on gradient scale: cream to red, where towards red
denotes lower P value) of the rectangular-nodes in the KEGG pathway are all matched amines according to P
values from pathway enrichment analysis. The grey rectangular nodes are the un-matched amines in the KEGG
pathway. Box plots are mean value of the normalized concentration in the treatment groups; whiskers are ±
Standard Error Mean (n = 6 mice per dietary group).
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Supplementary Figure 9: Valine, leucine and isoleucine biosynthesis pathway as represented
in the Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) enriched in metabolic pathway
analysis based on the amine profile in d 28 serum of mice fed WGM and SBM diet.
A. In bold, amine metabolites that are significantly (P < 0.05) enriched in the pathway enrichment analysis.
Isoleucine is significantly (P < 0.05) lower in serum of WGM fed mice than SBM-fed mice. B. The valine, leucine
and isoleucine biosynthesis pathway along with it significant enriched amine metabolites. “Alpha-numeric”
representations are the KEGG identifiers. The colour (on gradient scale: cream to red, where towards red
denotes lower P value) of the rectangular-nodes in the KEGG pathway are all matched amines according to P
values from pathway enrichment analysis. The grey rectangular nodes are the un-matched amines in the KEGG
pathway. Box plots are mean value of the normalized concentration in the treatment groups; whiskers are ±
Standard Error Mean (n = 6 mice per dietary group).
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Supplementary Figure 10: Valine, leucine and isoleucine biosynthesis pathway as represented
in the Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) enriched in metabolic pathway
analysis based on the amine profile in d 28 serum of mice fed YMW and SBM diet.
A. In bold, amine metabolites that are significantly (P < 0.05) enriched in the pathway enrichment analysis.
None of the enriched metabolites significantly (P < 0.05) differ in YMW from SBM. B. The valine, leucine
and isoleucine biosynthesis pathway along with it significant enriched amine metabolites. “Alpha-numeric”
representations are the KEGG identifiers. The colour (on gradient scale: cream to red, where towards red
denotes lower P value) of the rectangular-nodes in the KEGG pathway are all matched amines according to P
values from pathway enrichment analysis. The grey rectangular nodes are the un-matched amines in the KEGG
pathway. Box plots are mean value of the normalized concentration in the treatment groups; whiskers are ±
Standard Error Mean (n = 6 mice per dietary group).
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Multi-level integration of environmentally
perturbed internal phenotypes reveals key points of
connectivity between them

6
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Abstract
The genotype and external phenotype of organisms are linked by so-called internal
phenotypes which are influenced by environmental conditions. In this study, we used five
existing –omics datasets representing five different layers of internal phenotypes, which
were simultaneously measured in dietary perturbed mice. We performed ten pair-wise
correlation analyses verified with a null model built from randomized data. Subsequently,
the inferred networks were merged and literature mined for co-occurrences of identified
linked nodes.
Densely connected internal phenotypes emerged. 45 nodes have links with all other
data-types and we denote them ‘connectivity hubs’. In literature, we found proof of 6%
of the 577 connections, suggesting a biological meaning for the observed correlations.
The observed connectivity’s between metabolite and cytokines hubs showed
higher numbers of literature hits as compared to the number of literature hits on the
connectivity’s between the microbiota and gene expression internal phenotypes. We
conclude that multi-level integrated networks may help to generate hypotheses and to
design experiments aiming to further close the gap between genotype and phenotype.
We describe and/or hypothesize on the biological relevance of four identified multi-level
connectivity hubs.
Keywords: Data integration, Internal phenotype, Transcriptomics, Proteomics,
Metabolomics, Microbiota, Gastrointestinal tract, Systems Biology.
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Introduction

Figure 1: Relationship between the external phenotype (P), the genotype (G), the environment
(E) and the G&E interactions.
The internal phenotypic layers and the environmental factor with a darker outline are included in the present
study.

Although for several traits the quantitative effects of the environment on the external
phenotypes are known (Cani et al., 2008; de Wit et al., 2011; Gentry et al., 2004), the
specific effects of the environment on the internal phenotypes are largely unknown.
Furthermore, it is obvious to assume that the various layers of internal phenotypes are
connected to each other and that their joint profiles ultimately determine the external
phenotype (Fontanesi, 2016; Leuchter et al., 2014). Unfortunately, most of these
assumptions are not based on solid evidence and at best represent oversimplifications
of the dynamic nature of processes involved in determining external phenotypes. It,
furthermore, partly explains the knowledge gap that exists between the genotype and
the external phenotype.
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The information encoded in the genome (genotype) and the external quantitative traits
or characteristics (phenotype) of an organism are linked to each other by several layers
of so-called, intermediate (Fontanesi, 2016; Leuchter et al., 2014) or internal (Houle et
al., 2010) phenotypes. Several of these internal phenotypic layers are shown in Figure
1 that visualizes the conceptual relationship between the external phenotype (P), the
genotype (G), the environment (E) and the G&E interactions. The epigenome is tightly
associated with the genome and represents the programming of gene expression which
is not dependent on the DNA code itself. The transcriptome layer represents direct
effects of the environment on the gene expression of the (epi-)genome. Translation of
the transcriptome into proteins represents the next internal phenotype. The subsequent
layer is represented by complex metabolite profiles. The organism-associated microbiota,
especially those in the gut, can be regarded as a separate internal phenotypic layer,
because it is not only dependent on the host genome but also heavily influenced by its
environment, particularly by nutrition (Montiel-Castro et al., 2013; Schwartz et al., 2012).
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Therefore the objective of this study was to develop methodologies to identify
components in the internal phenotypic layers that are connected to components in
other internal phenotypic layers. To this end, we integrated multi-scale quantitative
(-omics) data using a regression approach. The used data sets were derived from a single
experiment with inbred mice which were exposed to five different dietary interventions
as a means to perturb the different internal phenotypes. With a data-driven approach
we were able to identify a large number of potential connections between the various
intermediate phenotypes and for several we found proof of causal relationships in
literature. The results of this study provide a basis to understand how various internal
phenotypic layers are connected to each other. The identified connections may be
crucial for the identification of causal relationships (Civelek and Lusis, 2014) between
various biological scales and to uncover mechanisms involved in determining external
phenotypes.

Materials and Methods
Origin of data
We used data from an experiment with six-week old inbred mice that were fed for four
weeks with six different semi-synthetic diets (Kar et al. Submitted). In brief: thirty-six
21-day-old C57BL/6J mice (Harlan Laboratories, Horst, the Netherlands) were divided
into 6 groups and housed in pairs with ad libitum access to diet and water. After adaptation
for one week to a standard diet, the mice were fed semi-synthetic diets containing 300
g/kg (as fed basis) of one of the alternative protein sources for 28 days: soybean meal;
casein; partially delactosed whey powder; spray dried plasma protein; wheat gluten meal
and yellow meal worm. At the end of the experiment, mice were sacrificed to collect
ileal tissue to acquire gene expression data, ileal digesta to study changes in microbiota,
blood serum to profile cytokines and chemokines and blood and urine to profile amine
metabolites. All procedures were approved by the animal experimentation board at
Wageningen University & Research Center (accession number 2012062.c) and carried
out according to the guidelines of the European Council Directive 86/609/EEC dated
November, 1986. Multi-omics data were obtained with regards to: whole genome gene
expression profiles of ileal tissue as measured with Affymetrix GeneChip mouse gene
1.1 ST microarrays (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA, USA); community scale microbiota
composition of ileal digesta by targeted-amplicon DNA sequencing of the bacterial 16S
rDNA V3 region on an Illumina Mi-Seq sequencer; 23 serum cytokine and chemokine
concentrations (pg/ml) using a Bio-Rad Mouse 23-plex kit (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA,
USA); and amine metabolic profiles of serum and urine using an ACQUITY UPLC system
coupled online with a Xevo Tandem quadrupole mass spectrometer (Waters) operated
using QuanLynx data acquisition software (version 4.1; Waters) (Chapter 4 and 5 of this
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Pre-processing and selection of data
An overview of the five types of data and their specifics are given in Table 1. Each
dataset was pre-processed in a similar way using the R package limma (Smyth, 2005)
to find the differentially significant data-points. The data is first log transformed and
then this data is fitted to a linear model using the function lmFit (Phipson et al., 2016)
which will give back information on the differences between the genes in different
arrays and subsequently different comparisons of control vs treatment. Then we used
the function eBayes (Phipson et al., 2016) which applies an empirical Bayes method to
compute p-values for a t-statistic under the assumption that only 1% of the genes are
differentially regulated among all the genes in the arrays. This p-value is then subjected
to a Benjamini-Hochberg (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) multiple testing, also known
as a False Discovery Rate (FDR).
This analysis was done by comparing the data of each dietary group against the data
of the dietary group that received soy bean meal as protein source, which is the most
common source of protein in animal feed. The FDR value of the data, is used to gauge
significance and data-points that were significant in at least one of the five comparisons
of the diets were included in the integration analysis. Except for the Cytokine and
Metabolomics Serum (using the amine measurement), all the data-types had some
samples not included due to quality control. Two types of metabolomics measurements
were done on the sampled urine; Amine and Acyl-carnitine. The amine dataset did not
have sufficient statistically significant data-points so was discarded. We only work with
the Acyl-carnitine measurement in urine.

Table 1: Pre-processing and specificities of each data-type.
Properties
Sampling
Before preprocessing
After preprocessing

Transcriptomics

Microbiota

Cytokine

Metabolomics

Metabolomics

Serum

Urine

Ileum

Ileum

Serum

Serum

Urine

16,410 * 33

148 * 33

23 * 36

41 * 36

16 * 28

52 * 33

22 * 33

13 * 36

26 * 36

16 * 28

Details of the site of sampling and data dimensions before and after pre-processing are indicated. The
first number indicates the number of variables in the data and the second number denotes the number of
samples.
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thesis). The data from the ileum reflects the local effects of the dietary interventions,
the other three data assess the systemic effects.
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Data integration, network generation and network assessment.
All significantly different data-points were used in the integration which was initially
performed with two datasets at a time, so that from the 5 datasets 10 integrated networks
were generated. The integration was performed using the function sPLS (sparse Partial
Least Squares) in regression mode with ncomp = 5, from the R package mixOmics
(Dejean et al., 2011; González et al., 2012; Lê Cao et al., 2009). The regression mode
is used to model causal relationship between variables in both datasets by identifying
combinations of variables between both datasets. Weight vectors used in the regression
modelling are termed loading vectors. sPLS is used to perform simultaneous variable
selection in the two datasets to be integrated and employs LASSO (Least Absolute
Shrinkage and Selection Operator) penalization (Tibshirani, 2011) on the loading
vectors. This approach requires one data set, X with nx elements, to be designated the
predictor and the other, Y with ny elements, the response. As an output, the approach
produces a matrix Ma(X,Y) of size nx x ny representing the relevant correlations between
both datasets, so that:

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚!" =

0, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌! 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋!

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋! , 𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌! ,

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌! 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑋𝑋𝑋𝑋!

, 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤ℎ 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ∈ 1, … , 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛! 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 ∈ {1, … , 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛! }

where cor(Xi,Yj) is Pearson’s correlation between elements i and j from datasets X and Y
respectively. The correlation is computed across all available samples (here corresponding
to dietary exposures).
Since it is not trivial to determine the predictor and response with biological data, we
swapped the two types of data to compute Mb(Y, X), a matrix of size ny x nx where the
roles of X and Y have been interchanged. Both matrices, Ma and Mb where combined
into a final matrix M(X,Y) size nx x ny using

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑿𝑿𝑿𝑿, 𝒀𝒀𝒀𝒀 = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 𝑿𝑿𝑿𝑿, 𝒀𝒀𝒀𝒀 + 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝒀𝒀𝒀𝒀, 𝑿𝑿𝑿𝑿)

where t represents matrix transposition. Thus, non null elements of the matrix M(X,Y)
represent correlations between data types that have been deemed associated. This
1 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚!" ≥ 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ! 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚!" ≤ 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ!
matrix can be seen as𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴a!" weighted
adjacency matrix representing a network where two
=
0
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚!"edge
< if𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎa! non-null
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚!"weight
< 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎcan
! be assigned to the
nodes Xi and Yj are connected via an
edge. This weight is represented by the matrix value mij.
To further prune the network of (possibly) spurious interaction two additional thresholds
(thl < 0 ; and thh > 0) were imposed to obtain an unweighted adjacency matrix A(X, Y)
of size nx x ny
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𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴!" =

1 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚!" ≥ 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ! 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚!" ≤ 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ!

0 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚!" < 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ! 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚!" < 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡ℎ!

where |x| represents the absolute value. thl and thh were selected for each network so
that only top 5% of the highest (positive) and lowest (negative) weights were kept for
building the networks.

Network merging and topological analysis
The ten networks arising from pair-wise data integration of the 5 data sets were merged
in a combined network including all the nodes and edges of the 10 networks. This
network is then restricted by only including nodes present in at least two of the separate
networks. We used the igraph R package (Csardi and Nepusz, 2006) to further analyse
the network, which was treated as non-directed, since no particular directionality was
assigned to the edges. We obtained values for the following topological properties of the
merged network (Barabasi and Oltvai, 2004; Csardi and Nepusz, 2006; Zhu et al., 2007):
Degree: number of neighbors of a given node, that is the number of nodes connected
to it. Clustering coefficient of a node is the ratio of the number of connections between
the neighbors of a node and the total number of possible connections between said
neighbors. Characteristic path length: median of the average distance between a node
and all the rest. Network density: ratio between the total number of existing edges
and the total number of possible edges (given the number of nodes in the network).
Connected components maximal subgraphs in a network such that each node is
connected to all the rest by means of network paths. For node level metrics, such as
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Networks represented by these adjacency matrix were transformed into the edgelist format, a two column table of the connected nodes in a network where each row
represents an edge and visualized in Cytoscape (Ono et al., 2015; Shannon et al., 2003).
For each pair of integrated datasets a null model of the association networks was
constructed using a strategy based on random permutations of measured values
(Saccenti et al., 2015). Measured data-points were randomly permuted over samples
before data integration to obtain randomized datasets that still retained the same
value distribution for each variable. The randomized datasets were then used for data
integration following the afore mentioned approach thereby generating randomized
associations networks. The process was iterated Nit = 1,000 times for each pair of
datasets; For each iteration, k, the values of the dynamic cut-offs (thlk and thhk) (5% of
the highest and lowest correlation) were recorded. For the ten pairwise combinations
of datasets, the values obtained for thl and thh obtained using the unpermuted dataset,
were compared with the distribution of values of thlk and thhk with k = {1,…,Nit} to get
networks from the random data to compare to the networks from the biological data.
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degree or clustering coefficient average values were computed over all nodes. Cytoscape
was used for network visualization.

Literature mining
To investigate the co-occurrence of the names of the connected nodes in the correlation
network, we used the R package rentrez (Winter, 2016). This package searches for selected
keywords in PubMed abstracts while making use of the MeSH (Medical Subject Headings)
thesaurus to maximize results via the API from NCBI. The search was not restricted to a
specific tissue type or organism. These results were examined, although not exhaustively,
to find literature evidence of established relationships between nodes connected through
identified edges; these were then considered as true positive search results.
The script used to generate all these results will be made available on request. All the
above mentioned operations were performed using existing functions from R packages.

Results
Analysis of the individual datasets
A dietary intervention was performed on mice where the protein content was changed
and multi-omics data were obtained with regard to whole genome gene expression
profiles of ileal tissue (Transcriptomics), community scale microbiota composition of ileal
digesta (Microbiota), 24 different cytokine levels in blood serum (Cytokine) and proteinassociated metabolic profiles of serum (Metabolomics Serum) and urine (Metabolomics
Urine). These data were pre-processed and analysed separately by fitting a linear model
on the data-points and looking for differentially expressed readouts in each treatment
versus the control. Each dataset had its own p-value (corrected for multiple testing with
the Benjamini-Hochberg method) threshold, ranging from 0.001 to 0.1 for difference
between the tested and reference diet. The highest number of statistically significant
entities was found in Transcriptomics. Furthermore, all the measured variables in
Metabolomics Urine were found to be significantly different in at least one comparison.
Pairwise data association and network generation
We performed the integration by linking two data-types at a time and in such a way that
after the pairwise analysis all the observed correlation data could be combined to build a
multi- level interaction network. Therefore, each data-type was integrated with the other
four types of data, resulting in ten correlation networks. The topological characteristics
of all these ten networks are given in Table 1 and Figure 2 and the network graphs are
available in Supplementary Figure S1 as an image.
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This schematic image shows the number of connections between each internal phenotypic level with the
other levels in a merged network. The colours of the parallelograms denote the internal phenotypic level to
which the data-types belong. Green is Metabolomics (light green – Metabolite from Serum and dark green –
Metabolite from Urine), blue is Cytokines, red is Transcriptomics and pink is Microbiota. Each line connects
two levels and the vertical number above the line indicates the number of edges in the correlation network
between those two phenotypic levels. The number of connected nodes in each level is given in circles above
and below the connecting lines.

Supplementary File 1 (available on request) has the networks in a format that can be
uploaded into Cytoscape in order to further explore the connectivity’s of these networks
by simply clicking on these nodes. Table 1 shows the higher and lower thresholds
that were used separately for the correlation network. Connections between pairs of
data points with correlation values between the threshold values, i.e. and the Edges
corresponding to Low Threshold (negative threshold) and High Threshold (positive
threshold) as indicated in Table 2 were discarded from the final network. There were
two disconnected sub-graphs in five of the networks while the other five have only a
single, fully connected graph.
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Figure 2: Multilevel integration.
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Table 2: The 10 individual correlation networks.
Network Names
(data A & data B)

Low

High

# of

# of

Connected

Threshold

Threshold

nodes (A)

nodes (B)

components

-0.32

0.55

10

8

2

Metabolomics
Urine &
Transcriptomics

-0.55

0.54

14

29

1

Metabolomics Urine
& Microbiota

-0.28

0.42

16

12

1

Metabolomics
Serum &
Metabolomics
Urine

-0.51

0.6

14

12

2

Metabolomics
Serum &
Cytokine

-0.33

0.5

18

13

2

Metabolomics
Serum &
Transcriptomics

-0.31

0.35

26

33

2

-0.38

0.3

14

21

1

Transcriptomics &
Cytokine

-0.27

0.34

31

13

2

Microbiota &
Cytokine

-0.38

0.35

11

11

1

Microbiota &
Transcriptomics

-0.28

0.27

19

48

1

Metabolomics Urine
& Cytokine

Metabolomics
Serum &
Microbiota

Each row represents one of the 10 correlation networks. Low Threshold and High Threshold represent the
thresholds used for the correlation values.

The largest network, in terms of nodes, is the Microbiota & Transcriptomics network.
This seems logical as it represents the most comprehensive datasets and spacial
interactions between the two data-types are known to occur. Overall, networks
involving Transcriptomics data had higher number of nodes than other networks. The
smallest network with 18 nodes and 22 edges was the Metabolomics Urine & Cytokine
network.
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Technical validation of pairwise integration networks by random permutation
We performed the same method of integration on the five different data-types after
randomly permuting the measured data, this process was iterated a 1000 times. In this
way, the networks obtained from random permutations are considered a null model
with no biological information and used to assess the significance of the results obtained
with the non-permuted data. Figure 3 shows the spread of correlation values for the
integration of Metabolomics Serum and Transcriptomics. The thresholds for network
reconstruction were selected so that only the 5% highest and lowest correlations
were kept. The separation between the values obtained for the integrated data and
the randomly permutated datasets indicates the high significance of the edges in the
integration networks. In this way, selection of the 5% highest and lowest correlations
and significant limits the number of spurious correlations that could be due to chance
alone while retaining maximum information in the networks.

Figure 3: Distribution of network correlations and random network cut-offs of the
Metabolomics Urine and Transcriptomics networks.
The x-axis depicts the range of correlation values and the y- axis shows its frequency. The grey bars denote the
distribution of the thresholds of the 1,000 random correlation networks with frequency on the left y-axis. The
red bars are distributions of the correlation values of the inferred network with frequency on the right y-axis.
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Similar results were obtained for most of the integration networks (Supplementary
Figure 2). In three of the networks, there is an overlap between the correlation values
from the inferred network and the values arising from the randomly generated networks.
The overlaps are in the networks Metabolomics Urine & Microbiota, Metabolomics Urine
& Cytokine and Transcriptomics & Cytokine network. The highest overlap appears in the
first two and mostly affects edges with negative correlations.

Merged Network
All the 10 integration networks (Supplementary File 1) were merged and only nodes
linked with nodes of at least two other data-types were kept (see Table 3). The gene
expression data has the highest number of nodes in the merged network. However,
nodes with the highest degree (number of connecting edges) arise from the microbiota
data, with S24-7 having 57 neighbors and Bifidobacterium having 47 neighbors. The
merged network encompasses 45 nodes that are connected to all the other types of
data. For that reason we denote them ‘Connectivity hubs’ and they are included in Table
3 and Supplementary Table 1 (available on request).
Table 3: Characteristics of the merged network.
Network Statistics
Total number of nodes

112 (45)

Total number of edges

577

Number of Metabolomics Urine nodes

15 (8)

Number of Metabolomics Serum nodes

24 (11)

Number of Cytokine nodes

13 (7)

Number of Transcriptomics nodes

43 (12)

Number of Microbiota nodes

17 (7)

Degree range

2 to 57

Average number of neighbours

10.35

Clustering coefficient

0.20

Characteristic path length

2.31

Network density

0.09

Connected components

1

Characteristics of the merged correlation network. The number of nodes from each data-type are given in
rows four to eight. Between brackets the number of connectivity hubs is indicated.
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Functional validation of merged network by text mining
A PubMed literature search for co-occurrence of linked nodes gave results for 6% of
the links corresponding to 37 edges. We further investigated reported causality effects
between the nodes in question. Most of the retrieved results are related to metabolites
and cytokines measurements whereas a few results confirming causal relationships were
found involving gene nodes. We were able to find literature confirmation pertaining
to associations for six out of the ten pair-wise connections between phenotypes, as
summarised in Table 4 and Supplementary Table 2 (available on request). Among the
nodes with literature results, four are from Microbiota, two from Transcriptomics, 15
from Metabolomics Serum, three from Metabolomics Urine and six from Cytokines.
The node with the highest number of hits in literature is Tnf α which co-occurs 8,563
times with nine metabolites from the Metabolomics Serum data and one bacterial group
(Bifidobacterium).

Data Connections

PubMed Ids

Distinct edges

9,554

16

Metabolomics Serum & Metabolomics Urine

906

6

Microbiota & Metabolomics Serum

254

7

Microbiota & Cytokines

250

5

Transcriptomics & Microbiota

83

3

Metabolomics Serum & Transcriptomics

59

2

Cytokines & Metabolomics Serum

The first column shows the types of data that are connected by the edges that were found in the PubMed
literature search.

Of the 30 data-points from all the types of data that have literature results, 15 are
connectivity hubs. One such connectivity hub is Glutathione (GSH) which has 21 direct
neighbors from four data-types as shown in Figure 4. This hub is especially interesting
because six of the connected nodes (Carnitine, Tnf α , Il-1b, Il17c, Bifidobacterium and
Dapk2) have textual co-occurrences found by the text mining algorithm. The terms GSH
and Tnf α were found 2,231 times in the abstracts of Pubmed indexed articles. Full text
inspection shows that some of the connections are causal relationships as one of the
connected nodes activates or inhibits the other.
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Table 4: Overview of text mining results.
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Figure 4: Glutathione sub-network.
This figure shows the 21 connections of the node Glutathione in the merged network. The different colours of
nodes indicate the data-type of internal phenotypic level of that node, pink is Microbiota, red is Transcriptomics,
blue is Cytokines and green is Metabolites (light green – Metabolites from Serum and dark green – Metabolites
from Urine). Oval nodes are connectivity hubs. Dotted lines show un-validated edges and continuous, thicker
edges show connections also present in the results retrieved from scientific literature. Edge colour, yellow and
purple, indicates positive and negative correlations, respectively.

Discussion
In this study we developed and used a set of computational methods to identify
components in internal phenotypic layers that are connected to components in other
internal phenotypic layers of an organism. We successfully integrated multi-scale
quantitative (-omics) data, derived from a single experiment with inbred mice and
which were exposed to five different diets. Since the data originated from an animal
experiment that was not designed for the detection of genetically and/or dietary
induced differences in external phenotypes, we only focused on the connectivity
between 5 intermediate phenotypic levels. Some studies have reported pairwise data
integration of two (Benis et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2014; Rajasundaram et al., 2014) or
three data sets (Adourian et al., 2008). But this is, to the best of our knowledge, the
first time that an integration of such heterogeneous data-types from different tissues,
arising from a single experiment, has been reported. The approach as described here
could, in principle, be applied on any number and type of datasets, as long as they are
from the same experiment, from samples at the same time-point and have comparable
dimensions of differentially regulated data.
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Internal phenotypic data and pairwise data integration
Each used data-type represents a different internal phenotype and a different layer of
the system that (co-) drives the manifestation of external phenotypes. We subjected
each data-type to a separate analysis in order to correlate only those changes induced
by the dietary intervention. Nodes with significantly different values could easily be
identified in each of the sampled tissues and fluids (ileum, blood and urine) thereby
representing the local and systemic effects of the interventions and the need of a
multi-scale approach.

We performed pairwise integration of the datasets, resulting in ten networks with varying
spreads of correlation values. Deciding on a threshold to distinguish genuine from spurious
correlations is a major bottleneck for the definition of correlation networks. While a 0.8
threshold (absolute value) has been suggested for gene expression data (Schäfer and
Strimmer, 2005), other authors suggested smaller values (0.6) in metabolomics data sets
(Camacho et al., 2005). The correlation values greatly depend on the biological dataset
under study and its dimensionality. There are several methods to choose a threshold
based on the data: use assigned p-values as threshold; use network characteristics of the
correlations; or use a percentage of the correlation distribution. Borate and colleagues
(2009) concluded that threshold selection methods based on network properties such
as the clustering coefficient are best for gene co-expression networks. This would not
work here because the generated networks always induce connections between data
points of different type and as a result they have a zero clustering coefficient for every
node. While integrating two types of metabolomics datasets with gene expression of the
tissues in which they were measured Adourian and colleagues (2008) assigned p-values
to the correlation values and then set a threshold. In this study, we used the top 5%
of the correlation values because this dynamic threshold (separate for the positive and
negative values) eliminates bias towards the size of the datasets.
We further validated the observed correlations by comparing them with a null model
obtained by randomly permuting the data along the samples (Eguíluz et al., 2005;
Saccenti et al., 2015). In two of the networks, Metabolomics Urine & Microbiota and
Metabolomics Urine & Cytokine (the smallest network), the significance of the negative
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In order to investigate connections between the five data-types we used sPLS, an
integration method that can be applied to several types of data, two at a time. This
method can also handle the dimensionality problem of biological datasets where
the number of variables is usually higher than the number of samples. sPLS has been
previously used for integration of microbiota with gene expression data (Benis et al.,
2015; Steegenga et al., 2016) and measurements on cell wall polysaccharides of fibers
with phenotypic characterizations of fibers in cotton balls (Rajasundaram et al., 2014).
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correlation values could not be established as we observed a considerable overlap
between the negative correlation values of this network and the negative thresholds
of the random networks. This calls for caution when biologically interpreting these
networks. For five of the networks we observed a very clear separation of the random
thresholds and the start of the correlation values in the network (Supplementary
Figure 2). The other networks showed slight overlaps between the random threshold
distribution and the network correlation distribution. This extra validation step reassured
us that the observed correlations are rooted in biological phenomena. To our knowledge
this technical validation step is not common in current studies of this type.
The edges of the inferred networks, indicate significant computationally-determined
correlations between values of connected nodes. Our approach does not require a
mechanistic model on how the associations are established and in each network these
associations may be caused through entirely different mechanisms. In some cases the
associations would be due to causal relationships between the connected nodes, such
as increased expression levels of a cytokine gene linked to increased cytokine levels.
However, in many cases, the associations could be indirect, mediated by elements that
have not been measured in the experimental set up. In a formal mathematical model,
they are considered hidden variables. Such would be the case of, for example, the
changes in the metabolite levels of urine. These changes might have been caused by the
colonic microbiota, in turn affected by the ileal microbiota. Since we only used the ileal
microbiota data, we observe correlations between the ileal microbial populations and the
urine metabolite levels which could be in reality, indirect relationships mediated by the
colonic microbiota.

Network of connected internal phenotypes
The pair-wise integration method allowed us to merge the ten individual networks into a
single network. Correlations within a dataset were deliberately excluded from this study
because we only wanted to focus on connections between different internal phenotypes,
where little work has been done. Thus in the ten networks, all detected connections
are between two different data types and every node has a zero clustering coefficient.
However, in the merged network, a non-zero clustering coefficient emerges as a result
of nodes connecting to multiple data types (Table 3). This emphasizes the biological
relevance of this method because the ten networks were built without any information
on cross-linking. Thus, we identified individual nodes that directly or indirectly
participate in processes of the other four individual networks. Because they seem to
connect different internal phenotypes, we denoted them ‘Connectivity Hubs’. Starting
the procedure as developed and applied here with networks with non-zero clustering
coefficients (correlating within a dataset) would, however, not alter the connections
between internal phenotypes.
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In order to increase the precision and recall of text mining searches and overcome problems
associated to the use of a thesaurus, one needs to move from mining text, to mining the
knowledge embedded in the text and the use of data hidden in public databases. Such an
approach requires the use of knowledge management tools and representations that can
be automatically accessed (Antezana et al., 2009). Semantic web technologies represent
a new class of tools that include natural language processing, ontologies, machine learning
algorithms and much more to facilitate integration knowledge from heterogeneous
sources. The expansion of the use of semantic technologies in the life sciences domain
will allow associating concepts such that inferences on causality, regulation, organism or
tissue can be made using high-throughput methods and automated reasoning.
Among the interactions retrieved from the automated literature search, a high
prevalence of associations involving cytokines and/or metabolites was observed. In fact,
such type of interactions represent 97% of the retrieved results. This probably highlights
the extraordinary amount of work that has been done in these types of data in the past.
On the opposite extreme, only 8% of the retrieved interactions involved associations
between the expression of genes, reflecting the fact that most of the available gene
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Functional validations of phenotype connections
Results of the text-mining were used to validate some of the identified links. This revealed
insights into the mechanistic relationships between the variables predicted to be linked to
each other. 37 of the 577 (6%) computational inferred links have already been described
in literature as detected by our text-mining approach, which was not exhaustive because
it focused only on text in journal abstracts. This indicates that our method identifies
currently known biological interactions. The rest of the predicted links have not been
discovered and investigated yet, have not been mentioned in abstracts, or do not exist
in the biological system. Furthermore, by inspecting some of the retrieved abstracts and
corresponding articles, we were even able to find causal relationships between some of
the computational identified nodes where one of the nodes was used as an experimental
perturbation and the other node was measured as a response parameter. Several indirect
associations were also validated through reports on experiments where nodes, found to
be connected in this study, were measured in response to another perturbation. During
text-mining, in order to retrieve as many results as possible, search terms were matched
against the MeSH thesaurus, irrespective of the organism and all the synonyms were
included in the search. The downside to this approach is the inclusion of several false
textual associations. The most striking case is that of the identified association between
Glutathione and Il17c. In the literature results, the reported association is between
Glutathione and Il17a and not Il17c. Through the thesaurus, Il17c was mapped to Il17
and subsequently to Il17a thereby giving rise to that falsely identified association in
literature.
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expression data originates from genome-wide techniques. In such type of experiments,
papers, especially abstracts, usually report on systems behaviors and pathways and less
frequently on the individual behavior or role of individual genes and connected response
nodes.

Validated connectivity hubs
Even though we only performed integrations of two datasets at a time, we find datapoints (metabolites, cytokines, genes or microbial groups) that correlate with different
types of data. We identified 45 connectivity hubs in the merged network that seem
to have associations with all four types of data. More than 30% of them are involved
in links that were retrieved in literature. To further support the biological relevance
of identified multi-level connectivity’s we discuss the implications of two of the 15
biologically validated connectivity hubs as examples. The two connectivity hubs were
chosen because of the large amount of literature results for these hubs. The first hub, Tnf
α has the highest number of literature results among all the nodes in the network and
the other hub, Glutathione, has literature validations to the most number of data-types.
Tnf α is a connectivity hub in the merged network, with links to several neighbors
belonging to the four other types of data. The position of this cytokine in our merged
network shows that it plays a role in processes of the other internal phenotypes. The
literature validated links are between Tnf α and two other types of data (Metabolomics
Serum, Microbiota). Many of the validated links represent causal relationships. With
regards to immune responses and as a drug target, Tnf α has been studied in great detail
(Cicha and Urschel, 2015). The un-validated edges show that Tnf α could be a regulator
of other internal phenotypes as well, than currently known.
The metabolite Glutathione (GSH) was measured in the serum and in the merged
network is a connectivity hub proving that it is vital part of the system that connects
several internal phenotypes. Among the 15 connectivity hubs with functionally validated
links, GSH is the only one that has validated links to all other data-types based on our
literature mining. These results support our claim of GSH being a connectivity hub, a
biological component influencing several internal phenotypes. Several PubMed results
for GSH are from in-vivo studies where GSH was administered to alleviate symptoms
of a disease. Our literature results show that GSH has been studied in relation to all
different types of data. Of the six validated links in our merged network, five represent
proven causal relationships (see Figure 4 and discussion of the functional validation).
These neighboring nodes in the merged network are mostly related to immune and
homeostatic mechanisms. GSH is a tripeptide, ubiquitously distributed in living cells and
plays an important role in the intracellular defense mechanism against oxidative stress
(Couto et al., 2016; Diaz-Vivancos et al., 2015). It is known that GSH metabolism is very
important for the antioxidant and detoxifying action of the intestine. It is also essential for
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the maintenance of the luminal thiol-disulfide ratio involved in regulation mechanisms of
the protein activity of epithelial cells (Iantomasi et al., 1997) which could be important
since the intervention is changed in protein. Our results also demonstrate the manifold
and central role of GSH when it comes to proteins, peptides and amino acids in nutrition.
These observations indicate that the presented merged network represents, at least in
part, associations of biological phenomena.

The high number of connectivity hubs in the Transcriptomics layer suggest that
the expression of several intestinal genes is involved in many more interactions than
currently known. None of the observed Transcriptomics connectivity hubs popped-up in
our literature mining results. The most highly connected Transcriptomics node, Tmem72
(Transmembrane Protein 72), has only been studied in the kidney so far (Habuka et
al., 2014) and not much information is available on it. But in the merged network this
node has 27 links to other data-types (is visualized in Supplementary File 1), mostly
to metabolites from both the metabolomics datasets. Based on this, we hypothesize
that Tmem72 is not specific to the kidney and that it has some sort of communication
function in intestinal mucosa as well. The fact that Tmem72 is a transmembrane protein
is supportive for this. Given its observed links with different microbiota, metabolites and
cytokines, it might be involved in diverse interactions with other internal phenotypes.
Based on such an hypothesis, targeted experimental designs may be developed in order
to investigate the hypothesized “communication” function of Tmem72 in intestinal
mucosal tissue.
The most highly linked node of the merged network is the bacterial family classification,
S24-7, suggesting an important role for this species in gut functionality. In some of the
inferred individual correlation networks we already found it to be linked to a high number
of nodes. Unfortunately, this node is not represented in literature abstracts together
with the here observed neighbors. However, there is compelling literature that shows
this microbial classification to be a significant part of the gut microbial community
structure (Harris et al., 2014; Jakobsson et al., 2015). This family classification does not
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Potential relevance of selected connectivity hubs
There are 30 connectivity hubs in the merged network that do not co-occur with their
connected nodes in our literature search. However, the prominence of these nodes in our
merged network indicates that they could represent potential relevant interactions with
components of the other internal phenotypes. In order to demonstrate how the results
of this study may be used to hypothesize on functional relationships between different
molecular components, we here describe the potential biological relevance of two
highly linked connectivity hubs, Tmem72 and S24-7. Both hubs are not yet described in
literature abstracts in conjunction with other data-types.
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have a good functional definition, yet several studies show that it could be an important
player in the functionality of the gut (Evans et al., 2014; Harris et al., 2014; Rooks et
al., 2014). The latter claims are in line with the high number of neighbors that S24-7
has in our merged network. The current technical inability to cultivate S24-7 is most
certainly due to the absence of knowledge on S24-7 interactions. However, a recent insilico study (Ormerod et al., 2016) shows that S24-7 species have the ability to survive
on different types of carbohydrate sources, similar to the genus Bifidobacteria. In the
merged network, the connectivity hubs S24-7 and Bifidobacteria, share the highest
number of neighbors (directly linked nodes). Among them are 16 genes and neither
S24-7 nor Bifidobacteria have literature results with any of these genes. An enrichment
analysis on these shared network gene neighbors shows that they are involved in
functions related to linoleic and linolenic acid metabolism (data not shown). It is known
that these fatty acids are produced by Bifidobacteria (Teran et al., 2015) and that they
are involved in the maintenance of the epidermal barrier function (Muñoz-Garcia et al.,
2014). The observation that in our network these genes are shared between S24-7 and
Bifidobacteria underscores the here hypothesized importance of S24-7 and indicates
that these two bacterial groups are indeed closely related in function as hypothesized
before (Ormerod et al., 2016).
From the results described in this paper, we conclude that we successfully developed
methodologies to identify components in internal phenotypic layers that are connected
to components in other internal phenotypic layers. By integrating multi-scale quantitative
(~omics) data using a regression approach, we were able to provide provisional insight
into potential ways internal phenotypic layers are connected to each other, including
those between local and systemic layers. By technical and functional validations, we
underscored the relevance of our findings. Based on data generated by this type of
integrated approaches, hypothesis driven and targeted research may be developed to
identify causal relationships between various biological scales in order to diminish our
knowledge gap between genotype and external phenotype. In addition, by expanding
comparable approaches by incorporating data on genetic diversity and/or variation in
external phenotypes, this knowledge gap may be even further closed down. The analysis
pipeline that we developed is very general and can easily be applied to any other type or
number of data sets.
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Supplemental Information

Supplementary Figure S1. 10 correlation networks.
The images show the 10 networks from pairwise integration of 5 datasets. The colours indicate different types
of data, pink is Microbiota, red is Transcriptomics, blue is Cytokines, and green is Metabolites (light green –
Metabolite Serum and dark green – Metabolite Urine).
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Supplementary Figure 2: Distribution of network correlations and random network cut-offs
of all 10 networks.
The x-axis of all these graphs has the range of correlation values, the y- axis the frequency of the correlation
values. The grey bars denote the distribution of the cut-offs of the thousand random correlation networks.
The red bars are distributions of the correlation values of the real networks. The y-axis on the left has the
frequency of the random network cut-offs and the y-axis on the right has the frequency of the real network
correlations.
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CHAPTER 7 | EFFECTS OF DIETARY PROTEIN SOURCES IN PIGS.

Abstract
Changes in various local and systemic physiological parameters in pigs were evaluated
as induced by diets containing common and new protein sources. Systemic effects
were measured by the concentrations of blood cytokines and chemokines along with
amine metabolites. The community structure of the small intestinal microbiome and
the transcriptional response of intestinal mucosal tissue (jejunum and ileum) served as
parameters for the local response. Growing pigs (BW 35 kg) were fed with experimental
diets containing a single, common or new protein sources viz. soybean meal (SBM),
black soldier fly larvae (BSF), spray dried blood plasma (SDPP), rapeseed meal (RSM),
and wheat gluten meal (WGM) over a period of 4 weeks. The SBM treatment served as
reference in the evaluation of the results. Among the nine cytokines measured in serum,
no significant differences in their concentrations were observed between treatments.
Amine profiles in plasma, however, were distinct for the animals receiving the BSF and
SDPP-based diet, compared to other treatments. Microbiota composition in both jejunal
and ileal digesta were affected by dietary treatment. Several gene sets were differentially
expressed in the transcriptional response of both jejunal and ileal mucosal tissues among
some of the dietary treatments, relative to the SBM treatment. We have shown that
a “multiomics” approach enables to get detailed information on potential functional
properties of dietary proteins sources in pigs in relation to gut health and function.
Key words: amine metabolites, gut health, metabolomics, microbiota, pigs,
transcriptomics.
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Introduction
Due to global protein shortage arising from the increasing demand for protein sources,
the livestock sector faces challenges to provide sufficient food of animal origin to the
growing world population while simultaneously reducing its environmental footprint
(Boland et al., 2013). Thus, there is a strong need to improve the utilization of current
and new protein sources for animal feed (van der Spiegel et al., 2013). Unfortunately,
information on the functional properties of (new) protein sources towards their
consumer is scarce.

Soybean meal (SBM), which is most frequently used as a protein source for pig feeds,
contains a range of proteins, carbohydrates, such as non-starch polysaccharides (NSP) and
phytochemicals such as isoflavones, that can influence the activity of the immune system
(Karr-Lilienthal et al., 2005). Black soldier fly larvae (BSF), which have been proposed
as an alternative source for dietary protein, contain relatively high concentrations of
protein and fat (Veldkamp et al., 2012). As a component of a complete diet BSF have
been found to support growth performance of pigs (Newton et al., 1977). At present
there is lack of knowledge towards possible functional properties of BSF. Spray dried
plasma protein (SDPP) is recognized as a high-quality feed ingredient for farm animals,
including pigs and has been recommended in animal diet as a source of immunological
support due to its high level of globulin proteins, including immunoglobulins (Gao et al.,
2011). Rapeseed meal (RSM) contains a well-balanced AAs profile when compared to
SBM (Newkirk et al., 2003). Compared to SBM, RSM is a richer source of vitamins such
as biotin, niacin, choline, thiamine, vitamin B6 and niacin (NRC, 2012). However, there
is scarce information towards possible functional properties of RSM. Wheat gluten meal
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In general practice, pig feeds are formulated based on the provision of ileal or faecal
digestible nutrients and derived net energy by feed ingredients. The nutrients relate to
proteins/amino acids (AA), starch and sugars, fat, fermentable non-starch-polysaccharides,
minerals and vitamins. The former can be characterised as the “strict-nutritional” value
of feed ingredients. However, apart from the “strict-nutritional” value, diet and their
ingredients and constituents have other “non-strict-nutritional” functional properties in
relation to e.g. feed intake (satiety), passage rate through the gastro intestinal tract (GIT),
pro- and antimicrobial properties, antioxidative and oxidative effects, immune signalling
and metabolic effects (Biesalski et al., 2009; Jansman, 2016). From the context of protein
ingredients, we have previously identified potential functional properties of the protein
fraction in some common and new protein sources for pigs, using an in silico approach (Kar
et al., 2016). In Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis, we have evaluated the effects of several of
these protein sources on mice. The current practice of pig diet formulation does generally
not take into account such functional properties.
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(WGM) is also considered as a good source of dietary proteins for many mammals, as it
is highly digestible and regarded as an excellent source of glutamine and glutamic acid,
amino acids which are known to play a role in the modulation of gut immunity (Ruth and
Field, 2013).
In the animal nutrition domain, gut health is an important component of animal health.
Gut functions comprise a number of physiological and functional features. It includes,
nutrient digestion and absorption, post-absorptive metabolism. Energy generation by
volatile fatty acids formed during the intestinal fermentation, maintenance of a stable
microbiome, mucus layer development, barrier function and mucosal immune responses
are some of the important physiological and functional features (Kogut and Arsenault,
2016). A healthy gut has the capacity to exert all these functional properties in a
homeostatic manner allowing the animal to achieve its potential productive performance
under a variety of environmental conditions (Jansman, 2016).
It is known that diet and their ingredients and constituents can modulate the composition
and diversity of the intestinal microbiome and influence host metabolism and physiology
at the systemic as well as the local intestinal level. Systemic effects of diets can be
captured in the blood whereas local effects can be recorded within the gut mucosa.
Several of the functions that comprise gut health are known to be effected by hydrolysis
and fermentation products formed during the passage of dietary proteins through the
gut as shown in Figure 1.
When using (new) protein sources in pig feed, it would be beneficial to not only evaluate
their strict-nutritional value, but also to consider their functional properties and effects
towards the consuming animal. Unfortunately, this type of information is largely missing
from literature and partly explains the knowledge gap that exist for evaluation of
functional properties of proteins sources. Moreover, there are currently no assessment
methods designed to evaluate the variety of functional properties of proteins sources
beyond their capacity to provide (essential) AA and other nutrients (Jahan-Mihan et al.,
2011).
In the present study, we evaluate changes in local and systemic physiological parameters
as induced in pigs by diets containing common and new protein sources. We focussed
on effects potentially related to the functional properties of dietary protein. The
systemic effects were measured in the blood by the concentrations of cytokines and
chemokines along with amine metabolites. The community structure of the small
intestinal microbiome and the transcriptional response of mucosal tissue of the small
intestine were measured to evaluate the local response. Growing pigs were fed with
experimental diets containing a single, common or new protein sources viz. SBM, BSF,
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Figure 1: Overview of bio-processing and bio-functional effects of digested dietary protein in
monogastrics.
Italicised words describe the molecular level parameters. Red arrows are bio-processing steps during protein
digestion and blue arrows are the bio-functional effect of the degraded products formed during protein
digestion. Continuous arrows are major effect and dotted are minor effects.
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SDPP, RSM, WGM. SBM-based diets served as reference to make comparisons with other
experimental diets for all analysis, as it is currently the most widely used protein source
in pig feed (Gilbert, 2004; Heuzé et al., 2016).
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Materials and Methods
Experimental design and housing
This study was approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Wageningen
University and Research Center (Wageningen, the Netherlands 2014099.b). A summary
of the experimental design is shown in supplementary Figure 1. A total of 40 growing pigs
(boars) (Topigs 20 × Tempo from Van Beek, Lelystad, the Netherlands) aged 10 weeks
with an average initial body weight of 34.9 ± 3.4 kg on the day (d) of arrival (d 0) were
used. Pigs were blocked on litter. Within a block, pigs were randomly allocated to one
of the five experimental diets, with eight pigs per experimental diets. Pigs were housed
individually in metabolic cages (1.3 x 1.3 m or 2.0 x 1.0 m) with a tender foot floor. The
ambient temperature was kept at 24 °C on d 1 and 2, at 23 °C on d 3 and constant at 22
°C from d 4 and onwards. During d 1 to 27, the lights were turned on between 5.30 h and
19.00 h. During d 28 to 29, the lights were turned on between 2.30 h and 19.00 h.
Protein sources and experimental diets
The protein sources evaluated were soybean meal (SBM), wheat gluten meal (WGM),
rapeseed meal (RSM) (all commodity batches obtained via Research Diet Services, Wijk
bij Duurstede, the Netherlands), spray dried porcine plasma protein (SDPP) (obtained
from Darling Ingredients Inc., Irving, TX, USA) and black soldier fly larvae meal (BSF)
(obtained from Protix, Dongen, the Netherlands). All five experimental diets were
formulated to be iso-proteinaceous (CP, 160 g/kg as-fed basis) and included the
respective protein containing ingredients as the only source of protein. Free L-lysine, DLmethionine, L-threonine and L-tryptophan were only included to assure that the dietary
concentrations were at a level of at least 70% of the assumed requirement values for
these amino acids in growing pigs (CVB, 2007). Titanium dioxide (TiO2) was included
in all the diets as an indigestible marker at 2.5 g/kg feed (as-fed basis). The ingredient
and calculated nutrient composition of the five experimental diets is presented in
supplementary Table 1.
Feeding
During d 1 to 6, pigs were fed a commercial diet and gradually adapted to the
experimental diets. From d 7 and onwards, pigs were fed only the experimental diets.
The experimental diets were provided in a mash form and mixed with water at a ratio of
1 : 2. Water supply was restricted and only 0.3 l of extra water was provided per animal
after each feeding. The feeding level was 2.5 times the maintenance requirement for
energy (293 kJ NE/kg BW0.75). During d 7 to 26, the daily feed allowance was divided
into two equal amounts, fed at 8.00 h and 16.00 h. During d 27 to dissection days i.e.
(d 28-29), the feed allowance was divided into six equal portions, fed starting at 5.30 h
at intervals of 3 hours.
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Sample collection and dissection procedure
Blood samples were collected via an ear-vein catheter for both serum and plasma, at d
7 and dissection days (d 28-29) after the morning meal ingestion. For serum collection,
blood samples were collected in sterile Vacuette tubes containing Z-serum separator clot
activator (Greiner Bio-One B.V., Alphen aan den Rijn, the Netherlands). Tubes were gently
inverted and allowed to clot for at least 30 min. All tubes were centrifuged at 2,200 g for
15 min at 20°C and serum was extracted. For plasma, blood samples were collected in
sterile Vacuette tubes containing lithium-heparin and immediately centrifuged at 3,000
g for 10 min at 4°C and plasma was extracted. Both serum and plasma were stored at
-80°C for further analysis on systemic cytokines and amine metabolites, respectively.
At the dissection days, pigs were anesthetised by injecting pentobarbitone in the ear
vein and sacrificed to collect samples. The small intestine was separated from the
stomach and the large intestine. Each of jejunum and ileum were divided into three
equal segments; proximal, middle and distal. From the middle segments in each tissue,
two sub-segment (6-7 cm) were sampled for collection of the intestinal mucosa and its
residing microbiota. For collection of the intestinal mucosa, one of the sub-segments was
cut open longitudinally along the lumen and washed with sterile normal saline solution.
With sterile glass slides mucosal layer was collected, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and
stored at -80ºC for further analysis of genome-wide gene expression profiling. Another
sub-segment was also cut open longitudinally along the lumen and luminal digesta was
collected using a sterile spatula to perform a community-scale analysis of gut microbiota.

Cytokine and chemokine profiling
Serum cytokine and chemokine concentrations (pg/ml) were measured in the serum
samples collected on d 7 and dissection days using a ProcartaPlex Porcine kit (Affymetrix,
eBIOscience, Vienna, Austria) . Calibration curves from recombinant cytokine and
chemokine standards were prepared for the 8-point standard dilution set with 4-fold
dilution steps in sterile PBS. The samples were measured using a Bio-Plex MagPix Multiplex
Reader (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc. by the Luminex Corporation, The Netherlands). The
Bio-Plex Manager software’s five-parameter logistic curve fitting (5PL) method was
used for raw data analysis and calculation of cytokine concentrations. Nine cytokines
and chemokines (IL-1beta, IL-4, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12p40, IFN-alpha, IFN-gamma, TNFalpha) were tested. Concentration level of only cytokines/chemokines over the minimal
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Chemical analysis of diets
All chemical analyses were performed according to standard laboratory methods. The
experimental feed were analysed for dry matter (DM) (ISO:6496, 1999), ash (ISO:5984,
2002), acid-hydrolysed ether extract (ISO:6492, 1999) and nitrogen by Kjeldahl method
(ISO:5983-1, 2005).
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detectable limit with at-least six pigs per treatment in each time point are reported.
Cytokine concentrations are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM).
Statistical analysis was performed by one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) followed
by post hoc testing (Dunnett test: compared each treatment group vs. SBM group as
control) using GraphPad prism version 5.03 for Windows Vista (GraphPad Software, San
Diego, California, USA). P values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Amine metabolite profiling and functional analysis
Blood plasma samples collected on the dissection days from pigs fed diet containing
proteins from different sources, were analysed for amine metabolic profiles. Details
of biological replicate per treatment are shown in supplementary table 2. The amine
profiling was performed as described previously (Noga et al., 2012). Except for one pig
belonging to SDPP group, plasma samples were collected from all pigs. Briefly, 5 µL of
each sample (unable to procure plasma sample from one pig) was spiked with an internal
standard solution (supplementary material 1, available on request). Thiol amines are
released from proteins and converted to reduced form using Tris-(2-Carboxyethyl)
phosphine (TCEP). Subsequently proteins are precipitated by the addition of MeOH.
The supernatant was transferred to an Eppendorf tube (Eppendorf, Germany) and dried
in a speedvac (Eppendorf, Germany). The residue was reconstituted in borate buffer
(pH 8.5) with AQC reagent (Waters, Etten-Leur, The Netherlands). After reaction, the
vials were transferred to an autosampler tray (Waters, Etten-Leur, The Netherlands)
and cooled to 10ºC prior to injection. For amine metabolite analysis, 1 µL of the reaction
mixture was injected into the UPLC-MS/MS system using an Accq-Tag Ultra column
(Waters, Etten-Leur, The Netherlands).
We employed an ACQUITY UPLC system with autosampler (Waters, Etten-Leur, The
Netherlands). It was coupled with a Xevo Tandem Quadrupole (TQ) mass spectrometer
(Waters, Etten-Leur, The Netherlands) which was operated using QuanLynx data
acquisition software (version 4.1; Waters, Etten-Leur, The Netherlands). The Xevo
TQ was used in the positive-ion electrospray mode and all analytes were monitored in
multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) using nominal mass resolution.
Acquired data were evaluated using TargetLynx software (Waters, Etten-Leur, The
Netherlands), by integration of assigned MRM peaks and normalization using proper
internal standards. For analysis of amino acids, their 13C15N-labeled analogues were used.
For other amines, the closest-eluting internal standard was employed (supplementary
material 1). Blank samples were used to correct for background and in-house developed
algorithms were applied using the pooled quality check (QC) samples to compensate
for shifts in the sensitivity of the mass spectrometer over the batch analysis. Out of 76
targeted amine metabolites, we could detect 58 amines that comply with the acceptance
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criteria of QC corrections (van der Kloet et al., 2009). The data are represented as
relative response ratios (amine target area/area of internal standard; unit free) of these
metabolites (after QC) and are available in the supplementary material 1.

Microbiota profiling
Luminal digesta from jejunum and ileum were collected. Details of biological replicates
per treatment is shown in supplementary table 2. The biological replicates range from
5 to 8 animals per treatment group as enough luminal digesta were not available for all
samplings. From individual samples, microbial DNA was extracted by using the protocol
described previously (Schokker et al., 2015). Briefly, luminal digesta of each small
intestinal location were mixed 1:1 with PBS and vortexed, spun for 5 min (300 g) at
4 °C. DNA was isolated from snap frozen luminal digesta and the bacterial 16S rDNA
V3 region was sequenced by targeted-amplicon 16S sequencing on a Illumina Mi-Seq.
Sequenced data were analysed for taxonomy profile per sample with clustering by profile
using QIIME (Caporaso et al., 2010).
PCA was performed with relative abundances of microbiota at the genus level in order
to get more insight into the microbiota variability. Furthermore, statistical significance
testing for “taxon-treatment” association, based on relative abundance of microbiota, was
calculated for the genus level by performing the following statistics. Of each sample the
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To analyse the amine metabolomics data, the MetaboAnalyst 3.0 suite was employed
(Xia and Wishart, 2016). Briefly, the amine metabolic profiles of individual pigs were
normalized to a pooled sample of the SBM group and subsequently log transformation
was carried out. With the log transformed data exploratory (multivariate) statistical
analysis and functional (pathway) analysis were performed. Within the exploratory
statistical analysis module of MetaboAnalyst 3.0, principal component analysis (PCA)
was performed to get more insight into the variability of the data. The pathway analysis
module of MetaboAnalyst 3.0 was employed to determine the amine metabolism
that were affected by the treatments compared to the SBM diet. We used the amine
metabolic profile of individual pigs, to prepare the data matrix for comparing each
treatment with SBM. All the compound names of the metabolites were matched with
the human metabolome database (Wishart et al., 2013). Normalization was performed
as described for exploratory statistical analysis. Thereafter, a human pathway library (Xia
and Wishart, 2016) was selected and all compounds in the selected pathways were used
as a reference metabolome because a pig pathway library is not available. The analysis
includes pathway enrichment analysis and topological analysis. The impact-value
threshold calculated from topology analysis was set at 0.4 and from pathway enrichment
the –log (p) value calculated and was set to 5, in order to identify the most related
metabolic pathway.
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relative abundance of microbiota at genus level was compared to SBM for all treatments.
Following order of significance testing was employed. Levene’s test is performed to
assess the equality of variances among the compared groups. If Levene’s test is of equal
variance, then the ANOVA is allowed and when ANOVA was significant, Tukey test was
used. If Levene’s test is not of equal variance, the Kruskal test was followed by the Wilcox
test or Welch-based testing was used. The P < 0.05 is considered significant.

Transcriptome profiling
From individual tissue samples total RNA was extracted. Labelling, hybridization,
scanning and feature extraction as well as QC by statistical analysis, was performed as
described previously (Schokker et al., 2014). Briefly, total RNA from individual samples
from each intestinal tissue were extracted using TRizol reagent (Life Technologies)
as recommended by the manufacturer. Homogenised tissue samples were dissolved
in 5ml of TRizol reagent. After centrifugation the supernatant was transferred to
a fresh tube. Subsequently a phase separation with chloroform was performed as
described by the manufacturer. The RNA was precipitated and dissolved and quantified
by absorbance measurements at 260 nm. Quality check of the RNA samples was
performed with the Agilent Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies Netherlands B.V.,
Amstelveen, The Netherlands). Details of biological replicates per treatment are shown
in the supplementary table 2. A few RNA samples from animals belonging to SDPP and
BSF group failed to pass the QC performed with the Agilent Bioanalyzer. Labelling,
hybridization and washing was done as recommended by Agilent Technologies using the
One-Color Microarray Based Gene Expression Analysis Low input Quick Amp Labelling.
The input for labelling was 10 ng of total RNA and 600 ng of labelled cRNA was used for
hybridization on an 8 pack array. Hybridization was done in the G2545A hybridization
oven (Agilent Technologies Netherlands B.V., Amstelveen, The Netherlands) at 65°C
with rotation speed 10 rpm for 17 hours, after which the arrays were washed. The
arrays where scanned using the DNA microarray scanner with Surescan high resolution
Technology (Agilent Technologies Netherlands B.V., Amstelveen, The Netherlands),
with resolution of 5µm, 16 bits and PMT of 100%. Feature extraction was performed
using Agilent protocol 10.7.3.1 (v10.7) for one colour gene expression.
Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA; Subramanian et al., 2005) was performed
separately for jejunum and ileum samples. We loaded the normalized intensity values of
all annotated genes per treatment and the gene expression data of each treatment was
compared to the data of SBM. The following settings were different from the default
settings: permutations were performed on the gene set and the chip platform was set to
gene symbol. Gene Ontology related gene sets of biological processes along with KEGG
pathway related gene sets databases (v5.1) were loaded for analysis. Significant GSEA
results (FDR < 0.05) were visualized with InteractiVenn (Heberle et al., 2015).
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Results
All pigs remained healthy throughout the whole experimental period. The body weights
did not differ significantly (P <0.05) on replacing SBM with BSF, SDPP, RSM and WGM in
pig diets (supplementary Figure 2).

Dietary nutrient composition
The WGM-, SDPP- and BSF-based diets contained higher contents of starch than the
SBM- and RSM-based diet. The RSM- and BSF-based diets recorded higher amounts of
fat than the SBM-, SDPP- and WGM-based diet (Table 1).
Table 1: Analysed nutrient composition of the experimental diets for pigs, as fed basis
Diets
Composition, g/kg

BSF

SDPP

RSM

WGM

SBM

Dry matter

919

912

911

904

904

Crude protein

158

158

163

156

166

Sugar

150

162

199

152

175

Starch

385

431

236

453

296

Fat

45

20

48

19

31

Ash

48

57

52

45

53

Amine metabolomic analysis
To evaluate the metabolic response to SBM substitution with BSF, SDPP, RSM and WGM
in the pig diet, a targeted approach was employed (supplementary material 1). Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) was performed to get more insight into the variability of the
metabolite data. To this end, only the first and second principal components were taken
into account. The variance explained by the first two axes was 43.3%. Data clustering
occurred for similar treatments (Figure 2). On comparing the amine profiles of the
plasma samples collected at the dissection day, the profiles induced by the BSF- and
SDPP-based diets formed separate clusters in the PCA without any overlap at the 95%
confidence regions. The SBM-, RSM- and WGM-based diets showed a tendency to form
separate clusters, but an overlap with the 95% confidence regions among these three
plant source-based diets was observed (for detail see Figure 2).
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Cytokine and chemokine analysis
Out of nine tested cytokines and chemokines, three (i.e. INF-α, IL-12p40 and IL-6)
were consistently detected over the minimal detectable limits in serum of six pigs per
treatment at each time point. No significant (P <0.05) differences in the concentration
levels of INF-α, IL-12p40 and IL-6 were observed between the experimental diets as
compared to the SBM-based diet (supplementary Figure 3).
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Figure 2: PCA score plot based on the amine profile in the plasma samples collected from the
dissection days from pigs fed diets containing proteins from different source.
Colored spherical area displays 95% confidence region of respective experimental diets. Each dot represent
an animal.

By employing MetaboAnalyst 3.0, metabolic pathway analysis was performed to find
out whether whole metabolic pathways were regulated, instead of single metabolic
conversions due to the varying concentrations of identified amines in plasma (Figure
3). Four comparisons were made: i.e. BSF vs SBM, SDPP vs SBM, RSM vs SBM and
WGM vs SBM to investigate the effect of the protein ingredients from different source
on amine metabolic pathways. For BSF vs SBM and SDPP vs SBM three metabolic
pathways were affected: 1) glycine, serine and threonine metabolism; 2) arginine and
proline metabolism; and 3) aspartate and glutamate metabolism. For WGM vs SBM
the pathways 1 and 2 were affected and for RSM vs SBM only pathway 1. The glycine,
serine and threonine metabolic pathway was the only pathway that was affected in all
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four comparisons. As much as nine of the forty-eight detected amine metabolites form
part of the serine and threonine metabolic pathway (supplementary Figures 4A-D).
The nine enriched metabolites are: L-aspartic acid, L-homoserine, L-threonine, glycine,
L-serine, L-tryptophan, L-cystathionine, cysteine and sarcosine. When comparing BSF
and SDPP with the SBM diet, the same amine metabolites were mapped with varying
levels of concentration. However, sarcosine was significantly (P <0.0001) high in BSF
and low in SDPP (supplementary Figures 4A, B). On comparing RSM with the SBM diet,
L-tryptophan was significantly (P <0.0001) lower in RSM (supplementary Figure 4C).
For the WGM vs SBM comparison, the nine same amine metabolites were mapped with
varying levels of concentration, however, none of the affected metabolites significantly
differ in WGM from SBM (supplementary Figure 4D).

Figure 3: Metabolic pathway analysis based on the amine profile in the plasma samples collected
from the dissection days from pigs fed diets containing proteins from different sources.
Scores from enrichment analysis is represented on the ‘y axis’ and from topology analysis on the ‘x axis’. The
size and the color (on gradient scale: white to dark orange) of the nodes are all matched pathways according
to P values from pathway enrichment analysis and pathway impact values from pathway topology analysis. The
sky blue lines denotes the thresholds in both axis to identify the most significant matched pathways for all the
dietary comparisons. Here, 1 is Glycine, serine and threonine metabolism; 2 is Arginine and proline metabolism;
3 is Alanine, aspartate and glutamate metabolism.
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Microbiota analysis
The bacterial 16S rRNA V3 region was sequenced by Illumina Mi-Seq from digesta samples
of jejunum and ileum to evaluate the microbiota response to SBM substitution with BSF,
SDPP, RSM and WGM in pig diet (supplementary material 2; available on request). Similar
to the metabolic analysis, PCA was performed to get more insight into the variability in
the microbiota data. To this end, only the first and second principal components were
taken into account because they were found to explain the largest part of the variation in
the data. The variance explained by the first two axes was 38.9% for jejunum and 48.9%
for ileum samples. Data clustering occurred for similar treatments (Figure 4). Compared
to the other experimental diets, the BSF diet formed clear separate clusters for both the
jejunal and ileal samples without any overlap at the 95% confidence regions (Figure 4).

Figure 4: PCA score plot based on microbiota composition of genus/species level in A) jejunum
and B) ileum of pigs fed diets containing protein from different sources.
Colored spherical area displays 95% confidence regions of respective experimental diets. Each dot represent
an animal.

In jejunum, the 95% confidence clusters formed by the RSM diet completely overlapped
with the cluster formed by the SBM diet and partially with the SDPP diet. However, the
clusters formed by both the SBM and RSM were completely separated from the BSF and
WGM diet. Among the two sample location, overall microbial diversity varied mostly
among the dietary groups in the ileum, as shown by the results of the various diversity
analyses (supplementary Figure 5). The patterns of the Shannon, phylogenic diversity
(PD) whole tree and Chao indexes also agreed with the diversity shown by the OTUs in
alpha diversity. Chao1, Shannon and PD whole tree indexes results showed that within
the ileum, BSF induces significantly higher and SDPP induces significantly lower microbial
diversity compared to SBM. The Shannon index recorded only a significant difference in
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the microbial diversity in the comparisons for BSF vs SBM within each location. As shown
in Figure 5, different phyla were found in the intestinal content samples. Firmicutes,
Proteobacteria, unassigned group and Actinobacteria were the top four most abundant
bacterial groups. The separated PCA clustering for both jejunum and ileum samples is
due to the difference in the composition and relative abundance of microbes belonging
to the above mentioned top four most abundant bacterial group. (Figure 5). In order
to further investigate the changes in microbial groups between the experimental diets,
genus-level phylogenetic groups were identified for which the relative abundance
significantly differed between the dietary treatments. For this, a univariate analysis
was used, focusing on all experimental diets vs SBM in both jejunal and ileal samples
(Table 2). This analysis revealed that 11 microbial groups differed significantly when
comparing BSF to SBM samples in jejunum. In WGM and in SDPP as well as RSM three
and two microbial groups differed significantly, respectively, when comparing samples
of these diets with samples of SBM In jejunum compared to SBM group, three microbial
groups differed significantly in WGM and SDPP groups. Further in jejunum, two microbial
groups differed significantly in RSM group when compared to SBM. In ileum, 12 microbial
groups differed significantly when BSF group was compared to SBM group (for detail see
supplementary Table 3).

Figure 5: Hierarchical clustering based on microbiota composition at phylum level in jejunum
and ileum of pigs fed diets containing protein from different sources.
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Table 2: Number of differential enriched gene-sets (FDR <0.1) and core enriched genes
expression within the significant enriched gene-sets in the jejunal and ileal mucosa of pigs
fed diets with different protein sources compared to a diet with SBM.
Diet with
Tissue

different
protein
sources

Jejunum

Jejunum

Number of
Gene-sets upregulated

Number of
Gene-sets
downregulated

Number of core

Number of core

enriched genes

enriched genes

up-regulated*

down-regulated

BSF

1

11

6

118

SDPP

0

36

0

340

RSM

3

0

12

0

WGM

8

0

99

0

BSF

2

8

31

55

SDPP

0

0

0

0

RSM

0

0

0

0

WGM

7

22

50

152

Transcriptome analysis
Similar to amine metabolic and microbiota analysis, PCA was performed to get more
insight into the variability in the gene expression data. Only the first and second principal
components were taken into account for mucosal samples taken from jejunum and
ileum. The variance explained by the first two axes was 39.7% for jejunum and 31.7% for
ileum. Data clustering occurred for similar treatments, however, an overlap at the 95%
confidence regions of each clusters with all experimental diets was observed for both
jejunal and ileal tissue (Figure 6). The data is available in the Gene Expression Omnibus
from NCBI with the accession number GSE98261.
In-depth analysis was carried out by employing Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA)
using all ‘expressed’ and annotated genes. In this approach, no pre-filtering of genes
is performed. All probes/genes are used as input to GSEA. Four comparisons, i.e. BSF
vs SBM, SDPP vs SBM, RSM vs SBM and WGM vs SBM, were made to investigate the
effect of the dietary protein sources on jejunum and ileum mucosal gene expression.
It resulted in the identification of multiple significant (FDR <0.1) differential enriched
gene-sets. Further analysis revealed multiple core-enriched genes (Subramanian et al.,
2005) ranging from 6 to 340 which are involved in the significant differential enriched
gene-sets (Table 2). Details of the biological processes and pathways of these enriched
gene sets are summarised in supplementary Table 4 and 5.
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Figure 6: PCA score plot based on genome-wide transcriptomic response measured by
microarray.A) jejunum and B) ileum in pigs fed diets containing protein from different sources.
Colored spherical area displays 95% confidence region of respective experimental diets. Each dot represents
an animal.

Discussion

The experiment was designed so that all five dietary groups were exposed to the same
environmental conditions, except for the protein source in the diets. The observed
variability in the nutrient composition of the diets is related to the differences in nutrient
composition of the protein sources, as they were included at different levels in order to
make the experimental diets iso-proteinaceous (CP, 160 g/kg as-fed basis; supplementary
Table 1). To investigate the possible antigenic properties of the dietary protein sources,
we measured the concentration of nine systemic cytokines and chemokines in serum.
Cytokines are short-lived and their synthesis represents an accurate “snapshot” of
immune activity. Since no significant differences in cytokine levels were measured
between the experimental diets we conclude that in pigs, BSF, SDPP-, RSM- and WGMbased diets evoke (possible) an immunogenic response which is not different from the
response towards an SBM-based diet, fed for equal time periods.
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In this study we have shown that diets prepared with different protein sources, differ in
their ability to modulate the physiology of pigs at the local as well as the systemic level.
We have shown that different protein sources elicit specific responses in blood amine
metabolite profiles and that they have an effect on the composition and diversity of the
intestinal microbiota as well as on the intestinal mucosal gene expression.
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Based on the current knowledge on the process of protein digestion in monogastrics,
Figure 1 visualizes the factual relationships and interactions of multiple biological events
that occur during protein hydrolysis, absorption and metabolism in the GIT. The total
fraction of blood amine metabolites contains products from nitrogen metabolism in
organs and tissues, including the tissue of the digestive tract, but also a large fraction
of AAs derived of the dietary protein source. In addition, metabolism of endogenous
protein in the gut (e.g. from desquamated mucosal cells and in the form of digestive
enzymes), lysed microbial cells and metabolites originating from microbial metabolism
in the gut contribute to the systemic amine metabolite pool. Therefore, measuring amine
metabolites in serum or urine is considered to be a useful approach to assess the host
and microbiota metabolism of dietary proteins. A profile of blood amine metabolites,
thus, on one hand could explain the efficiency of nutrient utilization from the diet and
on the other hand explains the absorptive capacity and functioning of the digestive tract
in livestock, which also relates to gut-health (Kogut and Arsenault, 2016). The observed
plasma amine metabolite profiles were specific for each of the experimental diets based
on the various protein sources. We ascribe this result to the differences in AA composition
of the protein ingredients fed to the pigs (Hoffman and Falvo, 2004; Kar et al., 2016).
The amine metabolic pathway analysis represents an accurate “snapshot” of the amine
metabolic status of the pigs. Result showed that the glycine, serine and threonine metabolic
pathway was induced by BSF, SDPP, RSM and WGM-based diets in comparisons to the
SBM-based diet. Nine metabolites of this pathway reflect the diet-specific functioning of
the epithelial AA transport system present in both the apical and basolateral part of the
intestinal epithelium (Broer, 2008). Among the metabolites, sarcosine, an AA derivative
that is primarily found in muscle, including insect tissue, was found in significantly higher
serum concentrations after feeding the BSF-based diet compared to the SBM-based diet.
Further, sarcosine is found naturally as an intermediate in the metabolism of choline to
glycine (ChEBI-Database, 2016). BSF is reported to be high in choline (Finke, 2013) that
might contribute to the high serum levels of sarcosine as this is formed from dietary
intake of choline. SDPP (Henn et al., 2013) has almost five times less choline than SBM
(NRC, 2012) and this might have resulted in significantly low levels of sarcosine in SDPP
fed pigs compared to SBM fed pigs. As such, sarcosine has no known toxicity (ChEBIDatabase, 2016; Pubchem-Database, 2017). Analysis of the amine profiles in the plasma
of pigs fed diets with different protein sources could not detect any potential toxic amine
that could compromise health status of the pig.
We observed a clear discrepancy in the effect of insect as protein sources on the small
intestinal microbiome in pigs compared to the microbial community structure induced by
plant and animal based protein sources. Such changes in microbial community structure
may have consequences not only for protein metabolism, but also for homeostasis of
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Unlike the results from the amine and microbiota analysis, we could not see clear
effects of the dietary protein sources on the small intestinal mucosal gene expression
response in pigs as examined for differential expression of individual genes analyses by
LIMMA approaches (Ritchie et al., 2015). This suggests that only subtle effects on the
intestinal mucosal gene expression are induced in pigs by diets containing protein from
different sources. This is in agreement with a number of other transcriptomic studies on
nutritional effects where extreme dietary manipulations were avoided (Oster et al., 2012;
Óvilo et al., 2014; Benítez et al., 2016). However, differences in biological mechanisms
cannot be explained by the activity of single genes alone, they are often attributed
to groups of genes (Mootha et al., 2003) based on their annotation. These gene-sets
(Ashburner et al., 2000) or pathways (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000) are representations
of basic coherent mechanisms in cells, tissues, or the organism that are used to achieve
a particular physiological response. Examination of the gene expression data using the
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intestinal bacteria and in balancing inflammatory and tolerance immune mechanisms
of gut mucosal tissues (van Baarlen et al., 2013). In our study, the change in diversity
indexes of Shannon, PD whole tree and Chao indicated that the richness and evenness of
microbiota changes with the change in dietary protein source (supplementary Figure 5).
This is consistent with previous findings which report that dietary protein sources induce
signiﬁcant disparity regarding the bacterial communities of the small intestine in pigs (Yuan
et al.; Zhao et al., 2015). Compared to colonic microbiota, the small intestine is colonized
by a simpler microbial community structure, both in number and diversity (van Baarlen
et al., 2013; Hugenholtz, 2015). As shown in Figure 5, Firmicutes, Proteobacteria and
Actinobacteria dominated the jejunum and ileum which is in agreement with other studies
(Ley et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2015; Cao et al., 2016). The proportion of each phylum was
fluctuant between each dietary group in both small intestinal segments. Members of the
phyla Actinobacteria and Firmicutes were highly abundant in the BSF group compared to
the SBM group and both are indicative of a normal intestinal microbiome in pigs (Ley et
al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2015). Moreover, the BSF-based diet clearly resulted in a greater
microbial diversity in comparison to all other diets. A high microbial diversity in the lumen
of the gut is, in general, regarded to affect gut health in a positive manner (Ley et al.,
2006; Turnbaugh et al., 2008; Lozupone et al., 2012; van Baarlen et al., 2013). Several
human clinical studies have shown that diseased subjects have a lower microbial diversity
than their healthy controls (Giongo et al., 2011). The microbial diversity analysis further
revealed that SDPP, RSM and WGM maintained a bacterial diversity that is comparable
to the bacterial diversity in pigs fed the SBM-based diet. Although we observed some
differences in composition and diversity of the gut microbiota between dietary treatments,
our results suggest that replacing SBM as protein source in pig diet with BSF, SDPP, RSM
and WGM results in the development of an intestinal microbiota community structure
that is regarded as “normal” and which is not associated with higher risks for disease.
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GSEA approach indicated that the intestinal mucosal tissue responded in a diet-specific
manner. The biological processes and pathways that differed between the diets are
related to gut function and health attributed by cellular differentiation, development,
maintaining homeostatic functions, metabolism and immunity (supplementary Tables 4
and 5). Compared to SBM diet, these physiological responses were upregulated in pigs
fed diet with BSF, SDPP, RSM, or WGM. In a previous study in mice (Chapter 4), a SBMbased diet also deviated strongly from diets, based on other protein sources in affecting
mucosal gene expression. In mice, however, the SBM-based diet deviated strongly
from the other diets in the expression of mTOR signalling and downstream response
genes. Such responses could not be detected here in pigs and we cannot provide a good
explanation for this.
Due to the mammalian digestive physiology, it is obvious that the presence of both
strict-nutritional- and non-strict-nutritional components derived from the diet during
the digestion process will be in abundance in jejunum compared to ileum. However, we
observed that the ileal mucosa still showed gene expression responses for several of the
experimental diets. This suggests that dietary protein source may influence the timing
of the release and absorption of dietary components by the GIT. This is in agreement
with previous findings (Liu and Selle, 2015). If true, these observations point towards a
differential kinetics of protein digestion of diets formulated with different protein sources.
In this study we employed state-of-the-art ~omics based technologies to evaluate the
impact of SBM substitution with BSF, SDPP, RSM and WGM in pig diets on molecular
parameters in relation to systemic and gut-related parameters. We have shown that
a “multi-omics” approach enable to get detailed information on the evaluation of the
functional properties of proteins source. Further knowledge development in this field
may enable the formulation of animal diet with protein sources taking into account their
functional properties.
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Supplemental Information
Supplementary Table 1: Ingredient and estimated nutrient composition of the experimental
diet for pigs, as fed basis

Items

Diets
SBM

BSF

SDPP

RSM

WGM

Maize starch

376.2

451.0

521.4

258

527.9

Ingredients, g/kg
Sugar

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Dextrose

50.0

50.0

50.0

50.0

50.0

Cellulose

50.0

50.0

50.0

50.0

50.0

Soybean oil

43.3

6.4

32.6

30.0

17.6

Chalk

14.4

0.0

15.7

5.1

15.9

Mono sodium phosphate

10.1

11.7

14.2

4.6

13.6

NaCl

4.1

0.0

0.0

4.0

2.0

Sodium bicarbonate

1.4

6.7

0.0

1.2

3.9

Calcium carbonate

0.0

5.0

11.2

0.0

10.6

0.0

4.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

Premix

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

Titanium di-oxide

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

L-Lysine HCl

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

5.8

DL-Methionine

0.3

1.3

1.4

0.0

0.0

L-Threonine

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

L-Tryptophan

0.0

0.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

Black soldier fly (larvae)

0.0

305.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Spray dried plasma protein

0.0

0.0

196.0

0.0

0.0

Rape seed meal

0.0

0.0

0.0

489.6

0.0

Wheat gluten meal

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

194.7

Soybean meal

342.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Total

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

Dry matter

908.5

932.5

914.8

957.1

915.1

Ash

55.1

59.0

57.4

53.3

53.0

Crude protein

160.0

160.0

160.0

160.0

160.0

Ether extract

52.6

50.0

37.4

52.0

28.8

Starch

320.8

393.3

439.5

223.4

457.1

Sugar

195.1

157.9

157.9

203.2

163.5

8.2

11.8

8.2

7.0

8.2
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Calcium chloride

Composition, g/kg

Ca
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Items

Diets1
SBM

BSF

SDPP

RSM

WGM

P

2.8

2.8

2.8

2.4

2.8

K

7.8

6.2

6.9

6.3

6.2

Na

2.0

2

4.7

2.0

2.0

2.5

2.5

7.3

2.5

2.5

NSP2

Cl

130.0

115.0

64.0

228.0

55.0

EB3, Meq/kg

215.0

175.0

175.0

177.0

175.0

Digestible energy, MJ/kg

10.7

10.7

10.7

9.2

10.7

Lys

8.7

9.0

12.5

6.2

7.0

Met

2.3

4.1

2.3

2.5

2.4

Cys

1.9

0.1

4.9

2.7

3.3

Met+Cys

4.2

4.2

7.2

5.2

5.7

Thr

5.1

5.0

7.3

4.6

4.1

Amino acids

Trp

1.8

1.3

2.1

1.4

1.3

Ile

6.3

6.9

3.8

4.4

5.5

Arg

11.1

7.6

8.1

8.0

5.4

Phe

7.3

7.1

7.8

4.8

7.8

His

3.8

4.1

4.6

3.5

3.2

Leu

10.5

10.8

13.3

8.3

10.5

Tyr

5.1

9.5

8.4

3.5

5.0

Val

6.4

11.2

9.1

5.5

5.9

Diets: BSF is black soldier fly, SDPP is spray dried plasma proteins, RSM is rape seed meal, WGM is wheat gluten
meal and SBM is soybean meal.
2
NSP: non-starch polysaccharides
3
EB: Electrolyte balance
1
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Supplementary Table 2: An overview of number of samples from animals per experimental
dietary group used for analyzing amine profile, small intestinal microbiota and mucosa in
this study.
Experimental

Plasma

Microbiota

Microbiota

Transcriptomics

Transcriptomics

diets

metabolites

jejunum

ileum

jejunum

ileum

SBM

8

7

5

8

8

BSF

8

8

6

8

8

SDPP

7

6

6

6

7

RSM

8

6

6

8

8

WGM

8

6

6

8

8
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Number of samples per experimental dietary group < 8 is due to either non-availability of the sample or
poor quality for DNA and RNA from the collected samples, which are not suitable to perform sequencing or
transcriptomics analysis.

Supplementary Figure 1: Design of experiment.
The solid black dot in the timeline represents the corresponding experimental week/age of the pigs (weeks).
Blood was collected for analysis of systemic immune signaling molecules and amine metabolites. Intestinal
tissue and its digesta were used for transcriptome and microbiota analysis.
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Supplementary Figure 2: Avarage body weight in response to diets prepared with different
protein ingredients.
Bar plots are mean values of the body weight (in kg) in the treatment groups; whiskers are standard error mean.
No significant (P < 0.05) difference was observed in the experimental diets compared to SBM based diet.

Supplementary Figure 3: Concentrations of serum cytokines and chemokines in response to
response diets prepared with different protein ingredients.
Bar plots are mean values of the concentration level of cytokines/chemokines in the treatment groups;
whiskers are standard error mean. No significant (P < 0.05) difference was observed in the experimental diets
compared to SBM based diet.
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A. Amine metabolites that are significantly (P < 0.05) enriched in the pathway enrichment analysis. Within
the significantly enriched amine metabolites, sarcosine is significantly high in BSF compared to SBM. Statistical
significance was defined as *** is P < 0.0001. B. The glycine, serine and threonine metabolic pathway along
with it significant enriched amine metabolites. “Alpha-numeric” representations are the KEGG identifiers. The
colour (on gradient scale: cream to red, where towards red denotes less P value) of the rectangular-nodes in the
KEGG pathway are all matched amines according to P values from pathway enrichment analysis. The sky blue
rectangular nodes are the un-matched amines in the KEGG pathway. Black boxes represents the identified amines
along with their concentration for the amine in each experimental diets represented in the box-plot. Box plots
are mean value of the normalized concentration in the treatment groups; whiskers are standard error mean (for
number of animal per dietary group, see supplementary table 3).
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Supplementary figure 4A: Glycine, serine and threonine metabolic pathway as represented
in the Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) enriched in metabolic pathway
analysis based on the amine profile in the plasma samples collected at the dissection days
from pigs fed BSF and SBM diet.
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Supplementary figure 4B: Glycine, serine and threonine metabolic pathway as represented
in the Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) enriched in metabolic pathway
analysis based on the amine profile in the plasma samples collected at the dissection days
from pigs fed SDPP and SBM diet.
A. Amine metabolites that are significantly (P < 0.05) enriched in the pathway enrichment analysis. Within the
significantly enriched amine metabolites, sarcosine is significantly low in SDPP compared to SBM. Statistical
significance was defined as *** is P < 0.0001. B. The glycine, serine and threonine metabolic pathway along
with it significant enriched amine metabolites. “Alpha-numeric” representations are the KEGG identifiers. The
colour (on gradient scale: cream to red, where towards red denotes less P value) of the rectangular-nodes in the
KEGG pathway are all matched amines according to P values from pathway enrichment analysis. The sky blue
rectangular nodes are the un-matched amines in the KEGG pathway. Black boxes represents the identified amines
along with their concentration for the amine in each experimental diets represented in the box-plot. Box plots
are mean value of the normalized concentration in the treatment groups; whiskers are standard error mean (for
number of animal per dietary group, see supplementary table 3).
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A. Amine metabolites that are significantly (P < 0.05) enriched in the pathway enrichment analysis. Within the
significantly enriched amine metabolites, L-tryptophan is significantly low in RSM compared to SBM. Statistical
significance was defined as *** is P < 0.0001. B. The glycine, serine and threonine metabolic pathway along
with it significant enriched amine metabolites. “Alpha-numeric” representations are the KEGG identifiers. The
colour (on gradient scale: cream to red, where towards red denotes less P value) of the rectangular-nodes in the
KEGG pathway are all matched amines according to P values from pathway enrichment analysis. The sky blue
rectangular nodes are the un-matched amines in the KEGG pathway. Black boxes represents the identified amines
along with their concentration for the amine in each experimental diets represented in the box-plot. Box plots
are mean value of the normalized concentration in the treatment groups; whiskers are standard error mean (for
number of animal per dietary group, see supplementary table 3).
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Supplementary figure 4C: Glycine, serine and threonine metabolic pathway as represented in
the Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) enriched in metabolic pathway analysis
based on the amine profile in the plasma samples collected at the dissection days from pigs fed
RSM and SBM diet.
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Supplementary figure 4D: Glycine, serine and threonine metabolic pathway as represented
in the Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) enriched in metabolic pathway
analysis based on the amine profile in the plasma samples collected at the dissection days
from pigs fed WGM and SBM diet.
A. Amine metabolites that are significantly (P < 0.05) enriched in the pathway enrichment analysis. None of
the enriched metabolites significantly differ in WGM from SBM. B. The glycine, serine and threonine metabolic
pathway along with it significant enriched amine metabolites. “Alpha-numeric” representations are the KEGG
identifiers. The colour (on gradient scale: cream to red, where towards red denotes less P value) of the
rectangular-nodes in the KEGG pathway are all matched amines according to P values from pathway enrichment
analysis. The sky blue rectangular nodes are the un-matched amines in the KEGG pathway. Black boxes represents
the identified amines along with their concentration for the amine in each experimental diets represented in
the box-plot. Box plots are mean value of the normalized concentration in the treatment groups; whiskers are
standard error mean (for number of animal per dietary group, see supplementary table 3).
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Supplementary figure 5: Summary of diversity analyses from intestinal digesta of pigs fed diets
containing proteins from different sources.

Supplementary Table 3: Taxon-Treatment association based on microbiota composition of genus
level at jejunum and ileum in pigs fed diets containing protein from different sources.
Sl.

Taxon
p__Actinobacteria;c__Actinobacteria;f__Actinomycetaceae;g__

Ileum

↑BSF

Ileum

↑BSF

Jejunum

↑BSF

Actinomyces
p__Actinobacteria;c__Actinobacteria;f__Brevibacteriaceae;g__

2

Treatment a

location

No.
1

Intestinal

Brevibacterium
p__Actinobacteria;c__Actinobacteria;f__Brevibacteriaceae;g__
Brevibacterium
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Sl.

Taxon

Treatment a

location

No.
p__Actinobacteria;c__Actinobacteria;f__
3

Intestinal
Ileum

↑BSF

Jejunum

↑BSF

p__Firmicutes;c__Bacilli;Other;Other

Ileum

↑BSF

Corynebacteriaceae;g__Corynebacterium
p__Actinobacteria;c__Actinobacteria;f__
Corynebacteriaceae;g__Corynebacterium

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16

p__Firmicutes;c__Bacilli;Other;Other

Jejunum

↑BSF

p__Firmicutes;c__Bacilli;f__Aerococcaceae;g__Facklamia

Ileum

↑BSF

p__Firmicutes;c__Bacilli;f__Aerococcaceae;g__Facklamia

Jejunum

↑BSF

p__Firmicutes;c__Bacilli;f__Bacillaceae;Other

Ileum

↑BSF

p__Firmicutes;c__Bacilli;f__Bacillaceae;Other

Jejunum

↑BSF

p__Firmicutes;c__Bacilli;f__Bacillaceae;g__Bacillus

Ileum

↑BSF

p__Firmicutes;c__Bacilli;f__Bacillaceae;g__Bacillus

Jejunum

↑BSF

p__Firmicutes;c__Bacilli;f__Carnobacteriaceae;g__

Jejunum

↑BSF

p__Firmicutes;c__Bacilli;f__Enterococcaceae;Other

Ileum

↑BSF

p__Firmicutes;c__Bacilli;f__Enterococcaceae;Other

Jejunum

↑BSF

p__Firmicutes;c__Bacilli;f__Lactobacillaceae;g__

Jejunum

↑BSF

p__Firmicutes;c__Bacilli;f__Staphylococcaceae;g__

Jejunum

↑BSF

p__Firmicutes;c__Bacilli;f__Streptococcaceae;g__Streptococcus

Jejunum

↑SDPP

p__Firmicutes;c__Erysipelotrichi;f__Erysipelotrichaceae;g__

Jejunum

↑RSM

p__Proteobacteria;c__Betaproteobacteria;f__Neisseriaceae;g__

Jejunum

↑WGM

p__Actinobacteria;c__Actinobacteria;f__

Jejunum

↓WGM

p__Cyanobacteria;c__Chloroplast;f__;g__

Jejunum

↑SBM

p__Cyanobacteria;c__Chloroplast;f__;g__

Jejunum

↑SBM

p__Cyanobacteria;c__Chloroplast;f__;g__

Jejunum

↑SBM

p__Cyanobacteria;c__Chloroplast;f__;g__

Jejunum

↑SBM

Carnobacterium

Staphylococcus

[Eubacterium]

Propionibacteriaceae;g__

Significantly different in the treatment vs SBM
↑ is high and ↑ is low relative abundance.

a
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Supplementary Table 4: Differential enriched gene-sets in the jejunal mucosa of pigs fed diets
with different protein sources relative to a diet with SBM.
Up-regulated
BSF

KEGG_METABOLISM_OF_

Down-regulated
KEGG_ECM_RECEPTOR_INTERACTION

XENOBIOTICS_
BY_CYTOCHROME_P450
KEGG_FOCAL_ADHESION
POTASSIUM_ION_TRANSPORT
GENERATION_OF_NEURONS
KEGG_RIBOSOME
NEURITE_DEVELOPMENT
NEUROGENESIS
CELL_CELL_ADHESION
NEURON_DEVELOPMENT
NEURON_DIFFERENTIATION
SYNAPTIC_TRANSMISSION
NONE

LOCOMOTORY_BEHAVIOR
KEGG_COMPLEMENT_AND_COAGULATION_
CASCADES
CATION_HOMEOSTASIS
KEGG_ECM_RECEPTOR_INTERACTION
BEHAVIOR
CELLULAR_CATION_HOMEOSTASIS
MUSCLE_DEVELOPMENT
GENERATION_OF_NEURONS
NEURON_DIFFERENTIATION
NEURITE_DEVELOPMENT

Chapter 7

SDPP

ION_HOMEOSTASIS
NEUROGENESIS
AXONOGENESIS
NEURON_DEVELOPMENT
NERVOUS_SYSTEM_DEVELOPMENT
RESPONSE_TO_EXTERNAL_STIMULUS
RESPONSE_TO_WOUNDING
CELLULAR_MORPHOGENESIS_DURING_
DIFFERENTIATION
DNA_RECOMBINATION
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Up-regulated

Down-regulated
KEGG_CYTOKINE_CYTOKINE_RECEPTOR_
INTERACTION
SYSTEM_DEVELOPMENT
KEGG_FOCAL_ADHESION
CELL_PROLIFERATION_GO_0008283
KEGG_PRION_DISEASES
CELLULAR_HOMEOSTASIS
IMMUNE_RESPONSE
KEGG_INTESTINAL_IMMUNE_NETWORK_
FOR_IGA_PRODUCTION
ANATOMICAL_STRUCTURE_DEVELOPMENT
KEGG_SYSTEMIC_LUPUS_ERYTHEMATOSUS
G_PROTEIN_COUPLED_RECEPTOR_PROTEIN_
SIGNALING_PATHWAY
MULTICELLULAR_ORGANISMAL_
DEVELOPMENT
KEGG_LEUKOCYTE_TRANSENDOTHELIAL_
MIGRATION
KEGG_ASTHMA
KEGG_BASAL_CELL_CARCINOMA
CELL_MIGRATION
KEGG_CELL_ADHESION_MOLECULES_CAMS

RSM

KEGG_METABOLISM_OF_

NONE

XENOBIOTICS_
BY_CYTOCHROME_P450
KEGG_RETINOL_
METABOLISM
KEGG_TRYPTOPHAN_
METABOLISM
WGM

KEGG_DRUG_
METABOLISM_
CYTOCHROME_P450
KEGG_B_CELL_RECEPTOR_
SIGNALING_PATHWAY
KEGG_NATURAL_KILLER_
CELL_MEDIATED_
CYTOTOXICITY
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Up-regulated

Down-regulated

KEGG_PRIMARY_
IMMUNODEFICIENCY
KEGG_JAK_STAT_SIGNALING_
PATHWAY
KEGG_T_CELL_RECEPTOR_
SIGNALING_PATHWAY
KEGG_METABOLISM_OF_
XENOBIOTICS_
BY_CYTOCHROME_P450
KEGG_FC_GAMMA_R_
MEDIATED_PHAGOCYTOSIS

Supplementary Table 5: Differential enriched gene-sets in the ileal mucosa of pigs fed diets with
different protein sources relative to a diet with SBM.

BSF

Up-regulated

Down-regulated

KEGG_TRYPTOPHAN_

KEGG_ECM_RECEPTOR_INTERACTION

METABOLISM
KEGG_PPAR_SIGNALING_

NEURON_DIFFERENTIATION

PATHWAY
GENERATION_OF_NEURONS
NEUROGENESIS
NEURITE_DEVELOPMENT
NEURON_DEVELOPMENT

Chapter 7

AXONOGENESIS
NEGATIVE_REGULATION_OF_CELLULAR_
PROTEIN_METABOLIC_PROCESS
SDPP

NONE

NONE

RSM

NONE

NONE

WGM

KEGG_RETINOL_

CELL_CYCLE_PROCESS

METABOLISM
M_PHASE
KEGG_DRUG_

CELL_CYCLE_PHASE

METABOLISM_
CYTOCHROME_P450
KEGG_ABC_TRANSPORTERS DNA_DEPENDENT_DNA_REPLICATION
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Up-regulated

Down-regulated

KEGG_PROXIMAL_

KEGG_BASE_EXCISION_REPAIR

TUBULE_BICARBONATE_
RECLAMATION
KEGG_SPHINGOLIPID_

MITOTIC_CELL_CYCLE

METABOLISM
SPHINGOLIPID_

DNA_REPLICATION

METABOLIC_PROCESS
DNA_REPAIR
DNA_METABOLIC_PROCESS
M_PHASE_OF_MITOTIC_CELL_CYCLE
KEGG_INTESTINAL_IMMUNE_NETWORK_
FOR_IGA_PRODUCTION
CELL_CYCLE_GO_0007049
KEGG_CELL_CYCLE
DNA_RECOMBINATION
CELL_CYCLE_CHECKPOINT_GO_0000075
RESPONSE_TO_DNA_DAMAGE_STIMULUS
MITOSIS
CHROMOSOME_SEGREGATION
DNA_INTEGRITY_CHECKPOINT
REGULATION_OF_DNA_METABOLIC_PROCESS
KEGG_HOMOLOGOUS_RECOMBINATION
KEGG_SYSTEMIC_LUPUS_ERYTHEMATOSUS
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Background and Outline
The world population is expected to increase from 7.3 billion in 2015 to 11.2 billion in
2100 (UN, 2015). The expected increase in per capita income will result in an increased
demand for livestock and dairy products (FAO, 2004; FAOSTAT, 2009). Proteincontaining ingredients are needed to produce such products resulting in an increased
demand for protein (Chadd et al., 2004). The protein used in diet for livestock nutrition
originates from a variety of sources including forages, grains, legumes, animal meals and
various by-products (Boland et al., 2013). However, cultivatable arable land is already
limited and there is competition between protein used for human food and for animal
feed, which ultimately could result in protein scarcity (FAO, 2009). To avoid the so-called
feed vs food competition, there is a strong need to improve the efficiency of use of
current and new protein sources for animal feed (FAO, 2004; Aiking, 2011; Boland et al.,
2013; Jansman, 2016).

This research started with characterisation of the composition of different protein
sources using proteomic and bioinformatic procedures and developing a novel in silico
approach to predict bioactive peptides and amino acids (AA) composition within the
protein source (Chapter 2). The primary objective of this thesis was to investigate the
effects of existing and novel protein sources in animal diet on changes in local (intestinal
mucosa) and several systemic molecular and cellular parameters, thereby focussing on
parameters assumed to be important for immune competence and immune homeostasis
in the gut. Therefore the focus was on evaluating the responses of intestinal epithelial
cells, gut microbiota and the gut as a system to different protein sources using both in vitro
and in vivo approaches. We applied different ~omics techniques (Chapters 3-5,7) and a
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Healthy gut is prerequisite for sustainable and efficient animal production. Investigating
the functioning of the intestine as a system is instrumental to understand how the diverse
and closely connected processes in the intestinal tract are influenced by internal and
external factors (Figure 1 of Chapter 6). In this context, it is important to understand
which processes of the intestinal tissue are modulated by external (e.g. dietary) factors.
The intestine is a tissue harbouring dynamic ranges of multiple cell types that strongly
interact and communicate with each other. These interactions are influenced by diet
and microbial constituents in the intestinal lumen. Recent developments in the areas of
genomics, proteomics, metabolomics and computational sciences now provide us with
tools and methods to start studying the behaviour of biological systems as a whole. In
the research described in this thesis we applied genomics, proteomics, metabolomics
(~omics) and computational approaches to describe (molecular) processes that are
associated with the responses towards dietary protein sources of intestinal epithelial cells,
the gut microbiota and the gut as a system using both in vitro and in vivo approaches.
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systems biology approach (Chapter 6) to identify and describe the major components
and processes that are influenced by the protein sources, in order to get a global view
of the physiological activity of the intestinal mucosa. A new in vitro enteroid model
was used to investigate its potential to study, in the absence of luminal microbiota, the
immediate early effects of dietary ingredients on primary cells of the intestinal epithelium
(Chapter 3). Thereafter, an in vivo study was performed to gather knowledge on the
long-term effect of existing and novel protein sources. Changes in various local and
systemic physiological parameters in mice were evaluated as induced by diets containing
common and new protein sources (Chapter 4 and 5). Systemic effects were measured
by the concentrations of blood cytokines and chemokines along with amine metabolites.
Further, novel “nutritional-systems biology” approaches were used to demonstrate
that relationships exist between distinct biological scales by integrating multi-scale
quantitative (~omics) data, originating from the mice experiment (Chapter 6). Finally,
an in vivo experiment with pigs (Chapter 7), was carried out to evaluate the effect of
existing and novel protein sources on intestinal functioning and health of the target
animal. The major findings described in the experimental chapters of this thesis and
their perspectives are discussed in this chapter. Finally, recommendations for future
research are given.

Protein sources are potentially rich in bioactive peptides
The capabilities of modern-day proteomic techniques were employed to characterise
and quantify individual protein components within complex protein-containing feed
ingredients. Such an approach allows information to be obtained on the collective group
of individual proteins. In Chapter 2, we detected and semi-quantified 37, 58, 85, 188, 113
and 33 different individual proteins in casein (CAS), partially delactosed whey powder
(DWP), spray dried porcine plasma (SDPP), soybean meal (SBM), wheat gluten meal
(WGM) and yellow meal worm (YMW), respectively. On repeating the same experiment,
one may get higher number of individual proteins for certain ingredients, particularly for
YMW, due to the expected increase in information of the YMW protein composition
submitted to the proteomic databases over time. The bioactive peptides potentially
generated by digestion of the proteins was predicted in silico using bioinformatic
approaches. The potential bioactivities were antithrombotic, antihypertensive,
immunomodulating, antioxidative, antimicrobial and ileum contracting. These findings
may be of practical relevance since several reports provided evidence that protein
motifs derived from protein sources exert biological functions, although this is mainly
investigated under in vitro conditions (Yamamoto et al., 1994; Maeno et al., 1996;
Mullally et al., 1997; Lindmark-Mansson and Akesson, 2000; Teixeira et al., 2000; Gibbs
et al., 2004; Pihlanto, 2006; Moller et al., 2008; Gao et al., 2011; Burris et al., 2014;
Shinmoto et al., 2014). The results as described in Chapters 4, 5 and 7, however, did not
provide clear evidence for the in silico predicted bioactivities of the protein sources in
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mice and pigs (Chapter 4, 5 and 7). Possible explanations for the discrepancy between
the in silico predicted effects of bioactive peptides and the in vivo observations (data
generated in Chapter 4, 5 and 7) are that the active peptides were not absorbed or did
not attain sufficient concentration in blood and target tissues to have their biological
effects. Additionally the peptide bioactivity may be modulated due to molecular
interactions with constituents from other ingredients of the diets. Furthermore the data
generated in vivo may not have been sufficient to reveal all the predicted bioactivities.
While working on the in silico approach (Chapter 2), we have used the “BIOPEP”
database (Minkiewicz et al., 2008; Iwaniak and Dziuba, 2011) as a tool for the evaluation
of protein as the precursors of bioactive peptides. This freely available database hosts
the sequence databases of bioactive peptides which are being mapped with the peptides
derived from the protein sequences present in the protein source after in silico proteolytic
process. We noticed that the database of bioactive peptides was last revised or updated
in 2009. However, scientific discoveries in the field of bioactive peptides continue to
grow (Correa et al., 2016; Gevaert et al., 2016; Gupta et al., 2017) and an update of the
repository databases containing the sequence of bioactive peptides is needed.

Intestinal organoids (enteroids) as a tool to study diet-host interaction
Absence of microbiota in the enteroid model system can be of advantage as it offers
the possibility to investigate in vitro the direct effects of dietary components on a near
physiological model of the intestinal epithelium. In Chapter 3 the utility of the system
was tested with different dietary protein ingredients. In this study the protein sources
were deliberately exposed to the enteroids in an undigested form, in order to investigate
activities of solubilised components present in the protein source, e.g. fats, glycans and
small proteins or modified peptides. As demonstrated in Chapter 3 the enteroid model
system contained all the cell types present in the tissue of origin and displayed responses
specific to each protein source. These results obtained for SBM, about which most is
known, were consistent with in vivo studies on the hypotriglycerdemic effect of soy
protein and its effect on retinoid receptors in the liver suggesting that a component
of SBM protein also negatively regulates cholesterol and lipid biosynthetic pathways
through down regulation of retinoic acid receptors in the intestinal epithelium. This
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By using the in silico approach described in Chapter 2, one can detect individual proteins
in protein rich feed ingredients, thereby providing more detailed information on the
composition of complex protein sources compared to conventional nutritional analytical
approaches. Such information characterises the potential functional properties of
ingredients that can be used in the future for formulating diets with specific functional
properties. This topic is further discussed in the future perspective section of the general
discussion.
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result highlights organoids as a promising new model to evaluate complex interaction
between food and feed ingredients and the intestinal epithelium.
The use of enteroids as an in vitro test system has several advantages over mono-cellular
in vitro cell culture assays or the in vivo system. Unlike in vitro cell culture assay, the
enteroid system consists of multiple cell types which are present in the epithelial lining
and mucosa of the intestine. Being a relatively less complex system, enteroids can be
used to study the specific interaction between the test-ingredient and the host mucosa.
The read-out allows the identification of both signalling and response molecules within
and between different cell types. Such information may enrich the knowledge on the
functional properties of dietary ingredients. Moreover, enteroids can be used as a
tool to gain insight into the molecular understanding of events that regulate complex
phenotypes such as feed-efficiency or disease resistance varying across genotypes
(Knap, 2005; Rauw, 2012; Bishop and Woolliams, 2014; Rauw and Gomez-Raya, 2015)
in livestock species.
Although enteroids mimic the cellular composition and function of the intestinal mucosa
much better than mono-cellular systems, such as Caco-2 and IPEC, it is nonetheless a
reductionist model. For example, these models lack the complex microbial community
structures, which play a key role in maintaining intestinal homeostasis in vivo. Subpopulations of the intestinal microbiota interact with dietary components to form
(bioactive) metabolites that may communicate to host mucosal cells through distinct
mechanisms. A body of knowledge is accumulating that points to the gut microbiota
as a mediator of dietary impact on the host metabolic status and the innate immune
system (van Baarlen et al., 2013; Sonnenburg and Backhed, 2016; Thaiss et al., 2016).
Furthermore, in the intestinal lumen there is a continuous “three-way” or “triangular”
interaction of microbiota-host-diet that can modulate gut health and intestinal functions
(Zhang et al., 2009; Ussar et al., 2015; Wells et al., 2017). Although the triangular
interactions can be studied in in vivo experimental models (Chapters 4, 5 and 7), they are
often too complex to fully interpret and do not always allow the identification of causal
relationships. The knowledge generated by the two-way interactions in the enteroid
model, can therefore contribute in a better understanding of the complex three-way
interactions that occur in vivo.

Nutrition regulates essential processes related to gut health
Many complex traits in livestock are regulated at the level of expression of the genome
(Cookson et al., 2009). Environmental factors can directly influence the transcription
of the genome (Mitroi and Mota, 2008; Chou et al., 2012; Ganesh and Hettiarachchy,
2012). A recent review by te Pas and colleagues has shown the importance of the
genotype and environmentally-induced epigenetic modifications for the transcriptomic
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In Chapter 7, the transcriptional inhibition of mTOR signalling and related response
parameters with any protein ingredients could not be observed in pigs. Recently, Yang and
colleagues have shown that the mTOR signalling pathway involved in energy metabolism,
Golgi vesicle transport, protein amino acid glycosylation, cell secretion, transmembrane
transport, ion transport, nucleotide catabolic process, translational initiation, epithelial
cell differentiation and apoptosis, was reduced in post-weaned pigs compared to preweaned pigs (Yang et al., 2016). This suggests that the mTOR signalling activity in the
gut of post-weaned piglets may be dampened which might be due to weaning-induced
cell cycle arrest and apoptosis in the small intestine of pigs (Zhu et al., 2014). Further,
the level of maturity of neonatal gut at birth differs between species (Tourneur and
Chassin, 2013). The observed difference in mTOR signalling between pigs and mice
might therefore be due to the dissimilarity in the level of maturity of intestine at a given
age. However, to verify this hypothesis, further research is required.

Amine metabolites endo-phenotype or biomarker
The development of biomarkers of gut health is imperative to gain clarity in
understanding of the patho-physiological events that influence the intestinal barrier,
intestinal functionality particularly in relation to nutrient absorption and the ecology
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activity of genes in the genome (tePas et al., 2017). In addition, environmental factors are
also shown to influence the transcription of the genome including dietary components
(Efeyan et al., 2015). The findings as described in this thesis demonstrate that the choice
of a dietary ingredient also has a significant impact on the expression of genes in the
intestinal mucosa. In Chapter 4 it is demonstrated that the activity of the mammalian
(mechanistic) target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway was diminished by using a SBM
based diet in mice. The mTOR is a conserved protein kinase involved in a multitude of
cellular processes including cell growth. The mTOR senses multiple upstream signals
which include nutrients such as amino acids, growth factors and stress (Kim and Guan,
2011; Jewell and Guan, 2013). The mTOR downstream signalling pathway integrates
both intracellular and extracellular signals and serves as a master regulator of proliferation
and differentiation of cells including gut stem cells and T cells (Sarbassov et al., 2005;
Dibble and Manning, 2013; Zarogoulidis et al., 2014; Weichhart et al., 2015). Modulation
of this pathway is relevant for livestock (Qin et al., 2016; Ye et al., 2016; Wang et al.,
2017), as it is likely to be involved in balancing the systems between renewal of intestinal
epithelial (gut barrier) and proliferation of mucosal immune cells (regulation of immune
tolerance and immune response) and overall host’s metabolism. The results as described
in Chapter 4 demonstrate that protein ingredients have the potential to influence master
regulators, like mTOR, that link nutritional conditions to (gut) health related aspects.
It underscores the necessity to take into account the functional properties of protein
sources in the formulation of diet for livestock.
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of the GIT microbiota. While there is considerable knowledge in biomarkers that are
indicative of the GIT ability to absorb, transport and secrete major macro and micronutrients, a large gap in the literature exists in relation to biomarkers of GIT permeability,
GIT barrier function, or biomarkers that are indicative of the functional presence of
beneficial microbiota or their metabolites in relation to dietary components (Wells et
al., 2017). Profile of blood amine metabolites, not only reveals information about the
metabolic processing of nutrients from protein sources, but also the metabolic and
absorptive capacity of the gut, including the influence of the microbiome (Kogut and
Arsenault, 2016). However, this has not been previously studied in relation to different
protein sources. We provided evidence that measuring systemic amine metabolites could
potentially fill this knowledge gap. Further, these profiles reveal biomarkers that could be
used to assess the nutritional quality of different protein sources and the health status of
the animals (Chapter 5 and 7).
In addition to peripheral blood, it might be interesting to measure the amine profile in
hepatic-portal blood to further strengthen the role of amine metabolites as biomarkers
for protein ingredients in relation to gut health. In future, amine-based endo-phenotypes
can be employed for predicting dietary protein-associated phenotypes in relation to
health e.g. renal disease, bone-calcium homeostasis, functioning of the liver (Martin et
al., 2005; Delimaris, 2013) and to the efficiency of protein and amino acid utilization
in systematic metabolism. This concept is similar to the current practice, for example,
the use of elevated total cholesterol in serum as a consistent bio-indicator or biomarker
of cardiovascular diseases and health risk associated with consumption of high fat diet
(Siri-Tarino et al., 2015). However, further research is needed to establish this concept
for protein containing feed ingredients. Moreover, a similar concept could be applied for
fat- and carbohydrate based ingredients.

Nutritional-systems biology approach as a tool to explore the nutritional-black box
Most traits or phenotypes of livestock animals are found to be complex. Although we
know of cases where a particular phenotype is caused by a single gene, there are no
known examples where a phenotype is caused by a single (nutritional) factor. Due to
the involvement of multiple genes and nutritional factors in the biological regulation of
phenotypes, several molecular and cellular components and networks of components are
expected to act together in the expression of a particular external phenotype. Among
others, the molecular components include components of different biological levels,
including transcribed mRNA, translated proteins and biosynthetic metabolites. The
cellular components may comprise of different cell types and may also include specific
taxa of the organism’s microbiome. Establishment of a phenotype is contributed by both
signalling and biosynthetic pathways of different cell types and communication between
cell-types. In Chapters 4, 5 and 7, the effect of dietary protein interventions was studied
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at different biological levels. It is tempting to speculate, however, that these biological
levels do not function independently from each other and different feedback loops
between the various biological levels regulate the expression of an external phenotype. In
Chapter 6, first evidence is provided that such feedback loops exist. Several components
within a particular biological level (connectivity hubs) were identified that directly or
indirectly participate in processes of another biological level.

Gut Health and Nutrition 2.0
Besides digestion and absorption of nutrients, the GIT is responsible for regulating
physiological homeostasis that provides hosts the ability to withstand infectious and
non-infectious stressors (Bartlett and Smith, 2003; Sansonetti, 2004; Garriga et al.,
2006; Choct et al., 2010; Quinteiro-Filho et al., 2010; Crhanova et al., 2011; Maslowski
and Mackay, 2011; Quinteiro-Filho et al., 2012; Arsenault et al., 2013). This statement
and the term “Gut health” originate from the domain of human medicine field (Bischoff,
2011). The performance of production animals is hugely dependent on optimal gut
health. There is increasing evidence that there is a direct relationship between animal
performance and a “healthy” GIT (Collins et al., 2009; Ivarsson et al., 2014; Lindberg,
2014; Angelakis, 2016; Jha and Berrocoso, 2016). However, there is no clear definition
of “gut health” as it covers multiple aspects of the GIT that encompasses a number of
physiological and functional features, including nutrient digestion and absorption, host
metabolism and energy generation, a stable microbiome, mucus layer development,
barrier function and mucosal immune responses (Nurmi et al., 1992; van Der Wielen
et al., 2000; Beckmann et al., 2006; Qu et al., 2008; Shakouri et al., 2009; Oakley et al.,
2014). Although influencing gut health is an increasingly important topic in animal
nutrition research, yet a clear scientific definition is still lacking. Recently two definitions
of gut-health from the context of livestock have been proposed: 1) According to Kogut
and Arsenault (2016), gut-health can be defined as the absence/prevention/avoidance
of disease so that the animal is able to perform its physiological functions in order to
withstand exogenous and endogenous stressors; 2) According to Jansman (2016), health
of the GIT could be defined as its capacity to exert its different functions allowing the
animal to achieve its potential productive performance under a variety of environmental
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Integration of data derived from different biological levels is one of the main objectives of
the emerging systems biology discipline, which is required to improve our fundamental
knowledge on nutrient-microbiota-host interactions in the GIT. As shown in Chapter 6,
such an approach successfully generated hypothesis for targeted research to identify
causal relationships between the various biological scales. In future, hypothesis driven
research based on the prediction made by systems biology approaches, will diminish our
knowledge gap between dietary intervention and external phenotype.
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conditions. In short, gut health is the gatekeeper of health and the motor that drives
animal performance (Kogut and Arsenault, 2016).
Different components of the intestinal microbial ecology are important in determining
the gut health and growth in production animals (Figure 1). Clearly, this knowledge
provides nutritionists with opportunities to develop feed additives, diet and feeding
concepts that can promote conditions in the GIT, that would create and maintain an
optimal balance between host mucosa and the microbiota in the lumen of the GIT
and prevent disturbance of the structure and functionalities of the GIT. To improve
“gut health” in livestock via nutrition, it is necessary to get in depth knowledge on the
functionality (nutrient digestion and absorption) and immune status of the GIT that are
important in determining animal performance.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the different components of the intestinal ecology
important in determining gut health and growth in production animals.
Each component interacts with the other in order to maintain a dynamic equilibrium, a state defined as gut
health. Source: Pietro Celi, DSM Nutritional Products.
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This type of research requires a shift from traditional animal nutrition research that was
largely focused on defining animal requirements for various nutrients, based on their
roles as anabolic substrates, metabolic cofactors and energy sources. Evolving methods
in molecular biology and physiology have now revealed far more diverse and far-reaching
impacts of dietary components which is also named as “Animal Nutrition 2.0”. In this
thesis, by adopting a FeedOmics approach we further add elements to build in the
concept of Animal Nutrition 2.0. The outlook of Animal Nutrition 2.0 is discussed in the
“perspectives and future research” paragraph presented below.

Perspectives and Future Research

To study kinetics of protein degradation, time series of intestinal digesta samples taken
from different GIT compartments can be analysed for protein, peptide and amino-acid
composition by employing the proteomic approaches as described in this thesis. It is
known that peptides are prone to aggregation processes that lead to indigestible peptide
aggregates, a phenomenon that was observed for soy-derived peptides in the intestine
of pigs (Fischer et al., 2007). Using proteomic approaches, these peptides aggregates
can be identified and monitored during the digestion process. Furthermore, application
of proteomic technologies on digesta and faeces can provide detailed information on
digestion degradation kinetics of the “parent” dietary protein along with identifying the
nature of “undigested dietary protein” and endogenous proteins.

Functional properties of protein sources
The functional properties of protein sources should be taken into account during
formulation of diet. Here, in this thesis, we have shown that apart from the “strictnutritional” value, diet along with their ingredients and constituents have other “nonstrict-nutritional” functional properties. However, the functional properties differ
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Protein profile analysis by proteomics
Information of protein profiles of protein sources could be of great benefit for multiple
stake holders, particularly for food/feed manufacturers and technologists, human health
and livestock researchers. Our combined proteomic and bioinformatic approach may be
exploited by industries as assessment of quality for protein based products such as dairy
based products. Sampling can be done at multiple “check-points” in the production line
during manufacturing. This enables the food/feed manufacturers or technologists to
gather detailed information on the quality of the protein based products produced in each
batch. In addition, one can make assessment on the performance of food/feed processing
techniques applied during the manufacturing of protein based products. These certainly
can pave the way towards the development of improved methods for “Quality Control”
of protein-based products thus bringing added value to the stakeholders.
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among the protein sources. In in silico approach, we observed differences in diversity
of bioactive peptides predicted to be available during enzymatic degradation. Spray
dried plasma protein (SDPP) was predicted to give rise to a higher diversity of bioactive
peptides compared to other protein sources used in the study. The in vitro approach
of enteroids also suggested different functional properties of protein sources through
induction of unique biological processes. SDPP was found to upregulate several
biological pathways associated with processes of cell migration, movement, related
to increased cell turnover, in enteroids. Among other protein sources, CAS downregulated glutathione metabolism, SBM down-regulated biological processes involved in
triglyceride, phosphatidylcholine biosynthesis and pathways. In in vivo experiment with
mice, SBM based diet was distinctly different from other protein sources by reducing
mTOR pathway expression and strongly increasing abundance of Bacteroidales family
S24-7 (as mentioned in Chapter 4). In blood, we also detected differences in amine
profile of mice and pigs fed protein from different sources (Chapter 5 and 7). These
indicates that FeedOmics approach can be used as toolbox that can measure the impact
of the protein ingredients from different sources on host’s physiology in particular to
metabolism and immunity. Characterisation of the functional properties of protein
sources can thus be done using FeedOmics approach.
In current practice, diet formulation for livestock is based on the provision of ileal or
faecal digestible nutrients and derived provision of metabolisable or net energy by feed
ingredients. Thus, it considers only the “strict-nutritional” value of feed ingredients which
relate to proteins/ AA, starch and sugars, fats, fermentable non-starch-polysaccharides,
minerals and vitamins. From the context of protein ingredients, we provide the elements/
technique/methods to measure the presence of protein-based functional properties
in some common and new protein sources for pigs, using in silico, in vitro and in vivo
approaches. To use this information for practical purposes, efforts are required towards
the quantification of these functional properties of feed ingredients. By adopting several
of the here described approaches, one can preselect groups of proteins and/or peptides
with a particular bio-functional property that are present in the ingredients. These can
be further quantified by employing targeted ~omics approaches in different models (in
silico, in vitro, in vivo) (Gallien et al., 2012; Wienkoop and Staudinger, 2013; Shi et al.,
2016). Moreover, the quantified values of such functional properties could be included
in the existing feed tables (CVB, 2011; NRC, 2012) as “non-strict nutritional” values
alongside the existing “strict nutritional values”. Combining unbiased ~omics approaches
with targeted approaches appears to have true potential to contribute for quantifying the
“non-strict nutritional” values. This will support the field of animal nutrition to consider
both strict- and non-strict nutritional value of feed ingredients while composing animal
diet.
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Further development of Animal Nutrition 2.0
Animal Nutrition 2.0 leads to continued hope that dietary alterations remain a fruitful
area of investigation in the quest for improved gut health and function. Advancement
of methods in molecular biology and physiology can further aid studies to get a clear
picture. This will enable nutritionists to develop more targeted diets with specific
functional properties directed towards supporting gut health and towards creating
immune competent and resilient animals, for example via nutrition-based early life
programming of later life metabolism and immune competence. The development of
these products need to take into account the functional properties of feed ingredients
that can impact animal biology by influencing microbial communities, activating cellular
receptors, or by directly altering activity of digestive enzymes in the gut.

Each of the components studied in this research has an established legitimacy in
biological science which is collectively named as ~omics. They are often used to conduct
large-scale studies of pathways and networks of the molecular components for a
better understanding of the biology as a system., However, certain shortcomings were
encountered while using them in the FeedOmics approach, particularly in relation to
metabolomics. The majority of the metabolic databases that are freely assessable are
having detailed information about small molecule metabolites found in the human body
(e.g. The Human Metabolome Database, HMDB and The BiGG database) or in microorganism (e.g. SYSTOMONAS (SYSTems biology of pseudOMONAS). No metabolic
database is currently available with detailed information about metabolites found in the
livestock species. Unless livestock species specific databases are being created, livestock
researchers have to rely on the human databases thereby compelling researchers to
extrapolate the knowledge gained from human metabolism to livestock species. If
livestock metabolic databases are being developed in future then, enrichment of the
database could be done with data of metabolic profiles of digesta and blood, considering
production purpose and age of the livestock species involved.
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The approach taken in this thesis enabled to gather knowledge at the tissue and cellular
level by investigating the response of its molecular components as influenced by diets
containing proteins from various sources. Different biological levels were represented
by different molecular components such as transcribed mRNA, translated proteins and
biosynthetic metabolites of host cells and the intestinal bacterial genome. Expanding
such approaches by incorporating the dynamics of time dependent changes in the
profiles of the various molecular and cellular components by measuring along the whole
gut might further diminish the knowledge gap on the functional properties of protein
sources. Moreover, validation experiments are required to demonstrate effects of the
functional properties of protein sources on animals that are kept under the challenging
condition of current husbandry systems for livestock.
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In the current approach of FeedOmics, we have used 16S rRNA sequencing of microbial
DNA to answer the question, “who are present in the gut?”. As an answer, we obtained
a catalogue of microbes residing in the gut. However, it is also important to recognise
the potential of the residing microbes as a genetic content and what they do. Recent
technological developments allow to provide answers to both the questions by means
of metagenome sequencing and meta (-transcriptomics, -proteomics, -metabolomics),
respectively (Deusch et al., 2015). Employing such extended methodologies in a
FeedOmics approach would certainly enhance its resolution towards understanding of
the existing complexity in the gut microbiota in relation to nutrition.
Further, intestinal organoids of targeted species, for example from pigs or poultry can
also be used to study the efficacy of the digested and non-digested components of feed
ingredients. This approach potentially can unveil novel (species-specific) functional
properties of ingredients that can impact gut biology by various means, for example
activating cellular receptors or directly altering cellular metabolic or functional activity.
This approach can truly be explored for enriching the knowledge base towards the
functional properties of ingredients, which is still in its infancy stage.
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Summary
The challenge of creating a sustainable food supply for growing human population has
attracted much attention in novel and economical sources of protein for animal feed.
Dietary protein sources serve as one of the important constituents of animal nutrition
providing strict nutritional (essential amino acids) and non-strict nutritional functional
properties. However, there is a lack of assessment methods for evaluation of different
functional properties of protein sources beyond their capacity to provide amino acids
and other nutrients. The research objective of this thesis is to evaluate the functional
properties of different protein containing feed ingredients. For evaluation we used
multiple ~omics technologies (FeedOmics approach) to improve our understanding of
the gut associated changes induced by the dietary protein sources, especially on the
level of the intestinal microbiota and the mucosal gene expression. In addition, we also
investigated the effects of protein sources on several systemic immune and metabolic
parameters.
In Chapter 2, selected protein sources were characterised for functional properties. We
aimed to characterise and quantify individual proteins present in various potential protein
sources using advanced proteomic method. Subsequently, in silico procedures was used
to predict amino acid compositions and potential bioactive properties of these protein
sources. Casein (CAS), partially delactosed whey powder (DWP), spray dried porcine
plasma (SDPP), soybean meal (SBM), wheat gluten meal (WGM) and yellow meal
worm (YMW) were selected. By NanoLC-LTQ-Orbitrap-Mass Spectrometry (nLCMS),
protein contents of the protein rich feed ingredients were detected and semi-quantified.
Based on these data, the amino acid composition of the selected proteins sources were
calculated and compared with the chemically determined amino acid composition. By
using bioinformatics, we predicted the bioactive properties of these protein sources
after in silico digestion with monogastric proteolytic enzymes. The analysis revealed
that selected protein sources are rich in bioactive peptides, particularly in angiotensinconverting enzyme inhibitors and anti-oxidative properties. We demonstrated the
added value of the use of proteomic and bioinformatic procedures to approximate the
protein, peptide and amino acid composition as well as to predict the potential bioactive
properties of the (novel) protein-containing feed ingredients.
Given that novel protein sources may contain bioactive components with activities
beyond their strictly nutritional properties we investigated the use of intestinal
organoids as a model to test the effects of different protein sources on the intestinal
epithelium (Chapter 3). Mouse enteroids were exposed to different undigested protein
sources (viz. soybean meal, SBM; casein, CAS; spray dried plasma protein, SDPP; and
yellow meal worm, YMW) and RNA was isolated for genome-wide transcriptomics.
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The different protein sources induced unique biological processes. YMW protein was
predicted to down-regulate biological processes involved in lipid metabolism processes,
CAS was predicted to down-regulate glutathione metabolism, SBM down-regulated
biological processes involved in triglyceride, phosphatidylcholine biosynthesis as well as
pathways associated with retinoid and retinol metabolism. Taken together these results
highlight enteroids as a promising new model to evaluate interaction between feed/
food ingredients and the intestinal epithelium.
The second part of the thesis focussed on understanding the functional properties of various
protein sources in animal experiment in vivo. An experiment was conducted with laboratory
mice fed with diets containing protein from various sources (same sources as used in Chapter
2). Here the aim was to understand the long term (relative to in vitro experiment performed
in Chapter 3) in vivo effect of protein sources on intestinal functioning and health in mice.
Chapter 4 describes the effect of dietary protein sources in mice on local intestinal (immune)
gene expression, microbial colonization and systemic immune responses. By genome wide
transcriptome analysis, we identified fourteen high level regulatory genes that are strongly
affected in SBM-fed mice compared to the other experimental groups. They are mostly
related to the mammalian (mechanistic) target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway linked
to T cell activation, proliferation and cell fate along with antigen presentation by immune
cells. In addition, an increased concentration of granulocyte colony-stimulating factor was
observed in serum of SBM-fed mice compared to other dietary groups. Moreover, by 16S
rRNA sequencing, we observed that SBM-fed mice had higher abundances of Bacteroidales
family S24-7, compared to the other sources. We showed that measurements of genomewide expression and microbiota composition in the mouse ileum reveal divergent responses
to diets containing different protein sources, in particular for a diet based on SBM. In Chapter
5 we studied the effect of dietary protein source on metabolic amine profiles in serum and
urine of mice. We showed that the metabolism of protein within host is affected by the
source of dietary protein. Dietary protein sources were found to have profound effects on
host metabolism, particularly in systemic amine profiles, which is considered as considered
as an endo-phenotype. Metabolites like alpha-aminobutyric acid and 1-methylhistidine are
sensitive indicators of too much or too little availability of specific amino acids in the different
protein diets. Furthermore, we concluded that amine metabolic profiles can be useful for
assessing the nutritional quality of different protein sources.
In Chapter 6, a set of computational methods of systems biology was used for
understanding the effect of protein sources with regard to their functional properties.
We described potential correlations between molecular parameters as measures on
various biological scales by integrating multi-scale quantitative (~omics) data obtained
from mice experiment. For the first time, an integration of such heterogeneous datatypes, arising from a single experiment, has been reported.
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Final evaluation of protein sources was carried out in a feeding trial with pigs by feeding
them with diets containing protein from various sources viz. SBM, black soldier fly larvae
(BSF), SDPP, rapeseed meal (RSM) and WGM. Here, the aim was to understand the
long term (relative to the in vitro experiment described in this thesis) in vivo effect of
protein sources on intestinal functioning and health in the target animal pigs. Chapter 7
describes the effects of dietary protein sources in pigs on both local intestinal (immune)
gene expression, microbial colonization and systemic immune responses. We have shown
that diets prepared with different protein sources, differ in their ability to modulate the
physiology of pigs at the local as well as the systemic level. Different protein sources
elicit specific responses in blood amine metabolite profiles by altering the composition
and diversity of the intestinal microbiota as well as intestinal mucosal gene expression.
Finally, Chapter 8 summarises the research undertaken in this thesis and discusses the
key results, followed by describing methods to evaluate the functional properties of
protein-containing feed ingredients by using (but not limited to) modern day (~omics)
technologies and novel in vitro (intestinal models). Finally, a new potential application
of using knowledge generated in the area of animal nutrition is discussed in this thesis.
This thesis presents FeedOmics approach as a toolkit, to evaluate (novel) protein
containing feed ingredients of different origin considering both their nutritional and
functional value in terms of their capacity to support or modify nutrient supply, the
animal’s physiology, tissue development and functioning. Such knowledge may contribute
to introduce novel and/or alternative protein containing feed ingredients in the diet of
livestock, thus creating a sustainable food supply for growing human population.
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